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Abstract

This thesis studies an approach to automate the process of deciding whether a program is performing

correctly, and if not, to discover the probable cause of the problem. It assumes that the intended

Lehavior of the -rogram ;s specificd in some formal, high-leve' specification language. It studies

how one can check automatically at runtime whether the program is running consistently with

its specification, and if not, how inconsistencies can be automatically detected and diagnosed. A

met-'odology of using this checking methodology for debugging formally specified programs is then

presented.

The consistency checking methodology depends on the particular specification language con-

structs used. In this thesis, two categories of constructs are studied: (1) generalized assertions and

(2) algebraic specifications.

Generalized assertions contain boolean expressions that must be satisfied within a specified

region in the underlying program. Checking functions are generated which test for the truth of

these boolean expressions. Diagnostic messages are given and a debugger is invoked if there is a

violation. Checking functions are called from locations in the program where the specification may

have changed value.

For the purpose of this thesis, algebraic specifications are considered to be equations whose

terms comprise abstract data type operations. Algebraic specification checking involves monitoring

the execution of the abstract data type operations. Based on this monitoring and the algebraic spec-

ifications, a theorem prover generates invariants that the program must satisfy. If the program does

not satisfy these invariants, diagnostic messages are given and a debugger is invoked. The theorem

prover has to be specialized so that it operates efficiently in the context of algebraic specification

ciecking. Methodologies to achieve this using incremental techniques are presented in this thesis.

Based on these ideas, a working system has been built for automatic runtime consistency checking

of Ada programs with spcifications written in Anna. Experiments with this system has led to the

development of a methodology of debugging programs based on formal specifications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the start c. the programming task, the programmer is supplied with a specification of

the problem. The specification may be as formal as a document which details the intended

behavior of the program in all possible circumstances or it may be as informal as a few

instances of what the program is intended to do. In practice, the programmer has available

several sources of information which comprise the specification. These may include a formal

specification document, a working prototype, instances of program behavior, and a priori

knowledge about similar software. All of these sources contribute to the programmer's

understanding of the task. Formal specifications are usually written in some specification

language. Specification languages provide formal, high-level constructs to describe various

properties of programs. An overview of some formal specification techniques is given in [67].

Working from this specification, the programmer develops the program. The validation

of the program lies in the comparison of the program with the specification of intended

behavior. If the specification is completely formal, then validation can be performed by

providing a mathematical proof that compares the program with the formal specification.
This process is termed program verification. An overview of program verification is given

in [68]. However, specifications are hardly ever formalized completely, and even when they

are, they can still contain errors. Even if the existence of a complece and correct specification

is assumed, it is still very difficult to provide the necessary mathematical proof.

It is much easier to perform the validation process for a particular input data. In this

situation it is typically possible to obtain the intended behavior of the program by hand
calculation, textbook requirements or by the application of estimates obtained from simu-

lations. If the specification is completely formal, it may even be possible to automatically
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determine the intended behavior from the specification. Repeating the process of comparing

the program with the intended behavior on many different inputs can increase the level of

confidence on this program. This process is termed program testing. Program testing can

also test specifications. If the intended behavior of the program determined from the speci-

fications is different from the expected behavior, there is a problem with the specifications.

There are two parts to program testing. First, there is the problem of test-data selection.

Since any test-data will necessarily be a very small sample of all the possible input data,

test-data should be selected in such a way that successful execution of a program on these

test-data give us a reasonable amount of confidence in the correctness of the program for all

possible input data. At the same time, the test-data should be such that redundancy in the

testing process is minimized. The second part to program testing is to run the program on

each test-data to determine whether or not the program implements the intended behavior

for this test-data. An overview of program testing is given in Section 1.3.

The details of determining whether or not the program implements the intended behavior

for a particular test-data is usually not dealt with in program testing theory. Rather an

oracle is assumed to exist. This oracle can judge for any specific test-data, whether or not

the program implements its intended behavior. The idealization of the oracle is essential

for software testing. Various testing strategies have handled the oracle problem in different

ways.

1.1 Contributions of this Thesis

A typical scenario in which the oracle works consists of a specification, a program that has

been designed to be consistent with the specification and some test-data. The specification is

written formally (at least partially) in some specification language. The program is usually

referred to as the underlying program. Hence, at least a part of the work done by the oracle

is in comparing the program with the formal specifications during execution on the input

data1 . This thesis provides a methodology to automate this aspect of the oracle's work.

This methodology is referred to in this thesis as automatic runtime consistency checking.

This thesis does not, however, address the problem of test-data selection.

Obviously, the complexity of the methodology depends on the kinds of constructs avail-

able in the specification language. In this thesis, two different categories of specification

'The other part of the oracle's work may be in comparing the program with respect to informal
specifications.
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constructs are assumed. The first category includes constructs that are generalizations of

assertions. Consistency checking for this category of specification constructs is performed

by creating functions corresponding to these constructs and instrumenting the program

with calls to these functions. These functions are referred to as checking functions.

The second category of specification constructs is the algebraic specification. Algebraic

specifications describe abstract data types. For the purpose of this thesis, algebraic speci-

fications are defined as equations whose terms comprise the abstract data type operations

and variables that are universally quantified over the domain of the abstract data type.

Consistency checking for this category of specification constructs is performed with the

help of a theorem prover, which performs proofs on sequences of operations executed by

the underlying program. Unless properly performed, this form of consistency checking can

consume an unacceptably large overhead in time. To solve this problem, an incremental

theorem prover has been designed that works on a small but useful subset of abstract data

types and algebraic specifications. This theorem prover is referred to as the Chromatic

Theorem Prover.

1.1.1 The Anna Consistency Checking System

Everything described in this thesis has been fully implemented. The programming language

used is Ada (see Appendix A) and the specification language used is Anna (see Appendix B).

The user-interface of the system includes a specialized Anna Debugger designed to handle

situations where the underlying program becomes inconsistent with the specification. This

system is known as the Anna Consistency Checking System and has been completely im-

plemented in Ada at Stanford University. Various versions of the system have been ported

and are being used at many locations around the world. An installation manual and user's

guide of the latest release of this system is given in Appendix C. A block diagram of the

system is shown in Figure 1.1.

The Anna specifications are converted to checking-code and this is instrumented into the

underlying Ada program. This process is performed by a tool called the Anna Transformer.

The resulting Ada program is now compiled using a standard Ada compiler and then linked

and loaded together with the Anna Debugger and the Chromatic Theorem Prover. The

result is a self-checking executable. The instrumented Ada program makes calls to the

checking code every time a specification may potentially be violated. The checking code

determines whether or not a violation has taken place. When checking with respect to
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Anna Program

Anna Transformer

Instrumented Ada Program

Ada Compiler:

Anna Debugger ObetCode Chromatic Theorem
- 1 Prover

Ada Linkr/Loadr

.... ... ... ... .............

Figur 1.1 Th ckAnna Cosstnc ChCng ti Sytem o
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algebraic specifications, the checking code makes calls to the Chromatic Theorem Prover.

If the checking code determines that a violation has taken place, control is transferred

to the Anna Debugger. The user can then interact with the Anna Debugger to get more

information on the nature of the inconsistency. The structure of the self-checking executable

is also shown in Figure 1.1. The Chromatic Theorem Prover is described in Chapter 4, while

the Anna Debugger is described in Chapter 5.

The Anna Transformer converts the Anna program to a corresponding parse tree using a

table driven parser. The parse tree data structure and operations on this data structure are

encapsulated together to form the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) package. The AST package

is based on DIANA [22]. DIANA is an intermediate tree represei,cation ror Ada programs.

The AST package extends the DIANA concepts to handle Anna constructs. The Anna

Transformer then transforms the Anna parse tree to an Ada parse tree by changing the

Anna specificaticns to Ada checking code. The Ada parse tree is then converted to an Ada

program using a reverse parser 2 . The Anna Transformer also includes a semantic analyzer3

which checks the original Anna program for static semantic correctness. This notion of

correctness is what is determined by compiler front-ends and not the notion of correctness

determined by program verification tools.

The complete transformation process includes the introduction of new constructs like

variable declarations and renaming declarations; transformation of Anna expressions to

equivalent Ada expressions; the transformation of annotations to more basic annotations;

and the generation of checking code. For a complete description of the transformation

process, please refer to [108]. Relevant details of this process will be illustrated in this

thesis.

1.1.2 Examples

Two examples of Anna code fragments (Ada code with Anna specifications) are shown

below. These examples illustrate runtime consistency checking and issues involved in its

automation.

Example 1.1: This example illustrates consistency checking of Anna subtype annotations.

It contains a subtype annotation which constrains the Ada subtype EVEN to take on only

2 Note that the Ada parse tree produced by the Anna Transformer can be fed directly to any Ada compiler
that uses DIANA as its intermediate representation.

'3The semantic analyzer was developed by Geoff Mendal.
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those values that are divisible by 2.

declare

subtype EVEN is INTEGER;
-- I where X:EVEN => X mod 2 = 0;
E: EVEN:

begin

E 4,

E E+1;

end;

The first value assigned to E, namely 4, satisfies the subtype annotation. However, after the

second assignment, the value of E will be 5 and this does not satisfy the subtype annotation.

To implement consistency checking with respect to subtype annotations, a test is inserted

for each of the statements that modify the variable E. During execution, the program passes

the test corresponding to the first assignment statement, but the test corresponding to the

second assignment statement detects an inconsistency.

Example 1.2: In this example, the problem of checking the consistency of abstract data

type operations with respect to algebraic specifications is illustrated. The abstract data type

shown below represents deques. The operations are CREATE, LEFT-PUSH, LEFT-POP,

LEFTTOP, RIGHTPUSH, RIGHTPOP and RIGHT-TOP.

package DEQUEPACKAGE is
type DEQUE is ... ;

function CREATE return DEQUE;
function LEFTPUSH(D: DEQUE, E: ELEMENT) return DEQUE;
function LEFTPOP(D:DEQUE) return DEQUE;
function LEFTTOP(D:DEQUE) return ELEMENT;
function RIGHTPUSH(D: DEQUE;E: ELEMENT) return DEQUE;
function RIGHT POP(D:DEQUE) return DEQUE;
function RIGHTTOP(D:DEQUE) return ELEMENT;
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- - axiom

for all D:DEQUE;E:ELEMENT =>

LEFT_POP(LEFT_PUSH(D,E)) = D,

RIGHT POP(RIGHT PUSH(D,E)) = D,

- - LEFTPOP(RIGHT PUSH(D, E)) = RIGHTPUSH(LEFTPOP(D), E),

RIGHT POP(LEFTPUSH(D, E)) - LEFTPUSH(RIGHTPOP(D), E),

LEFT_TOP(LEFTPUSH(D,E)) =E,

RIGHT TOP(RIGHTPUSH(D,E)) = E;

end DEQUEPACKAGE;

This example contains six Anna package axioms. These axioms form the algebraic specifica-

tion of the deque package. The deque package is expected to satisfy these axioms; otherwise

it is inconsistent with these axioms. Note however that tis is not a complete specification

of deques. For example, the special cases of empty and full deques have been ignored4 .

There are also some other facts about non-empty deques that cannot be proved from these

axioms. The following is one such fact:

LEFT_PUSH(RIGHTPUSH(D, E1 ), E2 ) = RIGHT_PJSH(LEFTPUSH(D, E2 ), El)

where D, E, and E 2 are assumed to be universally quantified over the appropriate domains.

The discussion that follows assumes that all facts that the deque package must satisfy 'an

be derived from just the six axioms mentioned above. Any intuitive facts that cannot be

derived from these axioms (like the one mentioned above) can be either true or false of the

deque package. The deque package will still be consistent with the axioms.

The following is a sequence of statements that invokes the deque package at runtime:

Do := CREATE;

D1 := LEFTPUSH(DO, EO);

El :=LEFT_TOP(D1);

D2 := LEFT_POP(Di);

The axioms require that after successful execution of the above statements, El has to be

equal to E0 and D 2 has to be equal to Do. Therefore, runtime consistency checking requires

'Note that undefined expressions do not violate Anna package axioms. Hence, though the third and fourth
equations are undefined (typically) for the empty deque, this does not cause the package to be itionsistent
with the specification.
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that checks be made at runtime to ensure that these equalities do indeed hold. Hence, in
this example, after the assignment to E1, a check is made to ensure that El is equal to Eo

and after the assignment to D2 , a check is made to ensure that D2 is equal to Do. Note

however that it is not possible in general to insert these checks inline when the program

is compiled. This is because the performance of the check is based on the execution of
a certain sequence of operations of the deque package, rather tihin just one particuiar

operation. It is not always possible at compile time to determine when such sequences will
be executed. If the second statement in this example was within an if statement, then the

above-mentioned checks would have to be made depending on whether or not the condition
of the if statement was true. Also note that the sequences of operations after which the

tests need to be performed are not always as simple as in the above example. For example,

after execution of the following sequence of statements:

D3 :- CREATE;

D4 :-LEFT_PUSH(D 3 ,E 2 );

D.5 :-RIGHTPUSH(D 4 ,E 3 );

D6 := LEFTPOP(Ds);

D7 :RIGHT_POP(D6 );

the following condition has to hold:

D7 = D3

The problem of inserting checks is solved as follows: After each execution of a package

operation, a message is sent to the Chromatic Theorem Prover with the necessary informa-

tion. The theorem prover maintains a history of the package operations already performed.

Based on this information, the theorem prover decides whether or not a check needs to

be performed. If a check has to be performed, the theorem prover sends the appropriate

message to the checking code.

1.2 Organization of this Thesis

This thesis consists of six chapters and a set of supporting appendices. The aim of the
chapters is to concisely describe the contributions of the thesis. The appendices, on the

other hand, provide useful background information.
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Chapter 2 is a short extension of this chapter. It discusses the principles of consistency

checking. It further describes the problem of consistency checking with respect to formal

specifications in more detail. It introduces the two different approaches to consistency

checking and sets the stage for the more detailed description of the consistency checking

methodology.

Chapter 3 describes the checking function methodology. It explains the concept of

checking functions, their use and advantages. A detailed discussion of the transformations

involved for the checking of generalized assertions follows. Many examples in Ada/Anna

are given. Though all transformations described in this chapter are specific to Ada/Anna

programs. they can be applied to other languages with minor modifications. Some of the

transformations discussed in this chapter-like the transformation of Anna expressions-

also apply to algebraic specifications.

Chapter 4 describes the consistency checking of abstract data type implementations with

respect to algebraic specifications. First, all the transformations that need to be performed

on Ada abstract data types and Anna algebraic specifications are described. Then the

general problem is shown to be undecidable (based on previous work), and hence only

partial checking methodologies are possible. The Chromatic Theorem Prover is discussed

in this chapter. This chapter also explains how theorem proving operations can be performed

incrementally, and concludes with describing the capabilities of this prover.

Chapter 5 describes how one can use the Anna Consistency Checking System to de-

bug programs based on formal specifications. This chapter concentrates on the problem

of debugging Ada packages. The methodologies developed in this chapter can be easily

generalized t6 apply heyond Ada packages to more complex programs. A session where

a QUEUEMANAGER package is debugged illustrates the application of the debugging

methodology. In addition, this example also illustrates how the Anna Consistency Checking

System is used.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis. The contributions of this thesis and possible future

work are discussed.

Appendix A gives a reasonably comprehensive introduction to Ada, and for the reader

not familiar with Ada, this appendix should be sufficient for the purposes of understanding

this thesis. In fact. this appendix can also be used effectively as a self-contained introductory

text to Ada.

Appedlix B similarly gives a reasonably comprehensive introduction to Anna.
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Appendix C is an installation manual and user guide for the Anna Consistency Checking

System. This appendix explains in detail how this system can be set up on a machine, and

how it can be used. It also gives a comprehensive description of the limitations of the

'vs1 Em.

Figure 1.2 is a reading guide for this thesis. It may be used to determine what needs

to be read before the section of interest is reaul. In this figure, a solid arrow from A to B

means that .4 must be read before reading B. A dashed arrow from .4 to B means that

it will be useful, though not essential to read A before reading B The sections within the

dotted ovals can be omitted during the first reading of the thesis. It may be useful to read

Appendix A and Appendix B before reading Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Section C.3.1 must be

road before reading Chapter 5.

1.3 Related Work

1.3.1 Instrumentation

Enhancing a program with additional code has been used for a variety of purposes for a

'ery long time. This process is called instrumentation. The earliest uses of instrumentation

have been to gather statistics about the program. Examples of such statistics are statement

execution counts and branch of control counts. Some of the earliest work in instrumentation

has been by Estrin et al. [21.106] and Knuth et al. [51,58]. Around the mid-70's, the idea

of using instrumentation for consistency checking began to emerge. Some work in this area

has been done by Yau and Cheung [1231 who proposed that introducing redundancy in a

program could create self-checking programs. Stucki [113] was one of the first to implement

automatic runtime consistency checking of a program with respect to assertions. Since then

many systems have been built where assertions have been compiled into runtime checking

rode. There are other related uses of redundancy for self-checking purposes. Some obvious

examples are constraint checking that programming languages like Pascal and Ada provide.

anti hardware error detection and correction. Another example is data structure error

(letoction and correction [115]. Bird and Munoz [8] have designed a scheme to generate self-

checking test-data for compilers. The idea here is to introduce extra code in the test-data

(which is itself a program) which automatically checks the correctness of the compiler during

,xfcution of the compiled program (the test-data). Lu [69] describes a method for creating

real-trimo seif-checking software. A separate processor termed the Watchdog Processor is
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used to monitor the running of the underlying program.

1.3.2 Testing

Test-Data Generation

A large number of tools have been designed for test-data generation since the early-70's.

The emphasis is to generate test-data that exercises as much of the program code as prac-

tically possible. Some approaches have been to generate test-data that force every program

statement to be executed, while others force every edge in the program's flowchart to be

traversed. Goodenough and Gerhart '29] attempt to define a theoretically sound, but prac-

tical definition of what constitutes an adequate test. The idea is to divide the test-data into

a finitc itumber of equivalence classes where testing on a representative of an equivalence

c!ass will, by induction, test the entire class. A useful technique for test-data generation

is symbolic execution of the program [11,55]. Symbolic execution can be performed in a

forward traversal or a backward traversal of the program paths. During these traversals,

various constraints are established which are then used to generate the test-data.

All these approaches to test-data generation fall under the general category of white-box

testing. In white-box testing, the structure of the program is examined and test-data are

derived from the program's logic. The other category is black-box testing. This is also known

as functional testing. In this case, the internal structure and behavior of the program is

not considered. The objective is to find out solely when the input-output behavior of the

program does not agree with its specifications. In this approach, test-data are constructed

from its specifications [1,89].

Program mutation [18,641 is a technique for the measurement of test-data adequacy. In

mutation testing, test-data is applied to the program being tested and its mutants (programs

that contain one or more likely errors). The test-data is considered adequate (with respect

to the mutants) if the test-data reveals the errors in each of the mutants. If a program

runs successfully on this test-data, it means that the program does not contain the kinds

of errors present in the mutants.

Debugging

Thirty years ago, program debugging typically involved inspection of the core dump of

a program after it reached a probably inconsistent state. Since then a lot of refinements
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have taken place. The next stage was to provide program tracing and an user-interface from

where a programmer could insert breakpoints and inspect values of variables in the program.

Then came the concept of structured programming [17]-a systematic approach to program-

ming that would reduce the possibility of errors. Structured programming also enhances

the programmers' understanding of their programs, thus making the debugging process

easier. Other advances in debugging involve the use of assertions to define breakpoints

(this is essentially an application of self-checking programs). Some heuristic approaches to

debugging have also been developed, for example, the Programmer's Apprentice [102.110].

Here the system is supplied with a plan and it infers the existence and type of bugs in the

program by comparing the program with the plan. Shapiro [111] has developed a debugging

system which diagnoses and attempts to correct bugs based on information accumulated in

a database. This information is based on previous runs of the program and also input from

the user. In yet another approach, algebraic program testing [49], program correctness may

be thought of as a program equivalence problem. Since the equivalence of two programs

written in a powerful enough programming language is undecidable, this approach requires

programs to lie in some restricted class for which testing on a small set of test-data is suf.

ficient to prove program equivalence. Algebraic program testing provides a theoretically

sound way of determining program correctness for restricted classes of programs. More

closely related to the Anna Consistency Checking System are the TSL Monitor [43,41] and

the VIAL Transformer [7]. These are currently being developed at Stanford for runtime

consistency checking against the specification languages TSL [44] and VAL.

1.3.3 Static Analysis

In static analysis, the requirements and design documents and the code are analyzed. either

manually or automatically, without actually executing the code. Only limited analysis of

programs containing array references, pointer variables, and other dynamic constructs is

possible using this technique. Experimental evaluation of code inspection and code walk-

throughs has found these static analysis techniques to be very effective in finding from 30%

to 70% of the logic design and coding errors in a typical program.

Program verification is a static analysis technique. It involves demonstrating the con-

sistency between the program and its specification. The most frequently used verification

method is based on inductive assertions [23,921. Assertions about the program are placed
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in the text of the program. The goal of a successful verification is to show that each as-

sertion is true every time the program control passes the location of the assertion. There

is a lot of tedious work involved in program verification. To assist in this, many program

verification systems have been developed. Some of these veri _.,tion systems are: King [56];

Stanford [71,117,114]; and Boyer-Moore [121.

Another static analysis technique is automatic program generation. This involves the

generation of the program automatically from the specification. The generation process is

such that the program is guaranteed to be consistent with the specification. Efforts in auto-

matic program generation include EIFFEL [88,87], REFINE [30,31,32,33] and PROSPEC-

TRA [61].

1.3.4 Symbolic Analysis

During symbolic testing, input data and program variable values are given symbolic values.

The possible executions of a program are characterized by an execution tree. The execu-

tion is performed by a system called a symbolic evaluator whose major components are a

symbolic evaluator and an expression simplifier.

Symbolic execution can be used to prove the correctness of a program. A program may

be thought of as a finite set of assertion-to-assertion paths. If each path is shown to be

correct, then the program is correct. When a program contains loops, the execution tree may

contain infinite branches. Two possible methods for analyzing loops are informal inductive

assertions and recurrence relations describing the behavior of each variable affected by the

loop.

The use of specification languages for the formal specification and documentation of

software brings with it a new set of problems: errors may occur in the specification itself.

Whether using such specifications as a guide to implementation of a software package, or

as an aid in debugging various prototype implementations, the task is greatly simplified by

the assumption that the specifications are correct. Specification analysis tools [73,82,93] are

being developed at Stanford. These tools symbolically execute Ada packages based on the

specifications. This execution results in the updating of the symbolic state of the program.

Queries regarding this state can be made by the programmer. Responses to these queries

by the specification analysis tools aid the programmer in debugging specifications.



Chapter 2

Consistency Checking Principles

In Chapter 1, the problem of consistency checking of a program with respect to its specifi-

cation was illustrated with examples. This problem will be characterized more precisely in

this chapter. This chapter also provides some background on implementation methodologies

for consistency checking. Details of these methodologies will be discussed in the subsequent

chapters.

2.1 The Specification Language

The basic feature of runtime consistency checking is that it is performed while the program is

executing. This is unlike other activities like program verification and automatic program

generation which are performed before the program is executed. Hence the specification

language must define precisely the constraints it places on various intermediate program

states during its execution for runtime consistency checking to make any sense. Anna

defines the concept of an observable state (see Appendix B). Anna specifications constrain

the underlying Ada program only at these observable states. The methodologies discussed

in this thesis will be applicable to any specification language with precise definitions of the

constraints it imposes during the execution of the underlying program.

As has already been mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis deals with two categories of

specification language constructs-generalizations of assertions; and algebraic specifications.

In Anna, object annotations, subtype annotations, statement annotations, subprogram an-

notations, result annotations and exception annotations fall into the first category. Anna

axiomatic annotations provide the capability of first-order logic to specify programs. Hence

15
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algebraic specifications can be written out as axiomatic annotations. Axiomatic annotations

that are not algebraic specifications will not be dealt with in this thesis.

2.2 Automatic Runtime Consistency Checking

A lot of analysis and testing can be performed on a program with a specification at runtime.

Some of these fall within the realm of automatic runtime consistency checking while others
are beyond its scope. The following rule defines what kind of analyses and tests need to be

performed:

Inconsistencies must be detected as soon as possible (after they occur) during

the execution of the program

The specifications impose constraints on the program at various points during its execution.
If at any of these points, the program execution does not satisfy the constraints imposed

at that point, then there is an inconsistency. The inconsistency is considered to occur only

after the program execution reaches this point. This is an important consideration for the

purpose of this thesis. There may be a confusion, for after all, if the program execution does

reach a point where it becomes inconsistent with its specifications, then the program must
have been inconsistent with its specifications in the first place. That is, the inconsistency

existed ever since the program was written! The confusion is resolved by noting that there

are two different notions of inconsistency being used here. On the one hand, the program
execution becomes inconsistent with its specifications when (and only when) it reaches a

point where the program does not satisfy the constraints imposed at that point; while on
the other hand, a program is considered inconsistent with its specifications if it is possible

for the program execution to reach a point where it does not satisfy the constraints imposed

at this point. Note that program execution inconsistency on a particular test-data implies

program inconsistency but not the other way around. That is, a program that is inconsistent

with its specifications may perform correctly for certain test-data. This thesis deals with

methods to detect program execution inconsistencies. Unless explicitly stated, the term
"consistency" in this thesis is used to refer to that with respect to program execution.

As a consequence of the rule stated above, a test needs to be performed after each of the
two assignments in Example 1.1 to check for the consistency of the program execution. In

this simple example, there is scope for optimization for it is quite obvious that execution of
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the first statement does not cause an inconsistency, while execution of the second statement

does. Note however, that such optimizations, though useful, are not required of runtime

consistency checking.

In Example 1.2, a test needs to be performed after the assignments to El, D2 and

D7 . As has been pointed out in Chapter 1, it will not be possible in the general case to

determine before the program starts execution when such tests need to be performed. In

the general case, messages have to be sent to a theorem prover which in turn decides when

tests are nerassary. The theorem prover bases its decision on its knowledge of the algebraic

specification and the messages it has received so far. If a test has to be performed, the

theorem prover sends the appropriate message to the checking system (see Figure 1.1).

Though it is possible to determine ahead of time that tests have to be performed after the

assignments to El, D2 and D7 , such optimizations are not required of runtime consistency

checking.

There is a second rule that characterizes the kinds of analyses and tests that do not

have to be performed. This rule is stated below:

Inconsistencies that do not actually occur during the execution of the program

need not be detected

This rule can be rephrased as saying that apart from the tests that need to be performed

as a consequence of the first rule, no other tests have to be performed. For example, it is

not necessary to predict possible future inconsistencies. Hence, in Example 1.1, an analysis

that shows the evaluation of the second assignment will always result in an inconsistent

state need not be performed (one of the optimizations mentioned earlier). Though such

extra tests are certainly useful, they are beyond the scope of runtime consistency checking

and this thesis. Many other forms of program validation do attempt to perform these

tests. Static program verification in fact attempts to make such predictions for all possible

executions, Limiting the scope of the problem facilitates in the design of more efficient

consistency checking strategies.



Chapter 3

Generalized Assertions Checking

This chapter deals with the details of automatic runtime consistency checking of programs

with respect to generalized assertions. The next chapter deals with algebraic specification

checking.

3.1 Overview

In Anna, object annotations, subtype annotations, statement annotations, subprogram an-

notations, result annotations and exception annotations are all generalizations of assertions.

These constructs fall into two categories-local constraints, which constrain a particular

point in the program, and global constraints, which axe constraints over a larger portion

of the program. In Anna, simple statement annotations, exception annotations and out

annotations are local constraints'; all other annotations described in this thesis are global

constraints. While tests corresponding to local constraints are expanded inline, global

constraints are transformed into checking functions. Checking functions are described in

Section 3.2.

The transformation takes place in three logical steps. The first step is to transform

annotations into more basic annotations. Subtype annotations, object annotations and

result annotations are considered the basic annotations. Note that out annotations are a

form of object annotations and are therefore also basic annotations. A simple transformation

'Though exception annotations and out annotations do constrain all exit points from the scope, they are

still categorized as local constraints for the purpose of this thesis, since they are somewhat more local than
the other global constraints. Also, as will be seen later, the transformation methodologies of these different
forms of local constraints are similar.

18
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scheme is sufficient to reduce all the Anna constructs into the basic constructs mentioned

above. These transformations are described in Section 3.3. The second step involves a few

preliminary transformations. The most important of the preliminary transformations is the

transformation of Anna expressions to Ada expressions. This is discussed in Section 3.4.

The third step is to transform tho basic annotations into checking code. This is when the

checking functions are generated. This is described in Section 3.5.

Note that these three steps are interleaved. For example, the transformation of the

Anna membership test isin requires the appropriate checking function to have already been
generated; while the generation of a checking function containing an Anna membership test

requires the membership test to have already been transformed.

3.2 Checking Functions

A checking function is an Ada function that checks for the validity of annotation(s) and

takes an appropriate action. This action could either be to return a BOOLEAN value
that specifies the result of the check, or to raise an exception if the check shows that the

annotation was violated. At various places where annotations can potentially be violated,

the appropriate checking functions are called. The advantages of implementing checks as

calls to checking functions instead of expanding the checks inline are quite apparent. It is

much simpler to generate checking functions and calls to them since the annotations do not

have to be stored for too long by the Anna Transformer; only the names of the generated
rhecking functions have to be stored. Also, this decreases the dependence on the visibility

rules of the language. Since it is usually the case that the same annotation has to be

checked for validity at more than one place, the checking function approach lowers space

requirements. However, the effect of expanding checks inline can still be achieved by using

compiler directives.

Any level in an Anna program is constrained by annotations at the current level and by
annotations declared in more global levels. For example, an Ada subtype is constrained by

its own subtype annotation and by the subtype annotation of its base type. In this situation,
the checking functions at the morc nested level make calls to checking functions at the outer

levels. This ensures that when this new checking function is called, both annotations are
checked as required by the Anna semantics.
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Checking functions are defined for the three basic kinds of annotations. Checking func-

tions that raise an exception (if the annotation is found to be FALSE) are generated for

each of the above kinds of annotations. The structure of these checking functions is shown

below- the braces indicate zero or more occurrences of the enclosed entity:

function CHECKINGFUNCTION(X:T) return T is

declarations

begin
{if not (annotation) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if; }

return X;

exception
when ANNAEXCEPTION =>

report violation;

raise ANNAERROR;

when ANNAERROR =>

raise;

when others =>

repo rtA da_e rror;

report viola tion;
raise ANNAERROR;

end CHECKINGFUNCTION;

All checking functions that raise exceptions fit into the above template. This template is for

a checking functions that checks a subtype annotation of type T; an object annotation in

which there is a variable of type T; or a result annotation of a function that returns a value of

type T. The declarations in the checking functions are typically Ada renaming declarations,

which though not essential, makes the generation of the rest of the checking function easier.

The if statement evaluates the annotation (with the Anna portions transformed to Ada)

and raises the exception ANNAEXCEPTION if the annotation is FALSE. As the braces

around this statement indicates, a checking function could check for the validity of more

than one annotation. If all annotations evaluate to TRUE, the checking function returns

the value that was passed to it, namely X, thus acting as a no-op. Typically, the formal

parameter X occurs in the annotations being tested. If this checking function has to call

another checking function, the return statement above is replaced by:
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return THEOTHERCHECKINGFUNCTION(X);

Each checking function has three exception handlers. The first is a handler for the exception

ANNAEXCEPTION. ANNA-EXCEPTION is raised if this checking function detects an Anna

constraint violation. In this case, a violation is reported and the exception ANNAERROR is

raised. The second handler is for the exception ANNAERROR. ANNAERROR is raised as a

result of a call to another checking function from this checking function. If this other check-

ing function detects an inconsistency, it returns by raising ANNAERROR. The handler for

ANNAERROR simply reraises this exception. The third exception handler handles all other

exceptions. Typically these exceptions are raised due to Ada errors (such as division by 0)

that may occur during the evaluating of the expression corresponding to the annotation.

This handler reports this situation and then raises the exception ANNAERROR.

For subtype annotations there is one additional checking function defined. This function

returns TRUE if the annotation is satisfied, and it returns FALSE otherwise. This checking

function is used to implement the Anna membership test isin. It is also used to check the

initial values of variables and formal parameters. The structure of this checking function is

shown below:

function ISINCHECKINGFUNCTION(X:T) return BOOLEAN is

begin

return annotation;

exception

when others =>
return FALSE;

end ISINCHECKINGFUNCTION;

This form of checking function is much simpler than the previous one. The annotation2 is

evaluated, and this value is returned. In case an exception is raised during the evaluation of

the annotation, it is handled within this function and the function returns the value FALSE.

In case another checking function needs to be called from this checking function, the first

return statement above is replaced by:

2Note that the second form of checking function evaluates only one annotation. It will be seen later that
in the case of subtype annotations, even the first form of checking functions evaluates only one annotation.
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return annotation and THEOTHERISINCHECKINGFUNCTION(X);

All checking functions are generated at the beginning of the later declarative region of the

declarative region where the annotation is declared. Further details of each kind of checking

function and their use are described later. The checking function that is actually generated

by the Anna Transformer is slightly more complex than what has been shown here. This

extra complexity provides a more comprehensive interaction with the Anna Debugger. Some

of the additional features are described briefly below, but will not be discussed further in

this thesis:

1. Checking functions first find out from the Anna Debugger whether or not the anno-

tations to be checked are currently suppressed. If so, no checks are performed.

2. Checking functions have additional parameters which contain information regarding

the location from where the call to them was made. This information along with the

information regarding the location of the annotation is sent to the Anna Debugger in

case an inconsistency is detected.

3. Checking functions allow the Anna Debugger to make decisions regarding whether or

not to raise the exception ANNAERROR.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the transformation of basic annotations to checking functions 3 .

Example 3.1: An example of the transformation of subtype annotations to checking func-

tions is now shown. First, the Anna program before transformation is shown below:

procedure P is

subtype EVEN is INTEGER;

-- I where X:EVEN => X mod 2 = 0;

subtype POSEVEN is EVEN;

where X:POSEVEN => X > 0;

begin

end P;

3 Solid arrows with a black box (U) represents a transformation. Dashed arrows indicate that the corre-
sponding entities are just moved over. This convention will be used in all figures in this chapter.
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Declarations 

. Declarations (1)

ato - Declarations (2)

............... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ........li!?!iiiil~ ~ iiii lliifDeclarationsi(2)

- - - -- -- - --- -- - L~t tions

Later Declarative - - - - - - - - - ----------- LarDclatv
Region

-.. Lat er Declarative
Region

Figure 3.1: Transformation of Annotations to Checking Functions

The transformed Ada program is now shown below. Notice the two different kinds of check-

ing functions for each of the two types, and the calls to checking functions corresponding

to type EVEN from the checking functions corresponaing to type i-KSEVEN:

procedure P is

subtype EVEN is INTEGER;

subtype POSEVEN is EVEN;

function EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(X:T) return T is

begin

if not (X mod 2 = 0) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

return X;

exception

when ANNAEXCEPTION =>

report-violation:

raise ANNA_ERROR;

when ANNA_ERROR =>

raise;
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when others =>

repo rt_A da.e rror:

reportviolation:

raise ANNAERROR;

end EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION;

function EVENISINCHECKINGFUNCTION(X:T) return BOOLEAN is

begin

return X mod 2 = 0:

exception

when others =>

return FALSE;

end EVENISINCHECKING_FUNCTION;

function POSEVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(X:T) return T is

begin

if not (X > 0) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

return EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(X);

exception

when ANNAEXCEPTION =>

reportviolation;

raise ANNAERROR;

when ANNAERROR =>

raise:

when others =>

reportAdaerror:

report_violation;

raise ANNAERROR;

end POSEVENCHECKINGFUNCTION;

function POSEVENISINCHECKING_FUNCTION(X:T) return BOOLEAN is

begin

return X mod 2 = 0 and EVENISINCHECKING_FUNCTION(X);
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exception

when others =>

return FALSE;

end POSEVENISINCHECKINGFUNCTION;

begin

end P:

3.3 Transformation to Basic Annotations

3.3.1 Simple Statement Annotations

A simple statement annotation is an out annotation on the immediately preceding state-

ment. If the annotation occurs before the first statement in a sequence of statements,

annotation is a constraint on an imaginary null statement just before the annotation.

Simple statement annotations are transformed to out annotations. A block statement is

created at the location of the annotation. The annotation is converted to an out annotation

and placed in the declarative region of this block statement. The statement constrained by

the annotation is placed in the statement part of the block statement. Figure 3.2 illustrates

this transformation.

Example 3.2:

Before:

procedure P is

A:INTEGER := 3;

begin

-- I A = 3:

A := A + 1;

-- A = in A + 1;
end P:

After:

procedure P is

A:INTEGER :- 3:

begin
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- - Statementa (1)

Statements (1)

deaare

-- ---- - - - -
- Annotatlon; - $tatement'

and,

Sta eme ts() - - -- -- -- - - -- -- -4 Statementa (2)

Figare 3.2: Transformation of Simple Statement Annotations

declare

-- out (A = 3);

begin

null;

end;

declare

--Iout (A = in A + 1);

begin

A := A + 1;

end:

end P;

Simple statement annotations are not expanded directly into checks at the location of the

annotation. This is because of the possibility that control never reaches this point, and

therefore the check is never made. This can happen when the previous statement transfers

control to some other point. Examples of such statements are return statements, raise

statements, exit statements and goto statements.
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3.3.2 Compound Statement Annotations

Compound statement annotations have a compound statement immediately following them,

and this statement is the scope of the annotation. If the compound statement is not a block

statement, a new block statement is inserted in the place of the original compound state-

ment. The original compound statement is now placed in the statement part of this new

block statement. The compound statement annotation is transformed to an object annota-

tion and placed in the declarative region of the block statement. If the compound statement

is already a block statement, then the compound statement annotation is transformed to

an object annotation and placed at the beginning of the declarative region of this block

statement. No new block statement is created in this case. Figure 3.3 illustrates this

transformation.

Statements (1)

Statementf (1) ..

w tith An;tt.on;

-------------i~t-------- ---------

Statements (2) .. . . . . . . . . .
--------------

Statements 
(2)

Figur9 3.3: Transformation of Compound Statement Annotations

Example 3.3:

Before:

with

A mod 2 = 0;

for I in J. K loop
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A := A+2;

end loop;

After:

declare

-- I A mod 2 = (:

begin

for I in J. .K loop

A := A+2;

end loop;

end7

3.3.3 Subprogram Annotations

Subprogram annotations are transformed to object annotations and placed at the beginning

of the declarative region of the subprogram. Figure 3.4 illustrates this transformation.

-- I wbr. arannotation-e~

declarations declaration.
and ._ - and

statements statements

Figure 3.4: Transformation of Subprogram Annotations

Example 3.4:

Before:
procedure P(X:in out EVEN)

where

X mod 2 = O:

is
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begin

X := X+2;

end P,

After:

procedure P(X:in out EVEN) is

-- I X mod 2 = 0;

begin

X := X+2;

end P;

3.4 Transformation of Anna Expressions

This section describes in detail the transformation of Anna expressions to Ada expressions.

Some of the transformations results in the introduction of new variables and aliases to al-

ready existing variables. Hence these transformations generate declarations. The transfor-

mations described in Section 3.3 guarantee that all annotations after these transformations

will occur in one of the basic declarative regions of the program. Hence the declarations

can be inserted just prior to the annotation whose expression is being transformed. The

transformations permit the transformed expression to be moved anywhere in the region

defined by the scope of the original annotation. Figure 3.5 illustrates this transformation

process.

Anna expressions are transformed to Ada expressions through a five stage process. Each

of these stages is discussed in separate sections below.

3.4.1 Stage 1: Implication Operators and Anna Membership Operators

The Anna implication operators -> and <-> are equivalent to the predefined Ada relational

operators (whose arguments are of type BOOLEAN) <= and = respectively. However, the

Anna implication operators have lower precedence than the Ada relational operators. The

precedence information is available in the parse tree and therefore poses no problems for the

Anna Transformer. The Anna implication operators are transformed to function calls to the

corresponding predefined Ada relational operators as illustrated in the following examples:
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--- w Declarations (1)

DDeclarations (2)

Fel a i gu e 3.:Trn fom tin ofA n DE rs ion (2

Example 3.5:

Before: After:

iA<B -> B>A STANDARD."<="(A<B,B>A)

ii. EVEN(X) <-> not ODD(X) STANDARD.=" (EVEN (X), not ODD(X))

The Anna membership operator isin is equivalent to a combination of the Ada member-

ship operator in and possibly a call to a checking function. The call to a checking function

is generated only when a type name is used in the membership operator and a checking

function exists for this type name.

Example 3.6:

Before: After:

i. X isin INTEGER X in INTEGER

ii. X isin EVEN X in EVEN and EVENISINCHECKINGFUNCTION(X)

ii. X isin MIN..MAX X in MIN.. MAX

In the above example, MIN and MAX are assumed to be of type INTEGER. Type EVEN is

assumed to be defined as in Example 3.1.
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3.4.2 Stage 2: Conditional Expressions

A conditional expression in Anna has the following syntax:

if condition then

expression

{elsif condition then

expression }
else

expression

end if

Hence, if a conditional expression has n conditions, then it has n + 1 expressions. For the

purpose of this section, a simplified notation is used to denote conditional expressions. Let

C = (C1,...,C,) be the list of all the conditions and E = (E,...,E,+,) be the list of all

the expressions of the conditional expression. Then the conditional expression is denoted

by C(C, E).

The two expressions f(C(C,E)) and C(C, f(E)) are equivalent except in three specific

cases which will be described later. Here, f(E) denotes (f(E 1),... , f(E,+I)). This is true

because the evaluation of f cannot have any side-effects since it is part of an annotation4 .

This equivalence is used to repeatedly transform the conditional expression until its type

(the type of the Ej's) is BOOLEAN. This is guaranteed to happen because all annotations axe

of type BOOLEAN. Hence, when the conditional expression is moved out all the way, its type

becomes BOOLEAN. Transforming BOOLEAN conditional expressions to Ada expressions

will be discussed later. An example of this transformation is shown below. First a set of

type and variable declarations is given below which is used in the examples of this section:

type RELIGIONTYPE is (ISLAM, JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY);

type SABBATHDAYS is (FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY, NONE):

type RELIGION_REC(ATHIEST:BOOLEAN) is record

case ATHIEST is

when TRUE =>

null;

4An Anna requirement.
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when FALSE =>

RELIGION : RELIGIONTYPE;

SABBATH :SABBATHDAYS;

end case;

end record;

R: RELIGION_REC;

S: SABBATH_DAYS;

Example 3.7: This example illustrates the transformation of conditional expressions to

BOOLEAN conditional expressions. In this example, f(x) = (R. SABBATH =x):

Before:

R.SABBATH = if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then

FRIDAY

elsif R. RELIGION = JUDAISM then

SATURDAY

else

SUNDAY

end if;

After:

if R. RELIGION = ISLAM then

R.SABBATH = FRIDAY

elsif R. RELIGION = JUDAISM then

R.SABBATH = SATURDAY

else

R.SABBATH = SUNDAY

end if;

The three cases in which the equivalence f(C(C,E)) = C(C,f(E)) does not hold are now

discussed. In these cases, the above-mentioned transformation cannot be performed. Vari-

ations of this transformation are therefore provided for each of the cases.

Case 1: f encloses its argument within an initial expression. That is, f(x) is of the form

g(in(h(x))). In this case, the expressions f(C(C,E)) and C(in(C),f(E)) are equivalent,

and therefore a similar transformation can still be performed.
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Example 3.8: This example is quite similar to Example 3.7, except that the expression is

an initial expression.

Before:

in (R.SABBATH - if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then

FRIDAY

elsif R.RELIGION = JUDAISM then

SATURDAY

else

SUNDAY

end if

After:

if in (R.RELIGION = ISLAM) then

in (R.SABBATH = FRIDAY)

elsif in (R . RELIGION = JUDAISM) then

in (R.SABBATH = SATURDAY)
else

in (R.SABBATH = SUNDAY)

end if;

Case 2: f contains an Ada short-circuit operation. For example, f(x) could be of the

form (g and then h(x)). In this case, x should not be evaluated if g happens to be

FALSE. The normal transformation would result in C(C,g and then h(E)) which is

incorrect, for C is evaluated even if g is FALSE. However, this is not a problem since the

arguments of an Ada short-circuit operation are of type BOOLEAN. Therefore, a BOOLEAN

conditional expression can be obtained in this case without having to move the Ada short-

circuit operation into the conditional expression.

Example 3.9: In this example, the second expression, which has been derived from the

first using the normal transformations, is not equivalent to the first. However, the third

expression, in which the conditional expression is BOOLEAN, is equivalent to the first. In

this case, the short-circuit operation has not been moved into the conditional expression.
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1. not R.ATHIEST and then R.SABBATH = if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then

FRIDAY
elsif R. RELIGION - JUDAISM then

SATURDAY

else

SUNDAY

end if;

2. if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then -- Wrong!

not R. ATHIEST and then R.SABBATH = FRIDAY
elsif R.RELIGION = JUDAISM then

not R.ATHIEST and then R.SABBATH = SATURDAY

else
not R.ATHIEST and then R.SABBATH = SUNDAY

end if;

3. not R.ATHIEST and then if R.RELIGION - ISLAM then

R.SABBATH = FRIDAY
elsif R.RELIGION = JUDAISM then

R.SABBATH = SATURDAY

else

R.SABBATH = SUNDAY

end if;

Case 3: f encloses its argument within a conditional expression. If the argument to f is

also a conditional expression, then there is a nesting of conditional expressions. Moving the

inner conditional expression outside changes the meaning of the whole expression and so the

normal transformations cannot be performed. There are two ways in which the conditional

expressions can be nested: f(x) is such that x is within the condition part of a conditional

expression. For example, f(x) could be (if g(x) then ... end if). In this case, since g(x)

has to be BOOLEAN a BOOLEAN conditional expression can be obtained without having

to move the conditional expression x outside the enclosing conditional expression. The

second possibility is that x is within the expression part of a conditional expression. For
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2xample, f(x) could be of the form (if g then h(x) ... end if). In this case, the outer

conditional expression is transformed completely first, and when this is done, h(x) will have

been transformed to a BOOLEAN expression.

Example 3.10: In this example (as in the case of Example 3.9, the second expression is not

equivalent to the first. However, the third expression ii, which ill conditional expressions

are BOOLEAN is equivalent to the first. Note that only the inner corditional expression

has been transformed in the second expression.

1. S = if not R.ATHIEST then

if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then

FRIDAY

elsif R. RELIGION = JUDAISM then

SATURDAY

else

SUNDAY

end if

else

NONE

end if;

2. if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then Wrong!
S = if not R. ATHIEST then

FRIDAY

else

NONE

end if

elsif R.RELIGION = JUDAISM then

S = if not R.ATHIEST then

SATURDAY

else

NONE

end if

else

S = if not R.ATHIEST then

SUNDAY

else
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NONE

end if

end if;

3. if not R.ATHIEST then

if R.RELIGION = ISLAM then

S = FRIDAY

elsif R.RELIGION = JUDAISM then

S = SATURDAY

else

S = SUNDAY

end if

else

S = NONE

end if;

The rest of this section discusses how BOOLEAN conditional expressions are transformed

into Ada expressions. In this transformation, Ada short-circuit operations are used exten-

sively. This transformation causes some expressions to be evaluated more than once, but

this is an acceptable overhead in most situations.

Let .(i,j) denote (not Ci and then not Ci+1 ... and then not Cj). The

BOOLEAN conditional expression C(C, E) is transformed to:

(
( C1  and then E1  )

or else (,(i,1) and then C2 and then E 2

or else (,V(,i-1) and then Ci and then Ei

or else (.(1,n-1) and then Cn and then E,,

or else (Y(1,n) and then E,,+,)

Example 3.11: This example illustrates the transformation of a BOOLEAN conditional

expression to an Ada expression.
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Before:
if R. RELIGION = ISLAM then

R. SABBATH = FRIDAY

elsif R. RELIGION = JUDAISM then

R.SABBATH = SATURDAY

else

R.SABBATH = SUNDAY

end if;

After:
(

(R.RELIGION = ISLAM

and then R.SABBATH = FRIDAY)

or else (not R.RELIGION = ISLAM and then R.RELIGION = JUDAISM

and then R. SABBATH = SATURDAY)

or else (not R.RELIGION = ISLAM and then not R.RELIGION = JUDAISM

and then R. SABBATH = SUNDAY)
)

3.4.3 Stage 3: Anna Relational Expressions

Anna relational expressions have the following syntax:

expression { relational operator expression}

The Anna relational expression is transformed into a conjunction of Ada relational opera-

tors.

Example 3.12:

Before:
I <= J < K < N

After:
STANDARD. "and"(STANDARD. "and"(I <= J, J < K), K < N)
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3.4.4 Stage 4: Initial Names and Expressions

Initial names and expressions are transformed by introducing a constant declaration just

before the annotation within which the initial name/expression occurs, and replacing the

initial name/initial expression in the annotation by that constant. The constant is initialized

to the value of the initial name or expression:

Example 3.13: Assume all variables to be of type INTEGER.

1. Before:
-- I A = in A;

After:

NZWA:constant INTEGER := A;

-- A = NEW_A;

2. Before:

-- I out (C*C = in (A*A + in (B*B)));

After:

NEW_EXP:constant INTEGER := A*A + B*B;

-- I out (C*C -- NEWEXP);

3.4.5 Stage 5: Renaming of Objects

To prevent confusion when expressions are moved around during the transformation process.

every object that occurs in an annotation is renamed by a unique identifier and this identifier

is used to refer to the object in the annotation.

Example 3.14: Assume X is of type INTEGER.

Before:
X mod 2 = 0;
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After:
NEWX:INTEGER renames X;

function NEW_MOD(X,Y:INTEGER) return INTEGER renames "mod";

function NEW_EQUAL(X, Y: INTEGER) return INTEGER renames

-- NEWEQUAL(NEW_MOD(NEWX, 2), 0);

3.4.6 Quantified and State Expressions

Anna ,uantified expressions and Anna state expressions are not handled completely by the

current version of the Anna Transformer. Future versions are expected to implement trans-

formations for these expressions. In the case of quantified expressions, the programmer may

have to provide iterators for the quantifier domains. The quantified expressions can then

be transformed to use these iterators. For example, in the following quantified expression,

for all S:SYMBOL => MEMBER(S,SYMBOLTABLE) -> DECLARED(S);

the programmer may be asked to provide an iterator over the SYMBOLTABLE that re-

turns all SYMBOL's that are MEMBER's of the SYMBOLTABLE. Te general solution

to implementing runtime checking for quantified expressions is however a topic for future

research.

State expressions do not pose the same kinds of problems as quantified expressions. They

can be implemented by generating functions that take as parameters the state descriptors

and return the value of the state expression. A pilot implementation for array states has

been completed.

Quantified expressions and state expressions that are part of Anna package axioms are

handled in a different manner. This is discussed in Chapter 4.

3.5 Generation of Checking Code

3.5.1 Checking Functions of Subtype Annotations

Every type '5 has two checking functions associated with it, whether or not they have a cor-

responding subtype annotation. Example 3.1 in page 22 illustrates these checking functions

'Pere the word "type" refers to both Ada types and subtypes
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for the case when the type had a corresponding subtype annotation. In the case o type

without a subtype annotation, the purpose of a checking function is to make - call to a

parent checking function. The reason to introduce this level of indirection is duc to the vis-

ibility rules of Ada. The parent checking functions may not be visible at all locations from

where it needs to be called. Hence the checking functions of a type without a corresponding

subtype annotation can be thought of as bridging the gap between other checking functions

and the locations from where they are called. If there is no parent checking function and the

type does not have a corresponding subtype annotation, checking functions do not have to

be generated. All variables that occur in subtype annotations are replaced by their values

upon elaboration of the annotation. This is done by converting all variables to initial names

and then performing the transformation described in Section 3.4.4. The features of checking

functions of subtype annotations are now summarized:

1. There are two different kinds of checking functions.

2. There are no declarations.

3. The values of all variables are "frozen" at elaboration time.

4. There is either no annotation checked, ln which case there is a call to a parent checking

function; or there is exactly one annotation checked (since a type can have only one

subtype annotation), in which case there may or may not be a call to a parent checking

function.

.5. The exception handlers are as shown in Section 3.2.

3.5.2 Checking Functions of Object Annotations

Checking functions of object annotations are the most complex of the checking functions.

Only the checking functions that raise exceptions are generated. These checking functions

are associated with the variables that occur in the annotations. For example, if an object

annotation has three variables, this results in the generation of three checking functions, one

for each of these variables. However, in any particular declarative region. there is at most

one checking function per variable. This checking function checks all object annotations in

this (leclarative region in which its corresponding variable occurs. If the variable has been

declared in P more global declarative region, then there may be other object annotations

corist;:ining this variable at more global declarative regions. Hence, there can be different
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checking functions for the same variable at different declarative regions. Each check;ng

function of a variable includes a call to the next most global checking function of the same
variable (if such a checking function exists). As a result of the language rules, there are no

problems due to visibility rules, unlike in the case of subtype annotations. This is also the

case with result annotations (see Section 3.5.3).

Example 3.15: This example illustrates the generation of checking functions for object
annotations. Note the use of renaming declarations within the checking functions. This

simplifies the generation of the checking functions.

Before:
procedure P is

A.B : INTEGER;

-- I A+B > 0;
B > 0;

procedure Q is
C: INTEGER;

-- IC > B;

begin

end Q;

begin

end P;

After:
procedure P is

A, B : INTEGER;

-- The following renaming declarations are a result of ap-

-- plying the transformations of Section 3.4.5 when applied
-- to the expressions of the first two annotations in the ex-

-- ample.

A1 :INTEGER renames A:

B1 :INTEGER renames B;
B2 :INTEGER renames B;
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-- The renaming declarations within the checking functions

-- hide the appropriate global renaming declarations.

function ACHECKINGFUNCTION(X:INTEGER) return INTEGER is

A1 :INTEGER renames X;

begin
if not (A1 +B 1 > 0) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

return X;

exception

end ACHECKINGFUNCTION;

function BCHECKINGFUNCTION1 (X:INTEGER) return INTEGER is

B1 :INTEGER renames X;

B2 : INTEGER renames X;

begin

if not (A,+Bj > 0) then
raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

if not (B2 > 0) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;
return X;

exception

end BCHECKING_FUNCTION;

procedure Q is

C: INTEGER:

C1 :INTEGER renames C:

B3 : INTEGER renames B;

function CCHECKINGFUNCTION(X:INTEGER) return INTEGER is

Ci :INTEGER renames X;

begin
if not (C1 > B3 ) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;
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return X;

exception

end CCHECKINGFUNCTION;

function BCHECKINGFUNCTION2(X: INTEGER) return INTEGER is

B3 :INTEGER renames X;

begin

if not (C1 > B3 ) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

return BCHECKINGFUNCTION 1 (X);

exception

end BCHECKINGFUNCTION 2 ;

begin

end Q;

begin

end P;

In the case of composite objects, checking procedures are generated instead of checking func-

tions. This improves the performance of the checking code. Note that checking procedures

are not generated for subtype annotations and result annotations even though there may be

an improvement in the performance of the checking code. In the case of composite objects,

checking functions can be completely replaced by checking procedures, but in the case of

subtype annotations and result annotations, checking functions will still be necessary even

if checking procedures were generated. A design decision was made to generate only one

kind of checking subprogram for each case to avoid a proliferation of checking subprograms.

In any case, the performance of the checking functions can be improved by using a compiler

directive to expand these functions inline.
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Example 3.16:

Before:
procedure P is

type T is array(1. .10) of INTEGER;

X:T;
-- I SUM(X,1,5) > SUM(X, 6,10);

begin

end P;

After:
procedure P is

type T is array(1..10) of INTEGER;
X:T;

procedure X_CHECKINGPROCEDURE(X:in out T) is

begin

if not (SUM(X, 1,5) > SUM(X, 6,10) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;
return;

end XCHECKINGPROCEDURE;
begin

end P;

The features of checking functions of object annotations are now summarized:

1. Only the checking function that raises exceptions is generated.

2. Renaming declarations are generated within the checking function to simplify the

generation of the rest of the checking function.

3. These checking functions correspond to variables, and are generated in any declarative

region where there is an object annotation constraining this variable.

4. Within a declarative region, there is only one checking function for any particular

variable which checks all object annotations within the same declarative region that

constrain this variable.
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5. The exception handlers are as shown in Section 3.2.

6. In the case of composite objects, checking procedures are generated instead of checking

functions.

3.5.3 Checking Functions of Result Annotations

Resalt annotations can occur as subprogram annotations, object annotations or statement

ainotations. However, as a result of the transformations described in Section 3.3, all result

annotations are guaranteed to be object annotations, i.e., they will occur only within a

declarative region. Checking functions of result annotations axe similar to those of object

annotations. There is a renaming declaration within the checking function corresponding

to each annotation checked by the checking function. Also, in every declarative region that

contains result annotations there is one result annotation that checks these annotations.

Unlike in the case of object annotations where object annotations can constrain more than

one variable, result annotations can constrain only one function-the most local function

that encloses the annotation. Also, all result annotations within the same declarative region

constrain the same function. Hence at most one checking function requires to be generated

in each declarative region. Just as in the case of object annotations, result annotations

of the same function can occur in different declarative regions. Here again, each checking

function calls the next most global checking function (if one exists).

Example 3.17: This example illustrates the generation of checking functions for result

annotations:

Before:

function LOG(F:FLOAT) return FLOAT is

return A:FLOAT => A < F;

return B:FLOAT => F<1.0 -> B<0.0;

begin

end LOG;
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After:
function LOG(F FLOAT) return FLOAT is

-- The global renaming declarations are ignored for simplic-

-- ity.

function LOGCHECKINGFUNCTION(X: FLOAT) return FLOAT is

A: FLOAT renames X;

B: FLOAT renames X;

begin

if not (A < F) then
raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

if not (STANDARD." <="(F <1.0, B <0.0)) then

raise ANNAEXCEPTION;

end if;

return X;

exception

end LOGCHECKINGFUNCTION;

begin

end LOG;

3.5.4 Calls to Checking Functions

In addition to the call made to a checking function to implement the Anna membership test

(Section 3.4.1), checking functions are also called at places where the variables present in

the corresponding annotations change value. The Ada/Anna language rules guarantee that

annotations can change their values only at such places6 . Details of all calls to checking

functions are discussed below. In this discussion, all variables are assumned to be defined (i.e.,

they are initialized in their declarations). If this assumption is not made, it will be necessary

to create a BOOLEAN variable corresponding to every program variable. These variables are

'This applies to sequential programs only. When there are multiple threads of control in the program, it
is assumed that the execution of one thread of control does not affect the value of annotations constraining
other threads of control.
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all initialized to FALSE and changed to TRUE whenever the corresponding program variable

is giver. a value. It is necessary to have such a BOOLEAN variable even for components

of composite types. However, experiments have demonstrated that this assumption can

be made without significantly affecting the usefulness of the Anna Consistency Checking

System.

Object Declarations

A check is performed at an object declaration if the type of the object has a corresponding

checking function (i.e., the type is constrained directly or indirectly by subtype annotations).

This is performed by generating a dummy object declaration immediately after the object

declaration in question. This object is initialized by calling a function in the Anna runtime
library. Calling this function has the side-effect of performing the necessary check. This

function usually calls the checking function of the type of the declared object. However,
there is an Ada rule that restricts calls to subprograms until they are elaborated. Hence, if

the type has been declared in the same declarative region as the object declaration, then the

checking function cannot be called. In this situation, the annotation is explicitly checked.

In general, there will be explicit checks corresponding to the relevant types in the same

declarative region as the object declaration, and one call to a checking function declared in

a more global declarative region.

Example 3.18: In this example (as in the case of future examples), the function CHECK
(there is also a procedure with the same name that will occur in later examples) is defined

in the 3,nna runtime library.

Before:

declare

subtype PERFECTCUBE is INTEGER;
where X:PERFECTCUBE =>

(INTEGER(CUBEROOT(FLOAT(X)))**3) = X,

begin

declare

subtype EVEN_PERFECTCUBE is PERFECTCUBE;

where X:EVENPERFECTCUBE =>

-- X mod 2 = 0;
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subtype POS_EVENPERFECT-CUBE is EVENPERFECTCUBE;

where X:.POSEVENPERFECTCUBE =>

x >0;
A:PERFECTCUBE :=0;

B: EVENPERFECTCUBE := 0;

C:POSEVENPERFECTCUBE :=0;

begin

end;

end,

After:
declare

subtype PERFECTCUBE is INTEGER;

begin

declare

subtype EVEN_PERFECTCUBE is PERFECTCUBE;

subtype P05_EVENPERFECTCUBE is EVENPERFECTCUBE;

A: PERFECT_CUBE := 0;

ACHECK:BOOLEAN

:=CHECK (ISINP PERF ECTC UBEC HECKIN G_FUNCTIO N(A));

B:EVENPERFECTCUBE := 0;

B, ._CHECK: BOOLEAN := CHECK(B mod 2 = 0);
B2 _CHECK: BOO LEAN

:CHECK(ISINPERFECTCUBECHECKINGFUNCTION(B));

C:POSEVENPERFECT_CUBE := 0;

C1 _CH ECK: BOOLEAN :=CHECK(C > 0);

C2 _CHECK : BOOLEAN :=CHECK(C mod 2 = 0);

C3 _CHECK : BOO LEAN

CH ECK (ISIN_PERF ECTCU BECHECK INGF UN CTIO N(C));

begin
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end;
end;

Assignment Statemcnts

The expression on the right-hand side must satisfy any annotations on the subtype of the

target variable. It also has to satisfy all object annotations on the target variable. This is

checked by transforming the right-hand side expression to include calls to the appropriate

checking functions.

Example 3.19:

Before:
declare

A,B : EVEN;

-- I . B<- =10;

begin
A 6;

B := A;
end;

After:
declare

A,B :EVEN;

begin
A := EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(6);
B :- B_CHECKINGFUNCTION(EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(A));

end;

Entry into Subprograms

On entry into subprograms, all parameter values of mode in and in out have to satisfy any

constraints on their types. The method of checking these constraints is quite similar to that

of checks performed at object declarations. However, in this case, all types are declared at

some global declarative region and hence no explicit checks need to be generated.
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Example 3.20:

Before:
procedure ABSOLUTEVALUE(X:in EVEN;Y:in out POS EVEN) is

begin

end ABSOLUTEVALUE;

After:
procedure ABSOLUTEVALUE(X:in EVEN;Y:in out POSEVEN) is

XCHECK:EVEN := CHECK(ISINEVENCHECKING_FUNCTION(X));

YCHECK: POSEVEN := CHECK(ISIN POSEVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(Y));

begin

end ABSOLUTEVALUE;

Exit from Procedures

On exit from procedures, the values of all formal parameters of mode in out and out are

assigned to the corresponding actual parameters. The new values of the actual parameters

must satisfy any constraints on their types, and also constraints imposed by object annota-
tions. Dummy assignment statements are generated immediately after the procedure call,
which are then transformed like any other assignment statement. Note that since func-
tions can have only in parameters, these checks do not have to be performed on exit from

functions.

Example 3.21:

Before:
declare

subtype SMALLPOSEVEN is POS_EVEN;
where X:SMALLPOS_EVEN =>

-- I X <= 100;
A: EVEN;

B:SMALLPOS EVEN;

-- I B > 10;

begin
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A := ... ;

ABSOLUTEVALUE(A, B);

end;

After:

declare

subtype SMALL_POSEVEN is POSEVEN;

A: EVEN;

B: SMALLPOS EVEN;

begin

A

ABSOLUTEVALUE(A, B);

B := BCHECKINGFUNCTION(SMALLPOS_EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(B));

end;

Type Conversions and Qualified Expressions

The values of type cnnversions and qualified expressions have to satisfy any constraints on

their corresponding types. This is checked by calling the appropriate checking function as

shown in the example below.

Example 3.22:

Before:

declare

A: INTEGER:

B: EVEN;

begin

B := EVEN(A) + EVEN'(2);

end;

After:

declare

A: INTEGER;
B: EVEN:

begin
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B := EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(EVEN(A))

+ EVENCHECKINGFUNCTION(EVEN'(2));

end;

Return Statements

When returning from a function, the return value must satisfy any result annotation on this

function. This is checked by calling the appropriate checking function.

Example 3.23:

Before:

function LOG(F:FLOAT) return FLOAT is

return A:FLOAT => A < F;

return B:FLOAT => F<1.0 -> B<0.0;

begin

return LN(F)/LN(10.0);

end LOG;

After:

function LOG(F:FLOAT) return FLOAT is

begin

return LOGCHECKINGFUNCTION(LN(F)/LN(io.0));

end LOG;

Location of Object Annotations

At the location of all object annotations, a check has to be made to ensure that the object

annotation holds at this point (the initial state c, the scope of the object annotation). To

perform this check. no checking function is called, rather the check is explicitly performed.
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Example 3.24:

Before:
declare

A,B.INTEGER := 0;
A+B >= 0:

begin

end;

After:

declare
A,B:INTEGER := 0;

OBJ_ANNOCHECK:BOOLEAN := CHECK(A+B >= 0);

begin

end;

Checking of Composite Objects

In the case of composite objects, checking functions might introduce an overhead due to the

possibility of making a copy of the composite object. This overhead shows itself especially

in the case of the dummy assignment statements that are used to check constraints after

returning from procedures. An optimization can be performed in the case of object anno-

tations to solve this problem. For composite objects, checking procedures are generated

instead of checking functions (see Section 3.5.2). The composite object is passed to the

checking procedure as an in out parameter. The checking procedures are called at slightly

different locations as compared to the checking functions. For example, in the case of as-

signment statements, the checking procedure is called immediately after the assignment

statement. This results in a slightly delayed, but more efficient performance of the check.

Composite objects also present another probiem. When an assignment is made to a

component of a composite object, this could potentially violate constraints on both the

component type and the composite type in addition to any object annotations on the

composite object. In this case, all relevant checks are performed as shown in the example

below.
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Example 3.25:

Before:

declare

subtype T is INTEGER;

-- I where X:T => X > 0;

type R is record

C:T:
end record;

-I where X:R => X.C < 10;

type A is array(l..2) of R;
-- I where X:A => X(1).C > X(2).C:

Z: A;

Z(1).C + Z(2).C > 5;

,egin

Z().C := exp

end;

After:

declare
subtype T is INTEGER;

type R is record

C:T:
end record;

type A is array(l. .2) of R:

Z:A;

begin
Z(1).C := T(IIECKINGFUNCTION(exp);

Z(1) := R IIFCING FUNC'rION(Z(I ' )-

Z_ ;1I ECKIN(;_PROC'EDURE(A_C!IECiKINGFUNCTION(Z));

Something sire lar can iL done in the case of access types also. llowever, in this case there

is th ad diti ,,nal problem of (dynamic) aliasing7. The only way in which this problem can 1,e

4olv,(l Is by brute force. Eve v time an access object is changed, all other access ohiects are

,Iso chck ,d for consistency. Since this is extromely inoffic t, some other alternative has

Stati, a.aSing that is achieved .y a renaming declaratlons do not, pose a problem
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to be t aken. One possible approach (see (hapter 6) is to axiomatize colllhctions [79] of access

obje,'cts, anid ise an approach base o a lgebraic specification checking (see Chapter lt).

3.5.5 Transformation of Exception Annotations

Tel An na Transformer restricts , ie use of propagation annotation s in the following manner:

After the transformations described in Section 3.3, all propagation aninotations must oc(cIIr

before any olehr declaration or annotation within a declarative region. llence, after 1th

t.ransforiiat ions of Section 3.3, all framc 8 have tHie folliowing strct tire:

frarneh('ader

all propagation atnnotatiolts

rcst of dclarativt region

begin

se'1 uenceof statements

exception

('XtTtijot__IThanIdlcs]

e.1d;

The first, step in tHie transformation creates a new Ada block as shown below:

frai rht'adr

all propagation annotations

I)gin

(le-clare
(I)

rTSt of dcclfIiuii reglion

begin
sorqucuc -of statrnerts

[ lexcept ion
cc('(tj) jot it /arl, rs]

excejpti( hi

(2)end;

IA fraim, in Ada is ,.ith.r a block slatenivi, or the holy o f a; sidblrograii, pmckage, I;tsk init, or generic
IlIlI
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Trhe inner block has the same semantics as the original frame. The function of the outer

frame is to monitor both normal and abnormal exits from the inner block at the same time

maintain the external appearance of the frame just as it was before the transformation. In

the next step of the transformation, the propagation annotations will be transformed into

ont annotations (which will be placed at location 1), and checks (which will be placed at

location 2). The transformation of out annotations are described in the next section.

Strong Propagation Annotations

Strong propagation annotations have the form:

C =-> raise E;

Tie condition C is evaluated during elaboration of the annotation and assigned to a variable.

just as in the case of initial expressions. When this variable is TRUE, exit from the block

has to take place abnormally by propagating the exception E. Hence, checks are generated

at all other exit points to ensure that this variable is not TRUE at these points. This is

done as shown below:

Be-fore:

frame__header

-- C => raise E;

begin

declare

rest of declarative region

begin

sequence of statements

[exception

exception handlers]

end;

exception

enld(
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After:

frame-header

Cl:BOOLEAN := C;

begin

declare

-- I out (not C1 );

rest of declarative region

begin

sequence-of statements

[exception

exception-handlers]

end;

exception

when E >

raise;

when x =>

- - For all exceptions, x, not equal to E

CHECK(not C1 );

raise;

end;

Weak Propagation Annotations

There are two forms of weak propagation annotations. The first, has the form:

raise E1 ! . !F";

This means that it is possible to leave the scope of the annotation abnormally by raising

the exceptions El .... E,. There is no checking necessary for this kind of annotation, for it

does not restrict the underlying program in any way. It can be considered a form of formal

documentation and some static semantic analysis could be performed based on it.

The other form of weak propagation annotation is:

raise Eli... JE, => C;
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This is equivalent to a ist of n weak propagation annotations, one for each exception. The

T ransformations are performed for each of the n exceptions individually. For the rest of this

section, assume the weak propagation annotation being transformed is:

raise E => C;

A check is generated in the exception handler for E to ensure that C does in fact hold at

that point. This is done as shown below:

Befi)re:

frameheader

-- raise E => C;

begin

declare

rest of declarative region

begin

sequence-of statements

[exception

exceptionhandlers]

end;

exception

end;

After:

frameheader
beg in

declare

rest of declarative region

begin

sequence of-statements

[exception

exception_handlers J

end,
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exception

when E =>

CHECK(C);

end;

Example 3.26:

Before:

This is slightly different from the OPEN defined in the pre-

-- defined package TEXT_10.

procedure OPEN(FILE:in out FILETYPE;NAME:in STRING) is

not EXISTS(NAME) => raise NAMEERROR;

ISOPEN(NAME) => raise STATUSERROR;

raise STATUSERROR => ISOPEN(NAME);

begin

end OPEN;

After:

procedure OPEN(FILE:in out FILETYPE;NAME:in STRING) is

C1 :BOOLEAN := not EXISTS(NAME);

C 2 :BOOLEAN := ISOPEN(NAME);

-- Note: C1 and C2 capture the values of the expressions on

-- entry into OPEN. These expressions may change value

-- during the execution of OPEN, but C1 and C2 will not

-- change value.

begin

declare

out (not C1 );

out (not C2 );

begin
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end;

exception

when NAMEERROR =>

CHECK(not C2 );

raise;

when STATUSERROR =>

CHECK(not CI);
CHECK(IS_OPEN(NAME));

raise;

when others =>
CHECK(not Ci);

CHECK(not C 2 );

raise;

end OPEN;

3.5.6 Transformation of Out Annotations

Out annotations are constraints on the normal exit states of their scopes. After the trans-

formations described in Section 3.3, all annotations will occur as declarative annotations.

Hence the scope of out annotations is either a block statement, the body of a subprogram,

package, task unit or generic unit. Out annotations have to be checked at all normal exit

points within the scope of the annotation. There are five different kinds of exit points:

1. The end of the sequence of statements

2. The end of the sequence of statements of an exception handler

3. Return statements

4. Exit statements

5. Goto statements

At each of these exit points, the list of all out annotations to be tested are determined. This

list consists of all out annotations in whose scope the exit point occurs, but not including

those which include in their scope the point to where control is transferred. Each of these

annotations is tested by calling the procedure CHECK in the Anna runtime library.
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Example 3.27:

Before:
procedure FOO is

out F1 ;

begin

declare

out F 2 ;

begin

loop

declare

out F 3 ;

begin

exit;

return;

goto L;

end;

end loop;

return;

end;

<<L>>

goto L;

exception
when others =>

end FOO;
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After:

procedure FOO is

begin

declare

begin

loop

declare

begin

CHECK(F 3 );

exit;

CHECK(FI); CHECK(F 2 ); CHECK(F 3 );

return;

CHECK(F 2); CHECK(F 3 );

goto L;

CHECK( F3 );

end;

end loop;

CHECK(F 1 ); CHECK(F 2 );

return;

CHECK(F 2 );

end;

<<L>>

-- No checks required here

goto L;
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(C IIECK(FI);

exception

when others =>

CHECK(FI);

end FOO;

There is one situation which is not covered in the above framework. This is the case of

returming from a function. In this case, the out annotations have to be checked after the

return expression has been evaluated. This problem is tackled by generating a function

whose only function is to check the relevant out annotations as a side effect.

Example 3.28:

Before:

function C(N,R: INTEGER) return INTEGER is

NUMERATOR,FACT._R: INTEGER;

-- I out (FACTR = FACTORIAL(R));

begin

return NUMERATOR/FACTR;

Out annotation has to be tested after evaluation of NU-
MERA TOR / FA CT_R

end C;

After:

function C(N, R: INTEGER) return INTEGER is

NUMERATOR, FACT_R: INTEGER;

begin

declare

finction OUT__CHECK(X:INTE(;ER) return INTEGER is

beginl

('IIECKEXP(FACTR = FACTORIAL(R));

return X;

,111( O1TCII(I;

begin
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return OUT_CIIECK(NUMERATOR/FACTR);

end;

end C;

3.6 Concurrent Checking of Generalized Assertions

The Anna Transformer has an option using which checking tasks are generated instead of

checking functions. These tasks execute concurrently with the underlying program. How-

ever, this approach has the disadvantage that the underlying program may execute for some

time in an inconsistent state. Check-points can be defined at various places where the un-

derlying program can be forced to wait until specified checks are completed. The details of

these transformation and checking methodology are described in [81].



Chapter 4

Algebraic Specification Checking

in Chapter 1, an example was presented to motivate algebraic specification checking. A

general discussion of the principles of consistency checking was presented in Chapter 2. In

this chapter the details of algebraic specification checking are presented.

4.1 Abstract Data Types and Algebraic Specifications

An abstract data type defines a set of data objects, and a set of operations on these data

objects. These are encapsulated in such a way that the user of the abstract data type can

only manipulate the data objects by using the operations provided.

The Ada package is an encapsulation unit using which abstract data types can be defined.

The data objects are defined by Ada type declarations, and the abstract operations are

defined as Ada subprograms. Example 1.2 in Chapter 1 defines the DEQUE abstract data

type using the Ada package. There are other ways in which an abstract data type can

be defined using Ada packages. For example, procedures could replace the functions; and

the data objects could be defined implicitly by the state of the package. However, for the

purposes of this thesis, an abstract data type is assumed to be implemented as an Ada

package with one type declaration. This package may refer to other type declarations, or

other abstract data types. These types are referred to as the auziliary types. This package

contains functions that operate on the package type and auxiliary types and return values

of these types, but does not contain any procedures. A simple transformation can convert

any arbitrary implementation of an abstract data type to the kind of implementation stated

above.

65
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, for the purpose of this thesis, an algebraic specification of

an abstract data type is defined as a set of equations whose terms comprise of the abstract

operations and variables that are universally quantified over the domain of abstract objects.

The Anna package axioms in Example 1.2 in Chapter 1 form an algebraic specification of

the DEQUE abstract data type.

4.2 Algebraic Specification Checking

Algebraic specification checking is the task of checking the implementation of an abstract

data type (the package body in Ada) against the algebraic specification of the abstract data

type. First, however, one has to define what kinds of checks are involved in this process.

This is not as obvious as in the case of checking against generalized assertions.

At any point during the'execution of a program that uses an abstract data type, there

is a set of objects declared to be of the abstract data type. Some of these objects will have

been assigned values from the domain of the abstract data type. Since the only way to

compute values of the abstract data type is to execute the abstract data type operations,

all values that have been assigned to the above-mentioned objects are a result of applying

a composition of these abstract data type operations to the constants1 of the abstract data

type. That is, for each value of the abstract data type computed, there is a corresponding

term comprising only of operations and constants of the abstract data type whose evaluation

results in this value. Let E be the set of all such terms at any particular point during the

execution of the program. Obviously, 0 grows in size as the program continues to execute.

The set 0 after the execution of the first set of assignment statements of Example 1.2 in

Chapter 1 contains:

CREATE

LEFTPUSH(CREATE, Eo)

L EFTTOP(LEFTPUSH(CREATE, Eo))

LEFTPOP( LEFTPUSH(CREATE, E0))

and after the execution of the second 5 et of statements in the same example, 0 contain.;:

'A constant is an operation that does not take any plrameters.
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CREATE

LEFT_PUSH(CREATE, E2 )

RIGHTPUSH(LEFTPUSH(CREATE, E2 ),E 3 )

LEFTPOP( RIGHTPUSH( LEFTPUSH( CREATE, E2), E))

RIGHTPOP( LEFTPOP( RIGHTPUSH( LEFT_PUSH( CREATE, E2 ), E3 )))

The following definition of algebraic specification checking is the basis of the methodologies

and algorithms discussed in this chapter:

Algebraic sp-cification checking involves comparing the terms in E with each

other. If any two terms can be proved equal based on the algebraic specification,

then the corresponding program values have to be compared with each other. ,f

they are not equal, then the program has become inconsistent with the algebraic

specification.

In Example 1.1, since LEFTPOP(LEFTPUSI(CREATE, Eo)) can be proved to be equal to

CREATE, therefore, the corresponding program values, namely D2 and Do, have to compared

with each other.

There are some situations which the above definition of algebraic specification checking

does not cover. That is, it is possible for a program to reach an inconsistent state with

respect to an algebraic specification and yet an ideal algebraic specification checking system

(based on die above definition of algebraic specification checking) will not able to detect

this inconsistency. The following example illustrates such a situation:

Example 4.1: Consider the following sequence of statements that execute operations of

,he DEQUE abstract data type of Example 1.2:

D, :=LEFT_PVSH(DO,EO);

D3 := LEFTPOP(D2 );

if D1 = D 2 then
(I)

end if;

At location 1 it can be shown that D:3 has to be equal to DO (since D, = D,,). However,

at ideal algebraic specification checking system will not be able to determine this. This is



),'caiis,. though 1)1 = D., is true at this location. the algebraic specification chcking model

does not make use of it. Etnding the model of algebraic specification checking of this

t:osis to) cover such sitiations is a topic for fuitire research.

As has beein mentioned in Chapter 2, a. theorem prover forms part of the algebraic

spvcificat in checking system. In this chapter, a specialized theorem prover, callfd the

C'hromiatic 'heorem Prover is described. llowev r, other similar provers can also bo used.

\Vlien the prograrn starts e:ecuting, the theorem prover is initialized with the algol) raic

p,,ciflicatons. After this, a call is made to the theorem prover every time an operation of

Tho, atract lata, type is execlted.

"I hl teore(m prover is ark Ada generic package. The )ody of this package incorporates

ph,eci teore n proving algorithms. The generic nackage spcification is not iillhwnc,,d

mi ;mii wav by the underlYving algorithms. A simplified version of the generic packaee

, acii~ t!o I, i sh l(,' beliow:

type ARSTH ACTTYPE is limited private;

with procedure ASSIGN_SLNO(A:in out ABSTRACT_TYPE;SLNO:INTE(;ER);

with function GET_SLNO( A: ABSTRA CTIT YPE) return INTEGCR:

with function EQ'XY:ABSTRACTTYPE) return ROOLVAN:

with proce(hire ('OPY(X :ABSTRA.TFYPE;Y : out ASTRACT F[YPE);

type A* XILI:AItY TYPE is liinite l private;

with fiiiction EQ(X, :A'X XILIARY__TYP') return BOOLEAN:
A\XIfO.M FiIl E.RSTING;:

)a kage \XI(NI_'I \E, is

I)r()Ee'(l~n'r f ()\'OER ( OP : ('tlA I,\¢7I( ''1

IN tP1'T: .\RSTRI .',u 'T_ I VII!.:

(uIIN-I :in out \IIPAC(T FYIE):
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procedu:e OP OVER(OP : CHARACTER;

AUX:AUXILIARYTYPE;

INPUT: ABSTRACTTYPE;

OUTPUT:in out ABSTRACTTYPE);

end AXIOM_CHECKER;

The Anna Transformer maps each of the abstract operations to a character. This map-

ping corresponds to the isomorphism function that will be introduced later in this chapter.

A typical mapping in the case of Example 1.2 is:

CREATE -- a'

LEFTPUSH - 'b,

LEFTPOP - c'

LEFTTOP - V

RIGHTPUSH - e'

RIGHTPOP -- f,

RIGHTTOP - '

The generic package exports a family of procedures called OPOVER. The appropriate pro-

cedure from this family is called at the end of the execution of each abstract operation. The

calls to OPOVER provides the theorem prover with the information necessary to update

the set 0 that it maintains. In the above package, two such procedures are shown. The

first has three parameters. OP corresponds to the abstract operation; INPUT to the input

parameter of the operation and OUTPUT to the result of the operation. This procedure is

called by abstract operations which take one abstract data type parameter and returns an

abstract data type value. In Example 1.2, the functions LEFTPOP and RIGHTPOP call

this procedure. The second procedure has an additional parameter which is of the auxiliary

type. This is called by operations with a parameter of the auxiliary type in addition to the

paraneter of the abstract data type. In the case of the DEQUE package, the auxiliary type

is ELEMENT. This procedure is called by the functions LEFTPUSH and RIGHT_PUSH.

The Anna Transformer performs a transformation on the abstract data type so that a

serial nuimber can be associated with it. One way to do this is to crate a record structure

withi two compononts one the original abstract data tvpe and the other the serial number.

I L- sprial numbor is assigned and used by the theorem prover only. Since the theorem
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provcr performs only symbolic manipulations with the abstract objects, the serial num-

bers act as the symbolic representation of the objects. Hence two operations are provided

to the theorem prover as generic formal parameters for this purpose: ASSIGNSLNO and

GETSLNO.

The algebraic specification is copied (after transforming the operations into characters)

into a file. This file is read in by the theorem prover during its initialization. The location

of the file is provided by the generic formal paxameter AXIOMFILE.

Whenever a new variable is encou.:tcred by the theorem prover., it makes a copy of it.

It is with this copy that any future comparisons for equality are made. The generic formal

parameters EQ (over ABSTRACTTYPE) and COPY are provided for this purpose. It may

be necessary for the programmer to explicitly provide these two operations in packages

where these operations are not already present.

The DEQUE package of Example 1.2 after transformation

package DEQUEPACKAGE is
-- The following modification to the type definition is to in-
-c- lude the serial number. In the case of a private type,
-- this transformation is performed in the full type defini-

-- tion in the private part.
type DEQUE is record

SLNO : INTEGER;

end record:

function CREATE return DEQUE:
function LEFTPUSH(D:DEQUE;E:ELEMENT) return DEQUE;

function LEFT POP(D: DEQUE) return DEQI E:
function LEFTTOP(D:DEQUE) return ELEMENT:
function RIG;iT_PUTSI(D: DEQLE: E: ELEMENT) return DEQUE:
function R I(;IT_PGP(D: DEQ1'E) return DEQV'E:
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function RIGHTTOP(D:DEQUE) return ELEMENT;

end DEQUEPACKAGE;

package body DEQUEPACKAGE is

-- The following two subprograms are provided by the user.

function EQUALS(D1, D2 :DEQUE) return BOOLEAN is

end EQUALS;

procedure COPY(D1:DEQUE;D2:in out DEQUE) is

end COPY;

-- The following two subprograms and the generic instanti-

-- ation are generated by the Anna Transformer.

procedure ASSIGNSLNO(A:in out DEQUE;SLNO:INTEGER) is

begin

A.SLNO := SLNO;

end ASSIGNSLNO:

function GETSLNO(A:DEQUE) return INTEGER is

begin

return A.SLNO;

end GETSLNO;

package DEQUEAXIOMCHECKER is new AXIOMCHECKER

(DEQUE,

ASSIGNSLNO,

GETSLNO,

EQUALS,

COPY,

ELEMENT,

deque.ax ):
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function LEFT PUSH(D:DEQUE;E:ELEMENT) return DEQUE is

begin

-- A return point

OPOVER('b', E, D, D');

return D';

end LEFTPUSH;

end DEQUEPACKAGE;

The rest of this chapter focuses on the theorem prover. The complexity of the general prob-

lem of (the theorem proving aspects of) algebraic specification checking is discussed followed

by some background material. The Chromatic Theorem Prover is then discussed, foliowed

by a description of how the theorem proving operations can be implemented incrementally.

4.3 Complexity of the General Problem

In this section, the problem of algebraic specification checking is shown to be at least as

complex (computationally) as the word problem.

Given an algebra A2 specified by a set of equations E, and given two terms t1 and t 2

from A, the word problem is the process of deciding whether or not the validity of tt = t2

follows from E (E =tl = t 2 ).

For any algebra A, there is a corresponding abstract data type. Corresponding to the

equations E that specify the algebra, there is an algebraic specification that specifies the

abstract data type. Consider any two terms t! and t2 from A. It is possible for the program

using the abstract data type to evaluate the corresponding two terms of the abstract data

type. If it does evaluate these terms and if 7 k t1 = t 2 , then the program must perform

a check to ensure that the values of these terms are equal to each other. However, if

Ef tl = t2, the program must not perform this check. The process of deciding whether or

2.n algebra is a dormain of values together with a set of operations on these vahles.
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not this check must be performed therefore involves deciding whether or not E tl = t2

and hence, algebraic specification checking is at least as difficult as solving word problems.

Since word problems are in general undecidable, therefore algebraic specification check-

ing is also, in general, undecidable. Hence, the theorem proving operations can only be

performed partially. The Knuth-Bendix algorithm [59] is one already existing algorithm

that can be used to perform the theorem proving operations necessary. The following sec-

tions describe a new theorem proving algorithm which has been designed specifically for

the purpose of algebraic specification checking. This new algorithm focuses on real-life ab-

stract data types, and hence works on a smaller subset than many other theorem provers.

However, this trade-off results in an improvement in the performance of the algorithm.

When implemented incrementally 3, the time complexity of this algorithm does not change

as the program generates more and more terms, although the space required increases as

the program continues to run.

The subset for which this algorithm works is characterized as follows4:

1. The operations of the abstract data type have to be unary,

2. There is exactly one constant of the abstract data type5 , and

3. The algebraic ,pecifications have to be of the form tl(x) = t 2 (x) 6 .

The reason for the choice of this subset is that many real-life abstract data types like stacks,

queues, sets and symbol tables are either already in the subset or can be transformed in a

simple manner to fit into the subset. The mathematical entity that is used to model this

subset is the Thue system [116] 7 .

The next section describes Thue systems and how abstract data types and their algebraic

specifications within the above subset can be matched to them. A few examples (also in

the next section) illustrate that a large number of real-life abstract data types fit into this

subset.

3The nature of this incremcntality is discussed in Section 4.6.
4 This characterization will be modified slightly later.
'More than one constant creates disjoint problem spaces as will be seen later. Hence there is no loss of

generality by assuming just one constant.
"Note that this disallows any specification that relates constants of th. ,-ract data type.
7 lhe author is indebted to Deepak Kapur for introducing him to Thue Systems.
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4.4 Thue Systems

Thue systems are rewriting systems specified using equations over strings where the con-

catenation operation satisfies the associativity property. Let E be a finite alphabet. E* is

the set of all finite strings over E. Let the empty string be denoted by A. A is an identity

of the concatenation operation (i.e., Ax = xA = x). A Thue system T is a binary relation

on E'. Every element of T is called an equation of T. An example of a Thue system which

describes sequences of the unary operators + and - is shown below:

Example 4.2: Let v = {+, -}. Therefore E* is the set of all finite sequences of these

unary operators. Let T = {< +, A >, < -- , A >}. Then T is a Thue system that describes

how a sequence of these unary operations can be rewritten equivalently.

The rest of this section is devoted to showing how certain abstract data types and their

algebraic specifications can be matched to Thue systems. First some background material

is overviewed, and a few central theorems are stated and proved.

4.4.1 An Overview of Proof Theory in Equational Logic

Let F be a set of equations and s = t be an equation (in an algebra A). F logically implies

s = t (F s = t) if and only if every model that satisfies all equations in F also satisfies

s = t. A simple methodology is desirable to deduce logical implication, and for this a proof

theory has been developed. F proves s = t (F I- s = t) if and only if there is a finite sequence

of equations s, = ... , s = t, such that:

" the last equation is s = t, and

" each si = ti is either a member of F, or of the form t = t, or it follows from the

previous equations according to one of the following rules of inference:

1. symmetry: From .si = t1 infer tj = si

2. transitivity: From si = sj and sj = sk infer si = sk

3. composition: From tl = ti,... ,tk = t' infer f(tl,... ,tk) = f(t...t')

4. substitution: Let t' denote the substitution of all free occurrences of the variable

x by the expression e. From si = sj, infer ;i = s .

Theorem 4.1 (Birkhoff) Let F be a set of equations and s = t be an equation. Then

F - s = t if and only if F s = t.
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For a proof of this theorem, please refer to either [9] or Page 95 of [14].

4.4.2 Terminology, Definitions and Lemmas

Define a binary relation -T on -* as follows: for any u, v, x, y in E* such +hat either (u, v)

is in T or (v, a) is in T, xuy -*T xvy. The Thue congruence generated by T, - , is the

reflexive transitive closure of the relation -T. Since the relation '-*T is symmetric, therefore

- is an equivalence relation. Deducing whether or not w *. z for any two strings w, z

in V* is an undecidable problem. This was shown by Post [971 and independently by

Markov [84].

Let A be an abstract data type with only unary operations fl,..., f, and one constant

c. Consider the terms of A. Since all t.ie operations are unary, the terms can only be a

-epeated application of these operations on some vLriable or on c. Define T(x) to bi the

set of all terms of A where the operations are applied on x. Therefore each member of T(x)

will be of the form fi(...(f,.m(x))...) where m > 0 and 1 < il,.. .,ir < n.

Let S be the algebraic specification of A where each equation in S is of the form ti(x) =

t 2 (x) where x is some variable, and t1(x),t 2 (x) are in T(x). In other words, each equation

of S is restricted to have the same (implicitly) universally quantified variable on both sides.

Let E = {el,.. . ,en } be an alphabet and let E* be the set of all finite strings over E.

Define an isomorphism I.,' from T(x) to E* as follows: E,4(x) = A, and for all t(x) in T(x),

Ix(fi(t(x))) = ei-2(t(x)), 1 < i < n. For example, 1.4(fl(f2(f 2 (x)))) = ele2e2. 1, "1 is

the inverse of 24. Let T be a binary relation on -* defined as follows: For each equation

tl(x) = t2 (x) in S, (Ix(t 1 (x)),Jx(t2 (x))) is a member of T. Nothing else is a member of T.

Lemma 4.2 If x, y, z, w E -* and x '- y, then wxz '-*. wyz.

Proof Since - is the reflexive transitive closure of 'T, there are two cases to consider:

1. There exists a0 ,... a, in 7-* where n > 0 such that x = a0 , y = a,, and a2 -T Oi+l,

0 < i <n:

Consider ai -T aj+j for any i. From the definition of 'T, there exists uv,p,q in

E* such that ai = puq and ai+l = pvq and either (u. v) is in T or (v, u) is in T.

Let r = wp and s = qz. Again, from the definition of -T, rus -T rvs. Since

"The mapping of operations to characters described in Section 4.2 is the implementation of this isomor-
phism function.
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rus = wpuqz = waiz and rvs = wpvqz = wai+lz, therefore waiz -T wai+lz.

Also since --i. is the reflexive transitive closure of '-T, wa0 z -- waz. Hence,

wXz -+ . wyz.

2. x =y:

Then wxz = wyz, and since - is the reflexive transitive closure of -*T, WXZ *-. WyZ.

0

Lemma 4.3 If tl(x),t 2(x) are in T(x), then T.(tl(t 2 (x))) = I.(t 1 (x))1I,(t 2(x)).

Proof This is proved by induction on the number of operations in tl(x).

Base case: The number of operations in tl(x) is 0, or tl(x) = x. Therefore tl(t 2 (x)) = t 2(x)

and hence I.,(tl(t 2 (x))) = I..(t 2 (x)) = A)I:(t 2 (x)) = I--(tl(x))Ix(t 2 (x)).

Inductive step: Assume I,(tl(t 2(x))) = I,(t 1 (x))I (t 2 (x)) for all tl(x) with less than

rn operations. Now consider any tj(x) with exactly rn operations. Then tl(x) is of

the form fi(t'(x)) where t'(x) has exactly m - 1 operations. Therefore h,,(tl(t 2(x))) =

1.(fi(t'(t2(X)))) = ei-.(t'(t 2(x))) = eil.(t'(x))T.(t2(x)) = (fi(t(x))).(t2( =

24(tl(x))I.(t2 (x)). 13

Lemma 4.4 If u is in E*, then T;'(uej) = IT' )(u).

Proof This is proved by induction on the length of u.

Base case: The length of u is 0, or a = A. Therefore Ix'(uej) = T1-'(ej) - fi(x) =

j'()= 1-1fl(u).

Inductive step: Assume Ij(uei) = IX~:)(u) for all u with length less than m. Now consider

any u with, length m. Then u = eju' where u' has length m - 1. Therefore I;'(uej) =

I" '(eju'e) f( (u'e) )(u')) 1 (eu') (

Lemma 4.5 If u. v are in E', then T 1 (uv) is 1;'(u) with I..,( v) substituted for x. Or in

other words, 1p1 (uv) - 1 (u).

Proof This is proved using induction on the length of v.

Base case: The length of v is 0, or v = A. Therefore 1-1(v) = x and I1 -(uv) = "(u) =

Inductive step: Assume Tl'(uv) = r"7 (u) for all v with length less than m. Now
I- (V')

consider any v with length mn. Then v = v'e, where v' has length m - 1. Using the
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inductive hypothesis and lemma 4.4. 1,1 (uv) = L-'(uv'ej) = , uv') = I , (u) =

11 () ~ =Z 1 (U).

Corollary 4.6 If u, v,q are in "' and S F- I;'(u) = I.;(v), then S F- I;'(uq) = T;I(vq).

Lemma 4.7 If p, u, v are in E" and S -Ij(u) = I;'(v), then S - .11 (pu) =1 'l(pv).

Proof This is proved using induction on the length of p.

Base case: The length of p is 0, or p = A. Therefore 1";'(pu) = I";'(u) and $I'(pv) =

I,-'(v). Hence, S I- I,'(pu) = T;'(pv).

Inductive step: Assume S - I;'(pu) = I;'(pv) for all p with length less than m. Now

consider any p with length m. Then p = eip' where p' has length m - 1. Therefore

I1'(pu) = I;'(ejp'u) = fi(Il'(p'u)) and I;'(pv) = I$-(eip'v) = f(1I;(p'v)). From the

induction hypothesis, S F- I.,(p'u) = I.'(pv) an,! therefore (using the rule of composition)

S F- fj( ;'(p'u)) = fi(I;1(p'v)), and hence S -;l(pu) = 1I- 1 (pv). 0

Lemma 4.8 Let 91(x) = tl(x),. .. s,(x) = t,(x) be a sequence of equations in a proof in

A. Then I.(si(x)) --. I (tj(x)), 1 < i < n.

Proof The lemma follows from the proof by induction on j that 21.(sj(zx) - IAt ( ).

1< i <j.

Base case: j = 0. In this case, the result holds trivially.

Inductive step: Assume that 1 (si(z)) ,--. I,(t 1 (x)), I < I < j. Now consider sj(x) = tj(x).

This equation falls into one of the following categories:

1. sj(x) = tj(x) is a member of S. In this case, obviously I-(sj(x)) -. -h(tj(x)).

2. s,(x) = t,(x) is of the form t = t, or follows from one of the previous equations by

symmetry or transitivity. Since --. is an equivalence relation, therefore IT,(s,(x)) -

3. sj(x) = tj(x) is of the form fk(si(x)) = fk(ti(x)) for some i < j. Then T-(sj(x)) =

I1 (fk(s(X))) = ekl.(si(X)) and 1,(tj(x)) = I:(fk(ti(x))) = ekI.(ti(X)). From

the inductive hypothesis and lemma 4.2, ekIT(si(X)) - ekI.(ti(x)) and therefore
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4. s,(x) = t,(x) is of the form si(u(x)) = t,(u(x)) for some i < j. Then from lemma 4.3.

$Zr(si(u(x))) = I.(s 1 (x))I.(u(x)) and I (ti(u(x))) = I,,(tj(x))I.(u(x)). From the

inductive hypothesis and lemma 4.2, I.,(si(x))ZI(u(x)) -r $r(ti(x))x(u(x)) and

therefore T (sj(x)) -- .,(t,(x)). 13

4.4.3 Matching Abstract Data Types to Thue Systems

The isomorphism 2, defined in the Drevious section is the method used to match abstract

data types and their algebraic specifications to TIhue systems.

Example 4.3: This is an example of the matching process. The following is a package that

defines an abstract data type with the unary functions PLUS and MINUS. The algebraic

specification within this package describes these functions.

package NUMBERPACKAGE is
type NUMBER is private.

function PLUS(N:NUMBER) return NUMBER;
function MINUS(N: NUMBER) return NUMBER;

- - axiom
-- I for all N:NUMBER =>

-- I PLUS(N) = N,

MINUS(MINUS(N)) = N:

end NUMBERPACKAGE:

By choosing $.(PLUS(x)) = + and T (NIINUS(x)) -, the above abstract data type and

its algebraic specification can be matched to the Thue system of Example 4.2.

The motivation for performing this matching process is to derive theorems about ab-

stract data types by performing proofs on the corresponding Thue system. For this approach

to be useful, an effective proof system is required for Thue systems. The following theorem

lavs the groundwork for this proof system:

Theorem 4.9 If s(x),t(x) are terms from T(x), then S I" s(x) = t(x) if and only if
I'(.stz)) - t .)

Proof From lemma 4.8, if S - s(x) = t(x) then I.(s(x)) -- , $4(t(x)). Also, from -orol-

lary 4.5 and lemma 4.7, if p, u,v,q are in E" and either (u,v) is in T or (v, u) is in T, then
5 -1; 1 (u), and therefore S F- Ir;'(puq) = .lj(pvq). Hence for any wz in E:,
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if w -' z. then S - 1I1(w) = I;,(z), and since - is the reflexive transitive closure of

-T. therefore if w -. z, then S H ; (u,) u7' (z).

Corollary 4.10 (Proof System for Thue Systems) If s(x), t(x) are terms from T(x).

then S V s(x) = t(x) if and only if there exists ul,...,u, E E", n > 1 such that X,(s(x)) =

ul, I.(t(x)) = u, and ui -,r u+L, 1 < i < n.

This corollary defines a process of rewriting strings. Any string can be rewritten by replacing

a substring which is any one side of an equation of the Thue system, with the string

corresponding to the other side of the equation. The corollary (together with theorem 4.1)

states that repeated rewriting in this manner is a sound and complete proof system for

Thue systems.

There is still one problem remaining. The matching process is capable of matching only

the most simple abstract data types and their algebraic specifications to Thue systems. Even

the DEQUE abstract data type described earlier cannot be matched to a Thue system. This

is because some of the operations have more than one parameter. For example, LEFTPUSH

has an additional parameter, albeit not of the abstract data type. Hence the matching

methods need to be extended to a bigger subset. Such a matching method will be described.

but first the extended subset is described below:

1. The constructors of the abstract data type (operations that return an abstract data

type value) have to be unary with respect to the abstract data type. That is, they

are permitted to have any number of parameters so long as only one of them is of the

abstract data type. In addition, there can be selectors of any form.

2. There is exactly one constant of the abstract data type.

3. The algebraic specifications have to be of the form tl(x,y) = t2 (X,z), where x is of

the abstract data type. y and z are lists of values from types other than the abstract

data type, and ti and t2 consist of only constructors of the abstract data type. The

algebraic specifications have to be universally quantified over all the parameters (i.e.

x,y and z).

Note that the DEQUE abstract data ",pe example alls into this extended subset. By

combining all the types other than the abstract data type into one composite type, a clean

model of this extended subset can be achieved. This model is shown below. The composite
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type of all the non-abstract data types is the auxiliary type in the generic package described

in Section 4.2.

- - The auxiliary type definition

type AUX is

package P is

- - The abstract data type definition

type ADT is ...

- -- Constructors

function Ct(X:ADT;Y:AUX) return ADT;

Setectors
function S1(X:ADT;Y:AUX) return AUX;

-- Algebraic specification

-- axiom

-- for all X:ADT:Yl,Y 2 ... :AUX =>

Cil.. C,,(XYj,,) ... Yj,) = Ck1 (... Ck(X,Y%,) ... Y1)

end P:

For this model, the matching process is defined in two steps. The first step involves convert-

ing the auxiliary type parameters to subscripts on the constructors. This step gets us back

to the original subset though the number of operations may now be infinite. The result of

applying this transformation on the above model is shown below:

-- The auxiliary type definition
type AUX is ...

package P is
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-- The abstract data type definition
type ADT is ...

-- Constructors

function Cl,(X:ADT) return ADT:

-- Selectors
function S1 (X:ADT;Y:AUX) return AUX,

-- Algebraic specification

axiom
-- I for all X:ADT;Y1 ,Y2 . :AUX =>

-Jy (... (x)...) = y ... ck , (x)..

end P;

Note that in the transformed model, the algebraic specifications have been converted to

algebraic specification schemas. By performing the basic matching process now, a Thue

system is obtained. The only difference is that the symbols in the resulting alphabet E may

be subscripted by variables universally quantified over the auxiliary type. This difference

however does not affect any of the theorems derived in this chapter, and hence the proof

system can still be used in its original form 9 .

Example 4.4: The DEQUE package of Example 1.2 is shown below after being rewritten to

fit into the model of the subset. For simplicity, extra parameters of the auxiliary type are

not added to operations that do not have this parameter to start with. The corresponding

Thue system is also described:

package DEQUEPACKAGE is

type DEQUE is ... ;
function CREATE return DEQUE;
function LEFT PUSHE(D:DEQUE) return DEQUE:
function LEFTPOP(D:DEQUE) return DEQUE:

"Adl proofs assume that strings are finite, but no assumption of the finiteness of the alphabet is made.
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function LEFT TOP(D:DEQUE) return ELEMENT:

function RIGHTPUSHE(D: DEQUE) return DEQUE;

function RIGHTPOP(D:DEQUE) return DEQUE;

function RIGHTTOP(D:DEQUE) return ELEMENT;

axiom

for all D:DEQUE;E:ELEMENT =>

LEFT-POP(LEFT--PUSHE(D)) = D,

RIGHTPOP(RIGHTPUSHE(D)) =D,

LEF'f_POP(RIGHT_PUSHE(D)) = RIGHT_PUSHE(LEFT_POP(D)),

-- RIGHTPOP(LEFT _PUSHE(D)) = LEFTPUSHE(RIGHT_POP(D)):

-- The other axioms are outside the subset and are therefore

- ignored.

end DEQUEPACKAGE:

The Thue system corresponding to the DEQUE package is the following: 7- is the alphabet

{bE, c, eE, f}, for all E in ELEMENT. The bE's correspond to the LEFTPUSHE's, c corre-

sponds to LEFT-POP, the e's correspond to the RIGHT.PUSHE's, and f corresponds to

RIGHT-POP. The Thue system T is {(cbE, A), (feE, A), (ceE, eEc), (fbE, bEf)}.

The subsequent sections describe the theorem proving algorithm and its capabilities. In

these subsequent sections, only mathematical notation will he uFod. the rorrespondence to

Ada and Anna should be obvious from the discussion in this and other previous sections.

4.5 The Chromatic Theorem Prover

The theorem proving algorithm will be described in this section. This algorithm is based on

term rewriting (corollary 4.10). The equations of the Thue system are used as rewrite rules

during the theorem proving operations. However, a blind application of such rewrite rules

can cause infinite loops during the theorem proving operations. To prevent such problems,

the characters in the rewrite rules are colored in a manner described later. Infinite loops

are avoided when the color assignments to the characters are also considered during the

rewriting process. Any number of colors can be used with this algorithm. The more the

colors, the more powerful (and slower) the algorithm. This algorithm has been named the
0

b -r tie Theorem Prover (of order n, where n is the number of colors).
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4.5.1 Some Terminology and Definitions

As before, let 7 be an alphabet (E' is the set of all finite strings over E) and let T be a

Thue system on E'. Let C be a finite set of n colors with a total ordering relation <. C"

is the set of all finite sequences of colors from C. Let min(C) be the smallest color in C.

Define r' to be E x C. That is, F is the set of all tuples (a, b) where a E E and b E C. F

is the set of all finite strings over I. Intuitively, F* is the set of all strings over E colored

using the colors in C.

A few functions are now defined on the above sets. ,tl is the projection from F and

r' to E and E" respectively. Intuitively ,rl can be thought of as the operation of deleting

the colors (or removing their significance) from the colored characters in F or the colored

strings in F. 7r2 is the projection from F and F' to C and C* respectively. Intuitively -r2
gives the colors of the colored characters in F or the color sequences of the colored strings

in '. minmax maps C' to C. If c is in C*, then minmax(c) is the smallest color which is

larger than all the colors in c. Notice that minmax is undefined if c contains the largest

color.

4.5.2 Constructing Rewrite Rules from Equations

The first step in the algorithm is to convert the equations of T into rewrite rules tof order

n). The rewrite rules are defined over F. The algorithm for constructing rewrite rules from

equations is now given.

Let (z, y) be an equation in T. This equation translates into a set of rewrite rules which

includes all (and nothing else) rewrite rules of the form a - 3 (a,-3 E Fr) that satisfy the

following conditions:

1. Either rl(a) = x, T(3) = y or T(a) y, rl(.3) = x, and

2. minmaz(ir2 (a)) is defined and all colors in the sequence 7r2 (3) are the same and equal

to minmaz(ir2 (ca)).

Example 4.5: Let E = {f,g}, and let C { Vi, Li htGray, }, where i <

< P .ra. Then the rewrite rules generated from the -niation I fn g f) are"
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02 - 00 EOt 00

U11D - Elu Ml1 - ME

Some examples of illegal rewrite rules are shown below:

I][E- (The RHS has more than one color)

E]E]- Q[fl (The color in the RHS is too large)

[DD- E[ (The LHS contains the largest color)

Let RT be the set of rewrite rules obtained in this manner from the equations of T. Note

that if T and n are finite, then RT is also finite.

4.5.3 The Neighbor Set

For every string x in E", a neighbor set N (of order n) is defined. It is however convenient

to define a colored neighbor set Ar firbt. V,, is defined as follows:

1. A .Vr, where x() = x and all the colors in r2(X) are the same and equal to min(C).

2. If a, b, u, v are in 1', u - v is in RT and aub is in .,V, then avb is also in A,.

3. Nothing else is in A'.

The neighbor set NVZ can now be defined as follows: For every a in Vr, 7r,(a) is in Nr.

Nothing else is in N,.

Example 4.6: This is based on Example 4.5. Assume z = ff g. Then the following strings

from P are in V',:
0010TI 1 N 0001 00and ][ .

Hence the following strings from E' are in N,:

ffg, fgf and gff.

I kieureiii 4.1i For any y, z in V,,, T - = Z.
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Proof If y. z are in N,, then there must be some a. 3 in A r such that ,rl(a) = y. .rl(3) = z'

and both a and 3 have been derived by applying the rewrite rules of RT repeatedly to k.

where Tj(\) = x and all the colors in 7r2(x) are the same and equal to min(C). Since

this rewriting process is a restricted version of the proof system developed earlier, therefore

T - x = y and T I- x = z. Hence T I- y = z. 0

Theorem 4.12 If E, T, C and x are finite, thenN, is also finite.

Proof Let m be one more than the length of the longest string that occurs in any of the

rewrite rules in RT. Assign weights to the colors in C as follows: Assign 1 to the largest

color. If w is the weight of any color, then the next smaller color is assigned a weight of mw

(i.e.. a geometric progression). Define the weight of any string a in F' as the sum of tne

weights of the colors in the sequence 7r2 (a). Now consider any rewrite rule a - 3 in RT.

By definition, the length of .3 is less than m, hence the weight of /3 is less than mw where

w is the weight of minmax(7r2(a)). The weight of a is at least mw since the colors in :r2(a)

are all smaller than minmax(-,r2(a)). Therefore, in all the rewrite rules in RT, the left-hand

side has a larger weight than the right-hand side. Hence the application of a rewrite rule

to any string results in a string with a smaller weight than that - original string. Also,

the smallest possible weight is 1. Assume that the weight of x i Hence starring from

x, it is possible to perform rewriting at most w., times before no more rewriting is possible.

Also, if the length of x is l, then the largest string that can be generated is no more than

l + w_( m - 2) long l ° . Note that though it has been shown that any path in the rewriting

process is bounded by w r and hence finite, it has not yet been shown that the number of

paths are finite. But since the length of any string generated by this rewriting process is

bounded, there is also a bound on the number of ways in which one of these strings can be

rewritten in one step. This in turn bounds the number of different paths that the rewriting

process caft take. Henc eV, is finite. 0

Corollary 4.13 It is possible to generate iV_ from x in a finite amount of time given that

r, T, C and x r! :

'°The length of the right side of any rewrite rule can be at most m - 2 longer than the length of the left
side.
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4.5.4 The Theorem Proving Step

The necessary background has now been established to explain how this algorithm attempts

to prove x = y, for any x, y E !'. The algorithm evaluates the neighbor ,ets of x and y and

dhen checks to see if these sets have any element in common. If they do, then the algorithm

deduces x = y, otherwise it deduces x $ y. More precisely, then algorithm deduces z = y

if N_ .7 , $ o (where o is the empty set), otherwise it deduces x # y. The soundness of

this algorithm follows from theorem 4.11.

4.5.5 Termination

For any x, y E E-. N. and Nu can be evaluated in a finite amount of time (corollary 4.13).

Alo, since Nz aud N.V are finite, the intersection of these sets can be evaluated in a finite

amount of time. Hppce, the Chromatic Theorem Prover terminates on all finite inputs.

4.6 Incremental Execution of the Algorithm

In this section, an algorithm that implements the Chromatic Theorem Prover is presented.

This algorithm works in an incremental manner. The incremeanality is obtained by not-

ing certain properties of the appllction-runtime consistency checking. As mentioned in

page 67. the problem in runtime consistency checking is to maintain a set E) of all terms

of the abstract data type whose values have already been evaluated by the program, and

then attempt to deduce whether or not tj = t 2 is a theorem of the abstract data type for

every t . t2 in E). If so then the actual values of t1 and t 2 must be equal to each other. A

simplistic implementation of the algorithm would be to compute N, for every new string

x added to E). and then intersecting N, with the neighbor sets of the strings already in E)

one by one. The time complexity of this implementation is I neighbor set construction and

n intersections (where n is the number of strings already in 0) every time a new string is

added to 0. This means that the time complexity increases as the program continues to

run both because the size of -0 keeps growing and because the length of the strings typically

inr..it is possible, however, to implement the algorithm incrementally in such a way

that its time compyity .r, . pcd o ... or, t. rh,, . ... observat-,r is

what makes it possible to have an incremental algorithm:

Lemma 4.14 If t e E) and t is of the form f u, where f is in E and u is in E*. then u E E).
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This is quite obvious for all it is saying is that for any term to be evaluated, all its subterms

have to be evaluated first.

This algorithm maintains equivalence classes of terms rather than the terms themselves.

Two terms are in the same equivalence class if they can be proved equal to each other based

a the specifications. Whenever a new term is generated, the algorithm decides whether or

not the term belongs to an already existing equivalence class. If so. then this term is added

to the appropriate equivalence class: otherwise, a new equivalence class is created and this

term is inserted into it. This process is depicted pictorially in Figure 4.1.

START

A new term, t, is generated.

T ca be provved eual to he T cn b proved eal to te
representative of exactly one representative of any equivalence representatives of equivalence
equivalecm, e cla ss C. class. dasses Cl,....Cn (n > 1).

Create a new equivalence dass Merge equivalence classes
Add T to equivalence class C. and iniialize it to contan Cl,...,Cn and add T to this

only T. new equivalence class.

BACK TO START

Figure 4.1: The Incremental Chromatic Theorem Prover

In this figure, only the high-level details are presented. The shaded third case in the

figure arises due to the fact that there could exist multiple equivalence classes whose terms

are equal to each other. That is, these equivalence classes should really have been one

equivalence class. This happens because of the inability of the theorem prover to prove all

possible theorems. Whenever case 3 is performed, this algorithm is learning in the process.

In these respects, this algorithm is more powerful than the Chromatic Theorem Prover.

However, the Chromatic Theorem Prover is a useful conceptual model of this algorithm for

the purposs , Q analyzing the capabilities and limitations of this algorithm. The rest of this

section will describe the algorithm in detail and then this algorithm will be shown to be at

least as powerful as the Chromatic Theorem Prover.
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4.6.1 Detailed Description of the Algorithm

The algorithm maintains a directed graph which it updates every time a new term is gen-

erated. The graph contains a special initial node which shall be refrred to as n,1
1 . There

is at least one path from ni to each of the other nodes in the graph. The edges of the graph

are labeled by tuples from F. Therefore, every path in the graph corresponds to a string

from r'. If P is a path. let -,,(P) E r- be the string corresponding to P. -f(P) is defined

recursively as follows: If P is just an edge (a path of iength 1). then Y(P) is the label on

this edge. If P1 is a path from n, to n2 and P2 is a path from n2 to n3 , and if P3 is the

concatenation of the paths P and P2 , then (P3 ) is -y(P2 )-y(P 1 ). P is referred to as an

absolute path if all colors in 7r2('(P)) are the same and equal to min(C). With every node

n is associated a set S(n) containing strings from E'. A string x from E' is in S(n) if and

only if there is a path P from ni to n such that ,r 1(-(P)) = x. As will be seen later. the

S(n)'s correspond to the equivalence classes of Figure 4.1. It is also convenient to define

another set S(n) containing strings from P. A string x from r' is in S(n) if and only if

there is a path P from ni to n such that -(P) = x.

The following four properties are the required invariants of this graph (except maybe

while the graph is being updated):

1. if el. e2 are edges originating from the same node. then 7r,(-Y(el)) $ ,r1(f(e2)).

,. If x S corresponds to a term already generated by the ptogram then there is an

absolute path P originating from ni to some node n such that ,rl(7(P)) = x. In this

situation, the value of node n is said to be defined.

3. For every node n. if x.y E S(n) then T [ x = y.

4. If there is an absolute path P from ni to n, and if r l (y(P)) = x. then Nr C S(n).

These properties shall be referred to as the graph invariants. When the algorithm is initial-

ized, the graph is initialized to contain just the node ni and no edges12 . Hence S(ni) = {Af}.

This initial graph trivially satisfies all the four graph invariants. Note that at the time of

initialization, no terms have been generated by the program and therefore the second graph

invariant holds.
" If there were more than one constant in the abstract data type, there will be an initial node corresponding

to each constant. However, the graphs built from these nodes will always remain disjoint. Hence without
loss of generality, the existence of only one constant can be assumed.

"The constant of the abstract data type is assumed to be evaluated when the program is initialized.
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Whenever a new term is generated, the graph is updated. It will be shown that the

update operation maintains the four graph invariants. Since the graph invariants hold on

initialization, therefore (by induction) the graph invariants will hold after every update

operation is performed. The update operation will now be described. Assume that the

graph before the update is performed (Go) satisfies the four above-mentioned properties.

Let x E E- correspond to the new term that has been generated. Let x = ey where e E E

and y E E*. Hence there is an absolute path P from ni to some node n in Go such that

,'lr(i(E)) = y. This follows from Lemma 4.14 and the fact that Go satisfies the second

graph invariant. The update algorithm frequently performs the operation of adding an edge

E to some node n, in the graph. This operation is described below:

1. Check if there is already an edge E' originating from node n, such that r 1 (-"(E))

2. E' exists:

If E' has a greater color than E (-,r2 (-y(E')) > ,r2(?(E)), E' is replaced by E.
Otherwise E is not added to the graph.

3. E' does not exist:

Create a new node n2 and insert E between ni and n,.

Note that this operation of adding an edge has been designed to maintain the first and

3econd graph invariants. In the algorithm below, all edges are added to the graph using

this operation.

The update algorithm first adds an edge labeled (e, min(C)) to n. It now repeatedly

performs the following sequence of operations until the graph cannot be updated any more:

1. Choose a path P in the current graph that includes at least one edge or merge
junctzon (see below) created during the current updating operation such that there

exists a rewrite rule in NT of the form -y(P) - 3. Let P originate at node n, and

terminate at node n,.

2. Construct a path P' such that -y(P') = ,3 and add it to the current graph an edge

at a time starting at n1 . Assume that this newly added path terminates at node

n3.

3. If the nodes n2 and n3 do not turn out to be the same, merge these nodes. This

merging operation involves creating a new node n4 and making all edges currently
terminating in either n2 or n3 terminate at n4. Make all edges originating from

either n, or n3 originate from n4 . However, if there are edges E2 from n, to some
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node n, and E3 from n3 to some node n' such that wr1(y(E 2 )) = ,r1(-(E 3 )) then

add only the edge with the smaller color and then perform the merge operation

recursively on nodes n' and n'. Finally delete the nodes n2 and n3 from the

graph. Note that the merge operation also maintains the first and second graph

invariants.

Merge Junctions: Merge junctions are paths in the graph that are created as a result of

the merge operation described above. To illustrate this, assume that nodes n, and n' in

graph Go are merged, resulting in a modified graph G1 . If there were paths P1 and P2 in

Go such that P, originated at n, and P2 terminated at n2 , then the path P2 P in G1 is a

merge junction created as a result of merging nodes ni and n2 .

Two examples are now shown to illustrate the working of this algorithm. In all the

graphs of these examples solid, dashed and dotted edges correspond to the colors h ,

ILi htGrayl and respectively.

Example 4.7: (based on Example 4.6) Three operations are performed-first I(g) and

then Z;,(f) twice-on the constant of the abstract data type, thus starting from the initial

graph and modifying it three times. These four graphs are shown in Figure 4.2.

n4

n2

nn 5  n29,

n4 9 n3 n

[n Iiue42 th-is rahcnan jutteiiilnd.Tesf n grahrgitr

n4 %

nn,

Figure 4.2: The Four Graphs of Example 4.7

In Figure 4.2. the first graph contains just the initial node. The second graph registers

the fact that the operation I.; (g) has been performed on the constant of the abstract data

type. So far, no theorems have been proved. The third graph is the result of executing

the next operation-I;'(f). At this stage. the rewrite rules have been used to prove that
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= = . However. when an attempt is made to add a path corresponding

to [] 1to the graph from n, to n-, it is seen that a path corresponding to END already

exists between n, and n. Hence, no new path is added. The fourth graph is the result of

executing 171(1) one more time. The additional proofs derived at this point are exactly

those of Example 4.6.

Example 4.8: Let E = {a.b,c,d.e}. C = { V= , ihtGrnti} and T = {!a.b). (b. c . '.d'.

de.ed)}. The following sequence of operaions are performed one after the other on -he

constant of the abstract data type: 17'(ea), I;'(d) and 1I(b). The four resulting graphs

and the initial graph are shown in Figure 4.3.

n2  n2  n2

Fgr e e e

a b

hegraphs of Figre 4.3: e FivGrat hs of Example 4.2.8 wvr hr sa

interesting observation to be made in the fourthn and fifth g-aphs. When the fourth graph

is constructed, the fact that equivalence classes n, and n3 are the same is not known.

However. when 1--(b) is executed, the gap in the proof is bridged. The result is a merging

of the nodes n, and n3 to form n13. Hence this can be considered a learning process for the

algorithm. The execution of 1 19b) can be considered a hint to the algorithm. Also note

that in the fifth graph, the path de from ni to n2 is a merge junction, since it was created
as a result of merging nodes n and n3. Hence the need to extend the graph to include the

path ed from n- to n2.

4.6.2 Comparison with the Chromatic Theorem Prover

On Page 88, four invariants of the of the graph used by the incremental algorithm were

listed. These invariants (especiafly the fourth) are what relates the incremental algorithm

pahe rmn to n 2 .
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with tho Chromatic Theorem Prover. In this section, informal proofs of the validity of each

of these invariants is given. That the incremental algorithm is at least as powerful as the

Chromatic Theorein Prover can then be concluded.

Theorem 4.15 (Invariant 1) If el. e2 are edqes originating from the same node. then

Proof This holds trivially for the initial graph. The only way the graph gets updated is

by the edge-adding operation and the merge operation. Both these operations have been

designed to satisfy this invariant as has also been noted in the definitions of these operations.

Theorem 4.16 (Invariant 2) If x E E' corresponds to a term already generated by the

program then there is an absolute path P originating from n, to some node n such that

711-,(P)) = X.

Proof This can be shown by induction. The invariant holds trivially for the initial graph.

Assume that this invariant holds for some intermediate graph G and a new term t is just

generated by the program. Then, from Lemma 4.14, the term u, where t = fu for some f

in E. has already been generated. By the induction hypothesis. there is an absolute path

P *orresponding to u in G. The very first thing that the algorithm does is to add at the

end of P an edge with label (f, min(C)). This creates the new path necessary to maintain

the invariant. Also, the algorithm never replaces an edge colored by the smallest color. C1

Theorem 4.17 (Invariant 3) For every node n. if X.y E S(n) then T x = y.

Proof This can also be shown by induction. The invariant holds trivially for the initial

graph. Assume that the invariant holds for some intermediate graph G. G can be updated

only by performing one of the following basic operations:

1. By adding an edge: This operation does not change the values of S(n) of any existing

nodes n. Assume that this operation creates a new node ni by adding an edge labeled

(f. c) to some already existing node n2 . Then S(nl) contains all x in E" of the form

fy where y is in S(n 2 ). Let x. x2 be any two arbitrary elements of S(' 11). Assume

that z = fy, and x2 = fy!2 . From the induction hypothesis, T k= y, = y2. Therefore,

T, = xX 2.
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By merging two nodes: Assume that two nodes nj and n2 are being merged to form

n12 . This only happcns when there exists a node n3 such that there are paths P1 from

n3 to nj and P, from n3 to n2 and either "(P 1 ) - -f(P 2 ) or -(P 2 ) - -(P 1 ) is in RT.

Also assume that there is a path P3 from n, to n3. Obviously, -Y(P3 Pj) in S(nj) is

equal to -,(P 3 P,) in S(n 2 ). Therefore every element in S(nj) is -qual to every element

in S(n 2 ) (from the induction hypothesis and the above observat'on). Hence for every

x. y in S(n 12 ), T x = y. Now consider any _rbitrarv node n4 such that S(n 4 ) has

changed as a result of this merge operation. The only way S(n 4 ) can change is by

new strings being added to it. These new trings will have to correspond to paths

through n12 . Consider any such new path P4 P where P4 is a path from n, to n12

and P3 is a path from n12 to n4 . Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that

'4 ended at ni and P5 originated at n2 before the merge operation. E'uce -(P 4 ) is in

S(n 1 2 ), therefore -/(P 4 ) must be equal to -(P 3 P2 ) (proved earlier in this paragraph).

Therefore, -(P 4 P3 ) must be equal to -y(P3 P2 P5 ). But P3 P2 P. was already in the graph

before the merge operation-i.e. y1(P 3 P2 P5 ) already existed in S(n 4 ). Hence ,(P 4 P5 )

has to be equal to all other existing strings in S(n 4 ). C]

Theorem 4.18 (Invariant 4) If there is an absolute path P from ni to n, and ifrj(1 /(P)) =

x. then N, C S(n).

Proof Define >, a binary relation over 1- as follows: a > ,3 (where a,,3 e -) if and only

if -,,(a) = 'r(beta), and for each color in r 2(a), the corresponding culor in 7r2 (0) is either

the same color or a smaller color.

It will now be shown that if a is in V, then there is a string '3 (E r*) in S(n) such that

a > J. Note that it is possible for a and 3 to be the same string.

If a is in .V then there are strings <j. X m in F" such that ir 1(yi) = x, all colors in

z2(k(1) are the same and equal to min(C), ,, = a, and for all 1 < i < m. -(i+j is derived

from X, by the appli, ition of exactly one rewrite rule. Obviously, ,., is in S(n). Assume

that -' is in S(n), where 1 < i < rn, such that X' >_ Xi. Consider the rwrite rule used to

derive X,+1 from xj. Then there is another rewrite rule that differs from this one only in
color which can be used to derive f , I, j+1 from X',, where '+, __ -<i+,. In the graph, there

must be a path corresponding to y'. Assume that this path originates at n, and terminates

at n2 . Note that this path must have been newly created at some time (either by adding an

edge, or by merging two nodes). At this time. a path corresponding to X', would !-.ve been
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added between n, and n-2. In the process of adding this path. some already existing edges in

the graph may have been encountered which may have been used as part of the path being

added. The resulting path P will be such that 7(P) = "+, where " > k,+,. Hence.

:> k ,. By induction, it is concluded that for all i, there exists a path corresponding

to k,' in the graph such that y'' > Xi. Hence, it can be concluded that 3 is in S(n).

Since ,rl(3) = ,(c), therefore, r1(a) (which by definition is in NV) is in S(n). Hence.

V.\ c 5(n).

Theorem 4.19 The incremental algorithm just described is at least as powerful as the

Chromatic Theorem Prover.

Proof To realize this, all that has to be noted is that if an attempt is made to create

two paths P, and P2 originating from n, such that -l("/(P,)) = ilr(-/(P2 )), then this will

result in the creation of one path P3 such that 1'(P,) _ -I(P3 ) and -f(P2 ) _> -(P 3 ). This

is a consequence of invariant 1. Hence if the neighbor sets of two strings x and y have a

non-empty intersection, and if there is an absolute path corresponding to x and y in the

graph. then these two paths have to terminate at the same node. 0

4.6.3 A Specialized Two-Color Algorithm

In this section. a specialized algorithm based on two colors is described. This algorithm is

easier to implement that the general two color algorithm and has a better performance. Its

capabilities 13 lie somewhere between those of the two-color and the three-color algorithms.

This algorithm will be referred as the order 2.5 algorithm. This algorithm is useful enough

for most practical applications.

Assume that C = {ci, c2} where c < C2. With two colors, each equation in T contributes

exactly two rewrite rules to RT. These rewrite rules correspond to the two directions of the

equation. Terms on the left-hand side of the rewrite rules will all be of color c1 , while terms

on the right-hand side will all be of color c2. Therefore, in the discussion of this algorithm,

only the equations need be referred to, their correspondence to the rewrite rules will be

obvious.

As in the case of the algorithm described in Page 89, this update algorithm first adds an

edge E labeled (e, cl) to n. It now repeatedly performs the following sequence of operations

until the graph cannot be updated any more:

13 Copabztd is defined precisely just before Theorem 4.23.
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i. Choose a path P in the current graph that includes E such that there exists an

tquation in T of the form akrj(-,(P)) = 3 for some cr and 3 in E". Let P originate

at node n, and terminate at node n,.

2. Construct a path P' such that 7r1(-(P')) = 3 and all the colors in ,r,(-(P')) are

the same and equal to c2 . Add this path to the current graph an edge at a time

starting at nl. Assume that this newly added path terminates at node n3.

3. Construct a path P" such that ,*r(7(P")) = a and all the colors in , 2r((P")) are

the same and equal to c2 . Add this path to the current graph an edge at a time

starting at n2 . Assume that this newly added path terminates at node n4 .

4. If the nodes n3 and n4 do not turn out to be the same, then merge these nodes

as before.

There are two ways in which this ,algorithm is different from the two-color algorithm:

1. P only needs to correspond to a suffix of a rewrite rule's left-hand side. The rest of

the left-hand side is constructed and added on to the graph. This is what happens

when P" is added to the graph. This difference has the consequence that merge

junctions do not have to be considered during the update process. This is illustrated

in Example 4.9 below. It can be shown that this difference does not increase the

capabilities of the algorithm.

2. Only the edge E in P need be of color cl. The other edges can be of any color. This

increases the capability of the algorithm. This increase in capability is illustrated in

Example 4.10.

Example 4.9: This is a repeat of Example 4.8, except that the order 2.5 algorithm is used

instead of the order 2 algorithm. The four resulting graphs and the initial graph are shown

in Figure 4.4.

Note that the fourth graph in this figure is different from the fourth graph in Figure 4.3.

The nodes n4 and ns are extra in this Figure as are the edges connecting them to the rest

of the graph. This is due to the first of the above-mentioned two differences between the

order 2.5 and the order 2 algorithm. As a result of this, when nodes n, and n3 are merged,

the nodes n2 and n5 are also merged, and the resulting graph is the same as the fifth graph

in Figure 4.3. However, in Figure 4.3, a merge junction was considered, whereas this was

unnecessary ifn this case.
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Figure 4.4: The Five Graphs of Example 4.9

Example 4.10: This example is based on the DEQUE abstract data type of Example 4.4.

Assume that the sequence of operations, dbca, is evaluated (the subscripts are ignored for

simplicity). The five graphs generated by the order 2 algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5,

while the graphs generated by the order 2.5 algorithm is shown in Figure 4.6. Note that

the order 2 algorithm could not deduce dbca = A, but the order 2.5 algorithm could.

4.7 Capabilities of the Algorithm

Theorem 4.20 Civ~en sufficient hits, the incremental Chromatic Theorem Prover of any

order ( _ 2) can prove any theorem.

Proof Assume that T N x = y for some Thue system T and strings x, y in E*. Then there

;s a sequence zj, ... , z, of strings from E' such that z, = x, z, = y and for 1 < i < n.

z, can be obtained from zi- 1 by the application of exactly one rewrite rule a - 3, where

a = 3 or 3 = a is an equation in T.

It is quite obvious that for 1 < i < n, the Chromatic Theorem Prover of any order (2 2)

can prove zi- 1 = zi. Now, if the operations corresponding to zl,... ,z," are performed one

after the other, the Chromatic Theorem Prover of any order ( _ 2) can prove z, = z2, z2 =

Z3 , - _- - in- = z, . This means that in the final graph, the nodes corresponding to z, and z2

are the same, the nodes corresponding to z2 and z3 are the same, and so on. So, the nodes

corresponding to z, and , are also the same. Hence the prover is able to prove x = y if
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the operations corresponding to z1 , . z are performed. Performing these operations can

be considered giving hints to the prover. 0

Theorem 4.21 All theorems on stacks which are defined by the equation POP(PUSH(S,X))

= S can be proved by the Chromatic Theorem Prover of order 2 without any hints.

Proof Let E = {f.g}, f corresponding to POP and g corresponding to PUSH. Then

T {ffg. A)}. Let C = { Vhite htGrai]}. The rewrite rules are:

A [2 E

However. note that the theorem proving algorithm is such that the second rewrite rule will

never be used. Also, since the application of the first rewrite rule does not introduce a new

color, the algorithm is capable of deriving all terms from a term a that can be derived from

a by a repeated application of the first rewrite rule. Since only one color will be present in

all terms, colors are omitted from the following discussion for convenience. It follows that

if the theorem prover finds a proof for a = 3, where a and 3 are in E, then the proof has

to be of the form Xi ... ,Xm, ... Xn where xj = a, x,n = 3, for 1 < i < m, xi is obtained

from xi-I by the application of the first rewrite rule (without considering the colors) and

finally, for m < i < n, xi is obtained from xi+l by the application of the first rewrite rule

(again without considering the colurs).

However, all proofs for a = /3 need not be of this form. But it is sufficient to prove that

if there is a proof, then there is at least one proof of the above form. Assume that there is

a proof for a = 3. Then there is a sequence yl,.. . ,yp such that YI = a, yp = /3 and for

1 < i < p, yi is obtained from yi-I by the application of either one of the above rewrite rules

(without considering the colors). A transformation process will now be described which will

convert this proof into a proof of the form generated by the Chromatic Theorem Prover.

Assume that the sequence yl,... y, is not of the above form. Then there has to be a

subsequence in yl,... , y. of the form:

Yi - Yi+1 - Yi+2

y,+1 is derived from y, by exactly one application of the rule A - fg, and Yi+2 is derived

from y,+i by exactly one application of the rule fg - A. There are two cases to consider:

I. y1 = a3, Y,+i = af9O3, yi+2 = a/3: In this case, this subsequence is redundant for
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the purpose of the proof, and therefore. Yt+j and Yi+2 can be thrown away and the

remaining sequence still represents a valid proof.

2. Either yi = acfg-7, Yi+l = afg3fgy, Yi+2 = afg-j3; or yi = afg y., Yi+i =

afg3fgY, Yi+2 = aL3fg7: In either situation there is an alternate subsequence in

which yi and Yi+2 remain the same, but Yj+i = aO3y. This new subsequence still rep-

resents a proof, but differs from the original subsequence in that the order in which

the two different rewrite rules are applied is reversed.

Repeated application the above transformations until they cannot be app!ied any more

obviously results in a sequence of the required form. Now all that is left is to show that

this process will in fact terminate. For each sequence, define a weight that is the sum of the

distances of each application of the rules fg - A from the left-hand side and the distances of

each application of the rules A - fg from the right-hand side. It is quite obvious that each

application of the above transformation decreases the weight of the sequence. The weight

of a sequence cannot be less than 0, and hence the transformation process will eventually

have to terminate. 0

Theorem 4.22 For any finite n, there are Thue systems in which certain theorems cannot

be proved with the order n algorithm.

Proof Let V_ = {a,,...,a2,}, and let T = {(a,,a 2 ),(a2,a 3 ), ...,(a2.l,a2,,)}.

The algorithm of order n cannot prove a, = a2, without any hints. For the only way

to prove this is to perform the following rewrite operations or, a, and a, (the colors in the

symbols below are left out for simplicity):

a, - a2 "- . .. "- aj

a2n -" a2n-1 I" -. - ai

Since there are a total of 2n + 1 symbols in the two rewriting operations above (since ai

occurs twice), therefore the longer of the two sequences has to contain at least n+ 1 symbols.

Also each symbol in the sequence has to have a color smaller than the color of the symbol

to its left. But there are only n colors. Hence it is impossible to perform the above rewrite

operations. 0

If T a = J, then the Chromatic Theorem Prover has the capability to prove this theorem

if and only if in any graph that contains absolute paths corresponding to a and /3, these

paths terminate at the same node.
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One algorithm ib considered to have a greater capability than another algorithm if the

former has the capability to prove all the theorems that the latter has the capability to

prove and in addit'on has the capability to prove some more theorems.

Theorem 4.23 The order 3 algorithm has a greater capability than the order 2.5 algorithm,

which in turn has a greater capability than the order 2 algorithm.

Proof Example 4.10 has already demonstrated that there are situations in which the or-

der 2.5 algorithm has more capabilities than the order 2 algorithm. Also, as an obvious

consequence of the algorithm definitions, the order 2.5 algorithm does everything the order 2

algorithm does and more. Hence the order 2.5 algorithm has a greated capability than the

order 2 algorithm.

In Example 4.9, if the order 3 algorithm was used instead of the order 2.5 algorithm.

then a = d could have been proved without having to evaluate the operation b. Hence

there are situations in which the order 3 algorithm has more capabilities than the order 2.5

algorithm. To conclude this proof, it has to be shown that the order 3 algorithm is capable

of proving all theorems that the order 2.5 algorithm is capable of proving. This is shown

informally below.

The order 2.5 algorithm can be redefined using three colors instead of two. Whenever P"

(Page 95) is not empty, then make all colors in P' (defined one paragraph earlier in Page 95)

the same and equal to the third color. This redefinition helps compare the order 2.5 and

the order 3 algorithms more easily. It is quite obvious now that the rewrite rules used by

the order 2.5 algorithm is a subset of those used by the order 3 algorithm. The order 2.5

algorithm does not include rewrite rules whose left-hand sides do not contain at least one

symbol of the smallest color. Hence, when these two algorithms perform without hints, the

order 3 algorithm does better since it has more rewrite rules available. Even though the

order 2.5 2igorithm does perform a certain form of lookahead operation, it is still constrained

by the rewrite rules available to it. C

4.8 Miscellaneous Topics

4.8.1 Going Outside the Subset

The algorithms described in this chapter work on a limited subset of all possible abstract

data types. Even though a large number of interesting real-life application fall into this
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subset, there are times when it is necessary to go out beyond the subset. In this case, the

algorithms of this chapter will not work as is.

A common situation is one in which there are non-unary operations. A typical example

is of a set package. This package might define operations like union and intersection which

are binary. However, these operations can be defined in terms of other unary operations

like add and remove using Anna subprogram annotations. Once this is done, the binary

operations no longer have to be specified axiomatically. Hence, one solution to the problem

is to split the abstract data type operations into those that fall into the subset and those

that do not, and then to define the latter operations in terms of the former operations

using Anna subprogram annotations. A clean methodology however has to be worked out

to interface the two different modes of checking dealt with in this thesis. For example, how

does the graph maintained by the theorem prover get updated as a result of executing a

binary operation defined in terms of other unary operations? This is a topic for future

research.

The above solution will not work always. In such situations (for example, a complex

number package), the incremental methodology can still be used, but a more powerful

theorem prover will be necessary. This theorem prover must be capable of performing

in an incremental fashion. The Knuth-Bendix theorem prover is one that can be used

to replace the theorem prover de-cribed in this chapter. It is not useful to replace the

Chromatic Theorem Prover by the Knuth-Bendix theorem prover when the abstract data

type is within the subset requirements of the former, since the former prover is much faster.

4.8.2 Undefinedness of Expressions

In Anna, undefined expressions are not considered in ascertaining the correctness of the

program 14 . Hence, it is possible in Anna to trivially satisfy all algebraic specifications by

implementing all operations as infinite loops, or such that they always terminate abnormally

by raising an exception.

The Chromatic Theorem Prover cannot recognize when an operation is undefined and

when it is not. The prover could come to wrong conclusions as a result of this. In Exam-

ple 4.8, if the operation c was undefined, then it would be wrong to merge the nodes nj

and n 3 . One way to solve this problem is to actually evaluate all operations corresponding

to two paths being merged. This may sometimes be inefficient. A clean way to do this is a
14 Partial semantics.
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topic for future research,

4.8.3 Concurrent Algebraic Specification Checking

It is quite easy to set up the theorem prover on a separate processor since it does not share

data with the underlying program (unlike in the case of generalized assertion checking).

The only communication required is through the subprogram calls defined in the generic

theorem prover package specification. There is not much of an overhead in sending the

necessary messages between the processors since the messages are quite compact.

As in the case of generalized assertion checking, there is the problem of the underlying

program running inconsistently while earlier check requests are still being processed by the

checking system. It may be acceptable to let the underlying program execute. but wait every

time it invokes an abstract data type operation until any earlier chc.ck are completed.



Chapter 5

Debugging Formally Specified

Programs

Specification languages present an opportunity to develop new techniques in all phases of

software production. There are two aspects to developing these new techniques- developing

a new capability, and defining methods of applying this capability. The previous chapters

of this thesis have described a new capability-automatic runtime consistency checking of

programs against their formal specification. In this chapter, a method of applying this

capability, namely debugging based on formal specifications. is described'.

Debugging has always been a creative endeavor. A great deal of ingenuity and effort has

gone into using the current generation of debugging tools to discover errors in programs.

The main point of this chapter is that much more powerful debugging techniques can be

developed based on formal specifications and the existence of a runtime consistency checking

tool. These new techniques utilize both the high-level concepts used in specifications and

the abstraction and information hiding constructs used in modern programming languages.

5.1 The Anna Debugger

A basic understanding of the Anna Debugger is essential to appreciate the debugging tech-

niques described in this chapter. A detailed description is available in Appendix C.

The Anna Transformer transforms Anna specifications into Ada checking code. This

'The methodologies described in this chapter are a result of debugging experiments performed along with
Shuzo Takahashi and David Luckham.

103
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checking code reports an error whenever it detects that the underlying program has become

inconsistent with the original specifications. The inconsistencies are reported through the

Anna Debugger. The Anna Debugger specifies both where the inconsistency took place as

well as the particular Anna specification that the program became inconsistent with.

Control is transferred to the debugger before the program starts running and then every

time an inconsistency is detected. Through the debugger, the programmer can suppress the

checking of annotations, or un-suppress the checking of annotations which were suppressed

earlier. Consistency checking with respect to suppressed annotations is not performed.

Suppressing annotations not only makes the consistency checking process more efficient

(by not performing irrelevant checks); it also allows the programmer to concentrate on

particular portions of the program being debugged. The Anna Debugger provides a few

more capabilities, like controlling when the exception ANNA-ERROR is raised, but these

capabilities are not made use of in the techniques described in this chapter.

A schematic diagram of how the Anna Debugger interacts with the generalized assertion

checking subsystem is shown in Figure 5.1 and the corresponding diagram for the algebraic

specification checking subsystem is shown in Figure 5.2. These figures expand on Figure 1.1

and give more details of the interaction with the Anna Debugger. The Anna Debugger

provides a window based user-interface. Figure 5.3 illustrates the screen layout when an

inconsistency is detected. This figure (and other similar figures in this chapter) does not go

into the full details of the debugger user-interface; rather it concentrates on those aspects

relevant to the debugging methodology presented here.

uSE 3 DEBUGGER A

Figure 5.1: The Generalized Assertion Checking/Debugging Subsystem
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USER DEBUGGER EQUALITY CHECKER

Figure 5.2: The Algebraic Specification Checking/ Debugging Subsystem

PROGAM Violation. occurredtio at: .
________________ SPEC. of QUEUEJAANAQER INSER

U"OUPr~m,--I ut(TO(Q) if STOR( .in _PteR) le O~ 0)edi)

DRIVER>> INSERT (I,QO);QSZE:QSI +1

ANN4A ERRoR is detected, end INSERT;

Figure 5.3: A Typical Anna Debugger Screen Layout
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5.2 Operation Sequences and Structural Levels

The execution of a sequential program can be modeled as the performance of a sequence of

operations in a particular order. Each of these operates on the program data. Figure 5.4

illustrates this pictorially. The oval denotes the program data. while the rectangles denote

the operations. The solid arrows show the execution sequence while the dotted arrows

signify access of program data by the operations.

S Common-

--q -" H o"-+1 ---- . ... oP,  F -
Figure 5.4: Operation Sequences

I'he operations and data of a program can be abstracted at different levels of the pro-

gram. This abstraction process gives the program its structure. Some of these structural

levels of abstraction are discussed below:

The Operating System Command Language Level: The operations at this level are

the progr, ms themselves. Hence, this is not really a structural level of a program. but a

higher level where programs themselves form the basic operations. For example. a UNL

hell script is made up of programs like awk, grep, etc. The data at this level is the program

input and output, for example, disk files.

The Program Level: Programs typically comprise of modules. Modules export functions

and procedures that can be called from other modules. These functions and procedures are

the visible module operations and form the sequence of operations at the program level.

Th, data at this level are the variables and data structures declared within the modules.
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These form the states of the modules. In Ada. modules are implemented as packages.

The Module Level: At the module level, only one module is considered. The execution

of an operation of this module is influenced by the execution of earlier operations of the

same module and operations of the modules that this module depends on. The sequence of

operations at the n.odule level is therefore the subsequence of the program level operations

whose operations are either in this module or dependent modules. The data at this level is

the states of these modules.

The Module Operation Level: The operations at this level are the sequence of state-

ments within the module operation. The data at this level is the set of all program variables

and data structures defined within the module operation.

The Compound Statement Level: This level is quite similar to the module operation

level, the operations are the statements within the compound statement, and the data is

the set of all program variables and data structures defined within the enclosing module

operation.

The Machine Instruction Level: The operations at this level are the machine instruc-

tions. T'he data at this level are the machine registers and memory. As in the case o" the

operating system command language !2vel, this level is also not considered to be a program

level.

Summary: There are a few points to be noted based on what has been described above:

1. At all levels, there is a sequence of operations which interact by sharing some common

program data.

2. The program data accessible to an operation at any particular level includes the data

accessible at higher levels.

3. The choice of a sequence is more flexible at some levels that others. For example, at

the module level, a test program can be written to invoke the module operations in

any chosen order, while at the module operation level, the sequences of statements

are in some respects hard-wired.
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4. An operation at any particular level is in general composed of other operations which

can be from any level.

5.3 Assumptions about Specifications

It is assumed that relevant aspects of the program behavior are explicitly written out as

formal specifications. These specifications are assumed to occur at all structural levels of

the program. The concepts2 used in these specifications are defined at the appropriate level.

For example, at the module level, where the details of the implementation of the abstract

data type are not available, the concepts are high-level attributes of the abstract data type

, independent of the implementation). The writing of the specifications is assumed to take

place at some earlier stage in the software development with the aid of other specialized

tools like specification analyzers 3 . Hence, for the purpose of the debugging methodology

described here, the specifications are assumed to be correct. The implementation of the

concepts used in these specifications is also assumed to be correct. These concepts are

assumed to have been debugged earlier, possibly during their development. Though the

specifications are assumed to be correct, they may not be complete. Hence, there may be

certain aspects of the program behavior that may not have been specified.

The assumptions about specifications mentioned above are necessary for the purpose of

,1evoloping the debugging methodology described later in this chapter. In real-life situations.

though these assumptions may not strictly apply always, they will still be valid to some

extent. The methodology described here will still aid the programmer in these situations.

5.4 Two-Dimensional Pinpointing

The debugging methodology described in this chapter is termed two-dimensional pinpoint-

ing f76]. It refers to the process that starts at the detection of the first inconsistency and

results in the narrowing down of the location of the problem.

In general. two strategies are involved in debugging a program. First, tests involve exe-

cuting sequences of program operations and using the Anna Consistency Checking System

to compare their runtime behavior with the specifications. Second, only the highest level

2
Concepts are functions used in specifications.

'The Anna Consistency Checking System is not designed for writing specifications, rather it assumes
that the program and the specifications are already available.
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specifications are checked unless a violation occurs. Thus. the debugging problem is re-

garded as having two dimensions: the length of the test sequence, and the structural levels

of the program.

Two-dimensional pinpointing starts if and when inconsistencies arise. When an incon-

sistency arises, a region of suspicion is defined. It is a region of the program text (including

specifications), where the problem that caused the inconsistency is guaranteed to be present.

It may include not only the (sub) unit whose execution propagated the inconsistency, but

also other units at the same level that are related to it. or preceded it in the test sequence.

The goal of two-dimensional pinpointing is to reduce the region of suspicion as much as

possible.

Pinpointing strategies utilize the hierarchical structure of the program. New. more

detailed specifications about program behavior, are added to the previous specifications-

this is called augmenting specifications. New specifications are first added at the same level

as the one that was violated. They should be related to the violated one in such a way that

they are likely to be violated by the same test. The same test sequence is then repeated.

A violation of a new specification may reduce the region of suspicion by providing more

information, and possibly by occurring earlier in the test sequence. At any one time only a

few high level specifications are checked on a given test sequence.

When the region of suspicion has been reduced as much as possible by augmenting

specifications at one level, the next lower level is considered. At this new level, the checking

of specifications of those nested units that remain in the region of suspicion is activated.

This strategy is repeated at progressively lower levels of the program. Each time a violation

occurs, the length of the test sequence is shorter, or the level of the violated specification is

lower-i.e., one of the two dimensions of the test is reduced. Once the region of suspicion

has been reduced sufficiently, an attempt can be made to repair the program fragment

corresponding to this region.

This hierarchical use of specifications may be employed with a range of informal or

formal methods. For example, in pinpointing, the methods whereby new specifications are

created may be highly intuitive, such as "guess-and-test". Alternatively, new specifications

may be formally proved to imply the violaced ones before they are tested. When repairs

are made, goal-oriented techniques utilizing the specifications can be used [34]. Or repairs

can be proved consistent with specifications that were previously violated.

The advantages of debugging with specifications over present debugging methods and
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tools include:

" The debugging problem is precisely defined.

The set of specifications to be tested constitute formal definition of the behavior to

be tested. If, later on, new specifications are required, analysis of their relationship

to the old specifications will indicate what further tests need to be performed.

" Violations of specifications are detected automatically.

The task of searching output traces in order to recognize errors is eliminated.

" Violations can be analyzed for their effect on users of the software.

Violation of a high level specification in the interface of a module or package indicates

explicitly which facilities are unreliable. Users of other facilities may be unaffected.

" During debugging, new specifications can be expressed formally at any program level,

and then tested by the same methods and tools.

A user interacts with the Anna Consistency Checking System by formulating new

specifications and submitting them to tests. The user no longer has to deduce whether

an abstract property of the program is violated from more primitive data.

" Very complex tests can be formulated easily and checked automatically.

For example. specifications against side-effects on global data are easily formalized

and tested. This is difficult to do with standard debuggers.

" Such methods and tools are independent of the language implementation.

For example, the Anna Consistency Checking System can be used with any Ada

compiler and runtime implementation.

" These methods apply equally well to concurrent programs.

For concurrent software, the methods use specification languages that extend Anna

by providing new constructs for concurrent behavior-e.g., TSL [72].

The two-dimensional pinpointing methodology is now summarized as a set of three general

guidelines for applying this methodology. The example in Section 5.6 illustrates the appli-

cation of these guidelines during the process of debugging a QUEUE package. Before going

into these guidelines, certain ramifications of the assumptions made about specifications in

Section 5.3 are listed:
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" No initial (starting) specification may be changed.

This follows from the assumption that the specifications axe correct.

" New specifications may be added provided they are consistent with the old one.,.

This follows from the assumption that the specifications, though ccrrect, may still be

incomplete.

" Repair may involve any change to execaiable code, but data strtctures may be changed

only to the extent that thel, arL not constrained by the specifications.

This also follows from the assumption that the specifications axe correct.

" An irconsistency of the program behavior with an intuitive intention may occur.

In this case, the intuitive intention has not been formally expressed, which may indeed

be the case since the specifications are assumed to be incomplete.

" The operation in which the inconsistency is detected by the Anna Consistency Checking

System is not necessarily at fault. The earlier operations in the sequence have to be

included in the region of suspicion.

This follows from the assumption that specifications may be incomplete. Hence, when

the operation in which the inconsistency was detected began execution, the common

data (see Figure 5.4), may have already been inconsistent due to a problem in one

of the earlier operations in the sequence. This was not detected since this kind of

inconsistency may not have been formally specified against explicitly.

The guidelines are now given below:

1. Adding specifications at the current level: An attempt is made to add new

specifications at the level being tested. This choice is indicated whenever there seem to

be missing specifications. It is obvicusly necessary whenever the program behavior is in-

consistent with an intuitive intention although no specification was violated. This strategy

usually results in reducing the region of suspicion by shortening the test sequence in which

a violation occurs.

2. Going down to a lower level: The program is tested at the next lower level. The

specifications at this level are activated. The region of suspicion will be reduced if one of

these newly activated specifications is violated. The original level will then be excluded
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from the new region of suspicion. This choice is taken when there does not seem to be any

missing specifications at the earlier level.

3. Confidence in the completeness of specifications: If there is confidence in the

completeness of specifications that constrain a certain intermediate point during the exe-

cution of the sequence of operations, and this set of specifications is not violated, then the

operations in the sequence that occur before this point can be excluded from the region of

suspicion.

The rest of this chapter illustrates the application of two-dimensional pinpointing to debug-

ging Ada packages. The structure of the Ada package is described followed by a detailed

example where the debugging methodology is carried out on a QUEUE package. Many

topics, such as the use of algebraic specifications. are omitted. A fuller treatment is given

in [751. Techniques are described there, to construct specifications so as to justify the postu-

late that debugging starts with correct specifications. More detailed examples of pinpointing

are given, and the reasoning to justify various steps is discussed in detail, some of it formally.

5.5 Ada Packages

Ada packages are complex units of abstraction with several structural levels. While the

package executes, it performs a sequence of package operations. Details of the structural

ievels of packages are given below. To debug a package, a test sequence-a sequence of

package operations-is first chosen. The package is executed on these operations one after

the other. If an inconsistency is detected, the process of two-dimensional pinpointing is

commenced. At this point, only the specifications at the highest structural level (the package

visible level) are activated.

An Ada package can be considered to be a composition of entities at different structural

levels. A simple package may have the following structural levels:

9 The visible level:

The visible level of the package is where the interface of the package to the rest of the

program is defined. The visible level typically consists of a private type and subprogram

declarations.

• The data level:
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At this level is the definition of the data structures and the data objects of the package.

The private part of the package is also part of the data level.

e The subprogram level:

This level consists of the actual bodies of the subprograms inside the package body.

e The statement level:

This level consists of the sequence of statements within the subprogram. Actually, this

level can be split up into more than one level. For example, a compound statement

(e.g. a loop) may be considered at a higher structural level than the simple statements

within it.

In the example of Section 5.6, a QUEUE package with the standard operations of INSERT,

REMOVE, etc. is presented. The structural levels of this package is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

p=i; r. NsrMtT (...) ; IVisible level
bprgceduae REMO e...

I
p r

i v a t
" 

...

end QUEUE MAAGER;

p a c a q * b o d Q U E U R MN A R i s D a ta le v e l

Statement level

end QUEUE MANAGER;

Figure 5.5: Structural Levels within the QUEUE Package

The test sequences consist of visible package operations. In the example of Section 5 6,

the test sequences consists of repeated applications of the operations INSERT and REMOVE.
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5.6 An Illustrative Debugging Session

In this section, the QUEUE_MANAGER package written in Ada/Anna is tested and de-

bugged. using the Anna Consistency Checking System. The example, although simple for

brevity, illustrates the application of the two-dimensional pinpointing methodology.

5.6.1 The QUEUE-MANAGER Package

The QUEUE.MANAGER package provides an abstract queue type, procedures. functions,

and exceptions. The Ada declaration of the package contains the abstract Anna specification

which is visible to the users of the package. This Ada/Anna package visible specification

defines the behavior of the facilities (types and operations) provided by the package.

The Ada package body, including the Ada private part, contains an implementation. the

details of which are hidden from the users of the package. This hidden part, which has three

structural levels, also contains local annotations specifying how the implementation works.

The hidden annotations refer to the hidden ir.plementation details, and thus will be different

for different implementations. The stages during the development of the QUEUE-MANAGER

package are shown below:

1. Types and exceptions are declared. In particular, the abstract data type QUEUE is

declared as an Ada private type.

2. The functions IS_MEMBER, LENGTH, and TOP are declared. These are referred to

as basic concepts because they are used to specify all of the other QUEUEMANAGER

operations.

3. The rest of the operations are declared and specified in terms of the concepts. Actually,

two of the other package operations, IS....EMPTY and ISFULL, which have very simple

specifications in terms of the basic concepts, are also used as concepts in specifications.

This completes construction of the visible specification. A tool such as the specification

analyzer may be used to ascertain the correctness of the specifications.

4. The abstract data type QUEUE is represented as a record type structure in the private

part of the QUEUEMANAGER package. This is the first and most critical decision

in the implementation. The values of this structure are subject to a type constraint

which expresses a major decision about its use in this particular implementation.
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5. The bodies of the concepts are implemented and tested for correctness.

6. The rest of operations are implemented.

The QUEUEMANAGER package specification and body are now shown below. Note that

certain annotations have been named. This method of naming annotations is not part of

the Anna language definition, but an extension provided by the Anna Consistency Checking

System. For more details regarding naming of annotations, see C.3.1.

generic

type ELEMENT is private;

MAX :.POSITIVE;

package QUEUEMANAGER is

type QUEUE is private;

EMPTY, FULL: exception;

-- The following are the definitions of the concepts used in

-- specifications. Note that ISEMPTY and ISFULL are

-- defined in terms of LENGTH.

function ISMEMBER(E:ELEMENT;Q:QUEUE) return BOOLEAN;

function LENGTH(Q:QUEUE) return INTEGER;

function TOP(Q:QUEUE) return ELEMENT;

function ISEMPTY(Q:QUEUE) return BOOLEAN;

<<SPECISEMPTY>>

-- I where

return LENGTH(Q) = 0;

function ISFULL(Q:QUEUE) return BOOLEAN;

-- I <<SPEC_IS_FULL>>
-- I where

return LENGTH(Q) = MAX;

-- The following are the remaining operations of the pack.

-- age. These are specified by the concepts defined earlier.
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procedure lNSERT(E:ELEMENT:Q:in out QUEUE);

-- I SPECINSERT >
where

IS-FULL(Q) => raise FULL,
-Iraise FULL => Q =inQ,

out(LENGTH(Q) = LENGTH(in Q)+ 1),

out(ISMEMBER(E, Q));

procedure REMOVE(E:out ELEMENT;Q :m out QUEUE);

«SPECREMOVE >

where

ISEMPTY(Q) => raise EMPTY,

-- I raise EMPTY => Q = in Q,
out(LENGTH(Q) =LENGTH(in Q)-i),

out(E = TOP(in Q));

private

type QUEUE_ARRAY is array(INTEGER range <>) of ELEMENT;

type QUEUE is record

STORE: QUEUE_ARRAY(1.. MAX);

INPTROUT_PTR: INTEGER range 1..MAX := 1;

SIZE:INTEGER range 0.. MAX := 0,

end record;

«QUEUEINVARIANT >
where

in out Q:QUEUE =>

(Q.INPTR-Q.OUTPTR-Q.SIZE) mod MAX= 0;

end QUEUEMANAGER;

package body QUEUEMANAGER;

function IS- MEM BER(E: ELEM ENT; Q: QUEUE) return BOOLEAN is

[:INTEGER := Q.OUTPTR;

begin

if ISEMPTY(Q) then

return FALSE;
end if;
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loop

if Q.STORE(I) = E then

-- : return TRUE;

end if;

I := I mod MAX + 1;

if I = Q.IN_PTR then

-- : return FALSE;

end if;

end loop;

-- : end ISMEMBER;

function LENGTH(Q:QUEUE) return INTEGER is

<<BODYLENGTH>>

-- I where

return Q. SIZE;

begin
return Q. SIZE;

end LENGTH;

function TOP(Q:QUEUE) return ELEMENT is
-- I <<BODYTOP>>

where
return Q.STORE(Q.OUT_PTR);

begin

if IS_EMPTY(Q) then
raise EMPTY;

else

return(Q. STORE(Q. OUTPTR));

end if;

end TOP;

function ISEMPTY(Q:QUEUE) return BOOLEAN is

-- <<BODYISEMPTY>>
where

return Q.SIZE - 0;

begin
return Q.SIZE = 0;

end IS_EMPTY;
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function ISFULL(Q:QUEUE) return BOOLEAN is

-- I <<BODY_IS_FULL>>

where

return Q.SIZE = MAX;

begin

return Q.SIZE = MAX;

end ISFULL;

procedure INSERT(E:ELEMENT;Q:in out QUEUE) is

begin

if ISFULL(Q) then

raise FULL;

end if;

Q.STORE(Q.INPTR) := E,

Q.SIZE := Q.SIZE+I;

end INSERT;

procedure REMOVE(E:out ELEMENT;Q:in out QUEUE) is

begin

if IS_EMPTY(Q) then
raise EMPTY;

end if:

E := Q. STORE(Q.INPTR);

Q.OUT_PTR := Q.OUTPTR mod MAX + 1;

Q.SIZE := Q.SIZE-1;

end REMOVE;

end QUEUEMANAGER;

5.6.2 The Debugging Session

A session with the Anna Consistency Checking System aimed at testing and debugging the

QUEUEj.MANAGER package is now described. The session consists of six interactions in

which tests are made, results are analyzed, and further actions are taken. Each interac-

tion demonstrates how formal specifications are used in the two-dimensional pinpointing

methodology.
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INTERACTION 1

Test: A queue variable QO and an element variable EO is declared. All private part anno-

tations and package body annotations are suppressed to test the behavior o; the package

body for consistency with visible specifications. The following test sequence of three calls

to package operations is then performed:

INSERT (1, Qo); INSERT (2, QO); REMOVE( E0, Q0);

Result: No Anna violation occurred at the visible level. But there is an inconsistency

with the intuitive intention of the program since 2 was removed from QO, whereas the first

element inserted was 1. The Program I/O window in Figure 5.6 illustrates this interaction.

Stant

Unspprme" DRIVER>> :NSERT (EQ0);
Ust OK

DRIVER>> INSERT(2,Q0) ;
OK

DRIVER>> REMOVE (EO, 30);

E0 = 2;

Figure 5.6: Result of Interaction 1

Explanation: This happened because the visible specifications do not express all the

intuitive requirements of queues-clearly something has been forgotten. At this stage. an

unexpected result has occurred at the end of the sequence:

INSERT( 1. Q0); INSERT(2, Q0); REMOVE( E0, Q0);

where the interaction level is the package visible level. The region of suspicion is the visible

specifications of INSERT and REMOVE, the data level, and the bodies of these package

operations. See Figure 5.12 in page 130.
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Guideline: Pinpointing the region of suspicion at the visible level.

Starting with the operation that was violated, and working back through the test sequence:

1. Express the violated intuitive requirement as a new formal annotation.

2. Consider how the previous operations of the test influence the violated requirement.

If there seems to be any missing specification of the previous operations that is related

to the violated one, express it formally. Missing specifications at the debugging stage

are often invariants of visible operations.

Action and Justification: The first general guideline stated in page 111 is followed. One

has to consider why this inconsistency occurred and look for missing visible specifications.

The first guess that comes to mind is:

REMOVE did not return the value TOP(QO)

However. the visible specification of REMOVE does contain:

-- I out (E = TOP(in Q));

If this was violated, an inconsistency would have be reported by the Anna Consistency

Checking System. However, no inconsistency was reported. Hence, the guess made above

is wrong since TOP is assumed to be correct. The next guess that comes to mind is:

The value TOP(QO) was changed in one of the executions of INSERT

At this stage, consider the expected behavior of INSERT with respect to the concept TOP.

It looks obvious that TOP(Q) for a non-empty Q must remain invariant under an INSERT

operation, and that this is missing in the visible specification of INSERT. This missing

specification is formally expressed as:
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procedure INSERT(E:ELEMENT:Q :in out QUEUE):

-- <<SPECINSERT>>

-- I where

out(TOP(Q) = if ISEMPTY(inQ) then

--I E
- -[ else

TOP(in Q)

end if);

This is added to the specification of INSERT and the same test sequence is rerun (see

Interaction 2), in order to determine whether or not the second guess is correct.

Remarks:

1. When the two-dimensional pinpointing methodology is applied at the visible level,

it is important not to reason about the cause of an inconsistency based on a par-

ticular implementation detail such as elements being placed in some positional or-

der in a common data structure as an array or a linked list. At the visible level of

QUEUE_MANAGER, all that is available are the visible operations of this package. and

the abstract relations between these operations. For example, it cannot be assumed

that the value of TOP(QO) is the first element in an airay.

2. It is possible to prove formally that the newly added specification of INSERT must be

violated by the sequence test.

3. Such invariants as the newly added specification are often overlooked.

4. If a standard debugger were used, the values of low level variables in the package body

would have to be printed, and based on this, the visible level concepts would have to

be manually reconstructed. The Anna Consistency Checking System automatically

performs these operations, once the guesses are expressed formaJly.

Other Possible Actions: Another possibility would be to add:
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procedure INSERT(E :ELEMENT: Q :in out QUEUE);

-- <<SPECINSERT>>

where

out (for all EI:ELEMENT =>

(IS MEMBER(E1,Q) <-> E1-E or ISMEMBER(El.in Q)));

This might be the result of a guess that INSERT may be deleting some elements from the

queue. However this specification does not constrain against INSERT changing the value of

TOP, which is one of the observations made in this interaction. Hence this choice is not as

good as the one that was actually made.

INTERACTION 2

Test: The same sequence is run again.

Result: An inconsistency is reported, with respect to the newly added sipecification, by

the Anna Consistency Checking System at the end of execution of the second operation,

INSERT(2,Q0). See Figure 5.7.

PROGRAM 110 SPDY of QUEUE-ANAGER.INSERT: IER : :NsRIo
--I out(LENGTH(Q) - LENGTH(in Q) + i), )unsupp m --I out(TOP(Q) - if IS EMTY(in 0) then E else TOP(in 0) end if),

, --, out (zs S-M ER(E,£, . . ... .... .... .
PROGRAM"IO :::.. ..:- : Violation : ~ i i: occurred at ;:iiiiii~iii~~iiiii:

RI'VER>> :NSERT(I,Q0) ;
OK Q.STORE(Q.IN PTR) ;- E;

ZR:'/ER>> INSERT (2, QO); Q.SIZE :- Q.SIZ. + i;
ANNA ERROR is detected, end INSERT;

Figure 5.7: Result of Interaction 2

Explanation: As expected, INSERT has an additional effect (beyond what is specified).

The window displaying the violated annotation shows that the value of TOP is not invariant
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under INSERT's into non-empty queues. Note that it is the second INSERT operation that

caused the inconsistency.

The length of the sequence where a violation occurred has decreased. As a result, the

region of suspicion is now reduced to the visible specification of INSERT, tie data level.

and the body of INSERT. See Figure 5.12 in page 130. This, however, does not mean that

REMOVE is correct. It simple means that an inconsistency between the specifications and

the program text exists in the current region of suspicion.

Guideline: Pinpointing the region of suspicion at the data or body level.

1. Test the subprogram against the existing lower level annotations such as data invari-

ants in the private part or body, subprogram body annotations, etc.

2. Add an annotation of the subprogram body which is a transformation of the visible

specification that was violated. In transforming a visible annotation into an equivalent

hidden one, abstract variables are replaced by their lower level (hidden) representa-

tions. Such an annotation can be used as a starting point for further pinpointing at the

body level. It can be used in other situations, too. See the guidelines in Interaction 3.

3. Add more detailed subprogram annotations to the subprogram body. A good can-

didate is an annotation of the subprogram body referring to hidden components or

variables; such detailed annotations are not expressible as subprogram annotations at

the visible level.

Action and Justification: The second general guideline stated in page 111 is followed.

The aim now is to reduce the region of suspicion, interacting at the next lower level in the

package structure, which is the data level. For this purpose, QUEUE-INVARIANT which is

in the private part of the package is un-suppressed. The same test sequence is run again

(see Interaction 3). QUEUEINVARIANT must be satisfied by all variables (and parameters)

of a QUEUE record whenever a package operation terminates normally. Note that at the

(lower) data level the structure and components of queues are visible.

Remarks:

1. With a standard debugger, the interaction with the program is performed at the same

level as the low-level information shown in the window displaying the location of a
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violation. On the other hand. in this methodology, the interaction with the program

is at the same level as the high-level specification shown in the window displaying a

violated annotation. At this stage of the two-dimensional pinpointing process, it is

not clear yet as to how the low-level infor nation relates to the high-level specification.

2. The same remark as stated in Interaction 1 is applicable here. With a standard

debugger, the values of low-level variables QO. IN PTR, QO. OUTPTR and QO. SIZE

have to be printed before and after each execution of the operation INSERT. in or-

der to check whether QUEUEINVARIANT is satisfied or not. However, the Anna

Consistency Checking System does this automatically.

INTERACTION 3

Test: The same sequence is run again.

Result: The Anna Consistency Checking System detects a violation at the first call of

INSERT as shown in Figure 5.8.

P SOGaM V/ iolanation acuteda

continue tBOp of QUEUEMANAER
SuJppress

Unaupprm - <<QUEUE -NVARIANT>>
-{where ini out Q:QUEUE ->

List - (Q.IN PTR - Q.OUT PTR - Q.SIZE) mod MAX -0,

....... .... :BODY of QU EU EMANAGERt.INSERT ! il

DRIVER>> :NSERTti,Qu);
ANNAERROR is dete(

Q.STORE(Q.IN PTR) E;
Q.SIZz :- Q.SIZE + 1:

end INSERT;

Figure 5.8: Result of Interaction 3

Explanation: This means that after an element was inserted, the invariant condition

among Q. IN_PTR, Q. OUTPTR, and Q. SIZE was violated. Notice that both dimensions,

the length of the violated sequence and the level of the violated specification are reduced.

The region of suspicion has been reduced to the data level and the body of INSERT. See

Figure 5.12 in page 130.
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Guideline: Pinpointing the region of suspicion within a singlc subpr'-gr,'n.

1. Add a subprogram annotation to the subprogram body which is a transformation of

the visible specification that was violated. This annotation can be used for further

pinpointing as well as for repair.

2. Add more detailed subprogram annotations to the subprogram body.

3. Add statement annotations such as loop invariants or assertions within the code of

the subprogram body.

4. At the subprogram body level, a considerable number of detailed annotations are

available. Thus, it is sometimes advisable to rewrite the body that is under suspicion.

using these annotations, rather than make an attempt to further pinpoint the location

of the problem.

Action and Justification: The length of the sequence is reduced to one operation-

INSERT. The decision taken at this stage is to repair the body of INSERT using a goal-

oriented approach. The body of INSERT must achieve the following four goals as a result

of updating Q. INPTR, Q. OUT.PTR, and Q. SIZE:

1. out(Q.STORE(in Q.INPTR) = E)

2. out(Q.SIZE = in Q.SIZE + 1)

3. out(Q.IN_PTR = in Q.IN PTR rod MAX + 1)

4. <<QUEUEINVARIANT>>

Since the fourth goal was violated, the body did not achieve it. A method of fixing the body

has to be found so that it achieves the fourth goal. Looking at the body, it is obvious that

the body achieves the first and second goals, but not the third one. It can be informally

concluded that if an assignment statement is added to satisfy the third goal, then the fourth

goal is also met. Hence, the following assignment statement is added to the body of INSERT:

Q.IN_PTR := Q.IN PTR mod MAX + i;
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Other Possible Actions:

1. The package can be run on the sequence again after adding the above goals as sub-

program annotations.

2. The correctness of this repair can be checked formally by proof methods. For example

see [34].

INTERACTION 4

Test: The same sequence is run again, checking specifications at all levels.

Result: The Anna Consistency Checking System detects another violation at the visible

level as shown in Figure 5.9.

staOrtAMVO da t -r Viotatfon cre at-

S tBOD:of QUEUE ANAGE.R EMOVE

DRIVER>) INSERT(2,Q0); i Q.OUT TR :-Q.OTTR mod MAX + ;
OK Q.SIZ : Q.SIZE - -1; )

DR:VER>> REMOVE (E,Q0); Oend REMOVE; E

ANNAERROR is di

Figure 5.9: Result of Interaction 4

Explanation: This test serves two purposes:

1. Running INSERT(1, Q0); INSERT(2, QO) against the specifications at all levels in order

to find out whether or not the repair made in the previous interaction is correct on

this test.

2. Running INSERT(I, QO); INSERT(2, QO); REMOVE(EO, QO) against visible specifications

for further testing.
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The result shows that INSERT, as repaired. is consistent with all existing specifications on

this particular test sequence. but that another inconsistency occurred with a visible level

specification. The region of suspicion is the visible specifications of INSERT and REMOVE.

the data level, and the bodies of these procedures. See Figrre 5.12 in page 130.

Action and Justification: The test sequence leading to a new violation and the level

of the violated annotation is the same as in Interaction 1. However, INSERT is consistent

on this test with all existing annotations at all levels. A judgement is made that the

specifications of INSERT are complete, i.e., there does not seem to be any further missing

specifications. (there is confidence in the correctness of INSERT). Therefore. following the

third general guideline stated in page 112, the region of suspicion is now reduced to the

visible level of REMOVE, the data level, and the body of REMOVE. The aim now is to reduce

the region of suspicion to the data level and the body of REMOVE. At this stage, a strict

adherence to two-dimensional pinpointing requires first attempting to find an inconsistency

at the data level. The explanation of this process is omitted for brevity. An attempt is

made now to further reduce the region of suspicion to the body of REMOVE. The detailed

body annotations for REMOVE must now be provided. The violated visible annotation is:

-- I out(E = TOP(in Q));

This specifies exactly what the value of E in REMOVE should be. The violated visible

specification is transformed into a body annotation of REMOVE, using the following body

level specification of TOP:

-- I return Q.STORE(Q.OUTPTR);

The resulting specification is:

procedure REMOVE(E:out ELEMENT;Q:in out QUEUE)

<<BODYREMOVE>>
-- I where

out(E = in (Q.STORE(Q.OUTPTR)));

This transformed annotation describes exactly how E should be updated in the body of
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REMOVE. This transformed specification is added to the body of REMOVE and the same

sequence is run again (see Interaction 5).

INTERACTION 5

Test: The same sequence is run again.

Result: The Anna Consistency Checking System detects a violation of the new body

annotation of REMOVE, as shown in Figure 5.10.

cafflnue BOD ¥::qf. .QU:EUE N2 AGtE RREMOV E.:::i::i::i::::::i

Unsuppr -- s <<BODYREMOVE>>I
"' I --[ where -

I-- out(E in Q.STORE(in Q.OUT PTR));

PROGRAM. VOK -w

DRIVER > INSERT (1,Q0); BOD:Y Va. MIT
OK _______________________

DRIVER>> INSERT(2,Q0);
OK Q.OUT PTR : Q.OUT PTR mod MAX + 1;

DRIVER>> REMOVE(EO,Q0); Q.STZE :- Q.SIZE --I;
ANNA_ERROR is deti end REMOVE;

Figure 5.10: Result of Interaction 5

Explanation: The region of suspicion has been reduced to the body of REMOVE. See

Figure 5.12 in page 130.

Action and Justification: The annotation BODYREMOVE specifies the exact compo-

nent in Q STORE to be returned as the value of E. An inspection of the body of REMOVE
shows that the following repair is needed: INPTR needs to be replaced by OUTPTR in

the assignment statement:

E := Q.STORE(Q.INPTR);

Other Possible Actions: The correctness of this repair could also be checked formally

by proof methods.
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INTERACTION 6

Test: After changing the body of REMOVE as mentioned in Interaction 5, the same se-

quence is run again.

Result: This time, no violation is detected. See Figure 5.11.

Suppress DRIVER>> INSERT(I,QO);
Unsuppr OK

DRIVER>> INSERT(2,Q0) ;

LitOK
DRIVER>> REMOVER(E0,Q0);

EF = 1;

Figure 5.11: Result of Interaction 6
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Figure 5.12: The Region of Suspicion at Each Interaction
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Conclusions

The Anna Consistency Checking System as described in this thesis has been implemented.

Various subset restrictions are mentioned in Appendix C. This system has been used

extensively both in and outside Stanford. The debugging experiments that resulted in

the two-dimensional pinpointing methodology demonstrates clearly the usefulness of such a

system. The Anna Consistency Checking System has also proved useful in the maintenance

of large programs where consistent updates to the program are usually quite difficult. For

example, an implicit assumption made at some point about the program may be violated

by an inconsistent update many months later (possibly by another programmer). Writing

out this assumption as an annotation and running the updated program through the Anna

Consistency Checking System reveals the problem with the update immediately. Variations

of this system could be useful in program optimization and program verification. The

database group at Stanford has used the Anna Consistency Checking System extensively in

some of their projects. Their code represents some of the largest programs that have been

run through this system-some modules were about 5000 lines long.

The current system has a deficiency in that it does not understand all Ada programs.

For example, array generic formal parameters and Ada aggregates are not handled. Hence,

there are occasions when an Ada program with very simple annotations may 1ot be com-

pletely be analyzed by this system because certain Ada constructs used are outside the

currently handled subset. Work is currently underway to extend the capabilities of the

Anna Consistency Checking System so that it can handle any Ada program. The system

is also currently being updated to handle more Anna constructs. For example, modified

subtype annotations will soon be handled. Concurrent checking of generalized assertions

131
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is fully implemented. while a similar implementation for algebraic specification checking is

still underway.

The fact that the target language of the Anna Transformer is Ada causes some prob-

lems for the Anna Transformer. It is sometimes quite difficult to create an Ada program

that performs all necessary checks correctly. For example, a transformation is performed

to make equality operators directly visible even when their corresponding types are either

visible indirectly, or visible tbrough the use oi a subtype. This is required since there are

situations in Anna where the equality operator is required for the purpose of a transfor-

mation, but would otherwise not be available due to Ada's visibility rules. Given all this,

if the programmer tries to explicitly redefine the equality operator, the program becomes

semantically incorrect for the Anna Transformer has already defined one.

The used interface to the Anna Consistency Checking System is constantly undergoing

change. The window based user-interface described in this thesis already has the capability

to invoke editors and to customize fonts, colors, menus, etc. In the long run it is hoped

that the system will be completely be revamped to run incrementally. The interactions

described in Chapter 5 can then take place in real-time, rather than having to perform a

complete retransformation and recompilation between every interaction.

A major project that has been proposed is to extend the Anna Consistency Checking

System to handle annotations on access types and objects. Anna defines the notion of a

collection and provides a powerful set of primitives using which they can be annotated.

The current inclination towards the methodology to be used for this purpose is to axioma-

tize collections and access types (using algebraic specifications), and to treat operations on

access types and objects as operations of this axiomatized abstract data type. A straightfor-

ward application of the algebraic specification checking methodology will then work. This

approach solves the problem of dynamic aliasing that access types and objects suffer from.

Using the terminology of Chapter 4, all access variables accessing the same objects will be

lumped together into the same equivalence class of objects.

A topic for future research is in attempting to use checking functions for other purposes

than just to check the truth or falsity of annotations. One possibility is for the checking

function to perform proofs, thereby generalizing the results of the checks it has already

performed to a larger domain. In the best case, these "proving functions" could greatly aid

in verifying the program. But at worst, the "proving functions" can be used to perform

optimizations on the amount of checks performed. These kind of optimizations would be
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performed dynamically. Static optimization by performing as much proof as possible before

the program starts executing is also something to be looked into.

One obvious topic for future research in the case of algebraic specification checking is

in extending the subset of the Chromatic Theorem Prover and in trying to theoretically

characterize the limitations more precisely than has been done in this thesis. Another future

research topic is in cleaning up the definition of algebraic specification checking so as to

include cases like the one in Example 4.1.

The interaction between the generalized assertion checking and the algebraic specifica-

tion checking systems has to be studied in detail. There are situations where an assertion

check may be more comprehensive if previous results of algebraic specification checking is

taken into account. This problem is not as difficult as some of the other possible extensions

to this research, but still needs some time to be devoted to it to come up with a clean

interaction between the two checking subsystems.

Finally, it is hoped that the experience of tool development for Anna will result in the

design of better specification languages and more powerful tools in the future.
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An Overview of Ada

The Ada programming language was developed on behalf of the U.S. Department of Defense

to help control the cost of software for computers embedded in larger systems. The Defense

Department sought a standard programming language both because it was using too many

specialized languages and because the languages it was using were technically obsolete.

The first step was to identify and refine the requirements for the standard language. After

determining that these requirements were feasible, but not met by any existing programming

language, the Defense Department awarded contracts for the design of a new language. The

language Ada, which was named after Ada Augusta, the Countess of Lovelace (considered to

be one of the world's first computer programmers), was the winning design in a competition

that started off with seventeen proposals.

Ada is a block-structured language. based on Pascal, offering features such as strong typ-

ing, subprograms, pr. -kages for encapsulation of information, tasks for concurrency, separate

compilation for modular programming, exceptions for error processing and generic units

to write general-purpose reusable components. The remaining sections of this Appendix

explains Ada in sufficient detail to be able to understand the examples in this thesis. A

knowledge of Pascal, or any other similar programming language is assumed. For a more

extensive coverage of Ada, please refer to [2,161.

A.1 Ada Programs

An Ada program (or Ada program library) is a collection of files (called compilations), each

of which contains a collection of modules (called compilation units). Each compilation unit

134
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is comprised of two parts-the context clause which lists the compilation units that this

unit is dependent on. and the remaining part which is either a subprogram, a package or a

generic unit. An example of a compilation unit that is a package is shown below:

-- A Queue Package

with TEXT_1O, LISTS;

package QUEUE is

procedure INSERT(E:in ELEMENT);

function REMOVE return ELEMENT:

end QUEUE;

The first line in this example is a comment. Everything between -- and the end of the

Line is treated as a comment in Ada. The second line is the context clause which says that

the package QUEUE depends on the compilation units TEXT-1O and LISTS.

Ada programs can be visualized as directed graphs (called dependency graphs), the nodes

of these graphs corresponding to the compilation units and the edges corresponding to the

dependency relations specified by the context clauses. All compilation units must be com-

piled before the compilation units dependent on them, and hence dependency graphs have

to be acyclic. Any compilation unit that Is a subprogram can be chosen to be the main pro-

gram (the program starts execution at the main program). Available to all compilation units

are a set of predefined entities. Here is where types like BOOLEAN, INTEGER and STRING.

and subprograms like the boolean and integer operations are defined. Also available is a

Library of predefined compilation units which offer useful facilities such as input-output. To

use these predefined compilation units, they must be included in the context clauses of the

compilation units that are dependent on them.

Conceptually, there is a predefined package called STANDARD in which all the predefined

entities and all the compilation units in the dependency graph are considered to be declared.

This conceptualization is useful in understanding the visibility rules between compilation

units.

A.2 Subprograms

A subprogram is an abstract operation defined by the user. In Ada, there are two kinds

of subprograms-the procedure and the function. A procedure takes a list of parameters as
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input, operates on them and returns this list of parameters possibly with some updates. A

function takes a list of parameters as input, and uses them to evaluate a result which is

returned as the value of the function. Subprograms occur as declarations and the region of

visibility starts at the point of occurrence of the subprogram and continues until the end

of the construct within which they are declared. As in other block structured languages.

only the name and the parameters (and the return type in the case of functions) of the

subprogram are visible outside the subprogram. If a subprogram is a compilation unit.

then it is visible to all the other compilation units that include the subprogram in their

context clause. Procedures and functions are invoked by procedure calls and function calls

respectively. A procedure call is a statement, while a function call is an expression whose

value is what the corresponding function returns. Parameters can be passed in one of three

possible modes: in-The subprogram has to treat such a parameter as a constant. and

therefore can only read its value. Any expression can be passed as a parameter in this

manner: in out-The parameter is a variable, and the subprogram is permitted to both

read and update its value; and out-The parameter is a variaHe and the subprogram can

only uijate its value. Certain attributes of out parameters can however be read. Functions

can only have in parameters. The return statement in Ada is used to return control from

subprograms. In the case of functions, this statement must include an expression that

becomes the value of the function. An example of a procedure and a function is now shown

b elow:

procedure EXCHANGE(X,Y:in out INTEGER) is

TEMP: INTEGER:

begin

TEMP := X;

X Y.

Y := TEMP:

end EXCHANGE:

function SQR(X:in FLOAT) return FLOAT is

begin

return X* X;
end SQR:
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Examples of calls to these subprograms are shown below:

EXCHANGE(A. B);
S := SQR(5.5);

It is sometimes useful in Ada to split a subprogram into its specification (its interface

with the rest of the program) and its body (its implementation). Some examples where

such splitting is useful are in mutually recursive subprograms and in packages where it

is necessary to separate the interface of the package from its implementation. When a

subprogram is split up, its body remains the same as before, and the specification is just that

portion of the subprogram where its name and parameters are described. The specifications

of the subprograms in the above examples are shown below:

procedure EXCHANGE(X,Y:in out INTEGER);
function SQR(X:in FLOAT) return FLOAT;

In Ada, one can have more than one subprogram with the same name visible at a

time. This is possible when these subprograms can be distinguished by the types of their

parameters (and their result types in the case of functions). This phenomenon is called

overloading. An example of overloaded functions is shown below:

function MOD(X:in INTEGER) return INTEGER;
function MOD(X:in FLOAT) return FLOAT;

The call MOD(-5) will refer to the first of the above functions, while MOD(-5.0) will

refer to the second function. The process of determining the correct subprogram being

referred to is termed overload resolution.

A.3 Packages

A package is a construct which can be used for encapsulation of information. Packages con-

sist of two parts-the specification which defines the interface of the package with the rest of

the program, and the body which implements the specification. Typically, a package spec-

ification contains declarations of types, constants, subprograms and exceptions, although

any form of declaration can be included in the specification. The package body contains
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the implementation of the declarations in the specification (sometimes no implementation is

necessary, in which case. the package body can be omitted), and also contains (if necessary)

a sequence of statements to initialize the package. An example of a package specification

and body is shown below:

-- This is the package specification.

package STACK is

procedure PUSH(E:in ELEMENT);
function POP return ELEMENT;

end STACK;

-- This is the package body.

package body STACK is

STORE:array(1.. 100) of ELEMENT:

TOP:INTEGER range 0.-.100:

procedure PUSH(E:in ELEMENT) is

begin

TOP := TOP+1;

STORE(TOP) := E;

end PUSH:

function POP return ELEMENT is

begin

TOP := TOP-1

return STORE(TOP + 1);

end POP;

begin

- - These are the initialization statements.

TOP := 0:
end STACK;

Packages can occur wherever subprograms can occur and the visibility of package names

follow the same rules as that of subprogram names. In addition all entities declared within

the package specification are also visible at the same places the package name is visible.

However, these entities have to be referred to using a special notation in which the package
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name occurs as the prefix. The example below shows the use of this notation in calling the

subprograms in the above package:

STACK. PUSH(Ei);

E2 := STACK.POP;

This notation is sometimes cumbersome, and therefore a declaration called the use clause

is provided which causes all entities in the specified packages to become directly visible. An

example of this declaration is shown below:

use STACK;

It is sometimes necessary to export a type from a package, while at the same time not

revealing the structure of the type. To do this, Ada provides a private type declaration.

The type is declared to be private, and at the end of the package specification is a private

part where the structure of the type is defined. A variation of the earlier stack package with

private type declarations is shown below:

package STACKPACKAGE is
type STACK is private;

procedure PUSII(S:in out STACK;E:in ELEMENT);
procedure POP(S:in out STACK;E:out ELEMENT);

private
type ELEMENTARRAY is array(1..100) of ELEMENT;

type STACK is record

STORE: ELEMENTARRAY;

TOP:INTEGER range 0..100 := 0;
end record;

end STACKPACKAGE;

In this example, the fact that STACK is a record type is unknown outside the package.

A.4 Exceptions

During execution of a program, events or conditions often occur that might be considered

exceptional. Some examples of exceptional conditions are errors fike an arithmetic overflow.
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and unpredictable events like reaching the end of a file of an unknown size. While it may

be often possible to insert explicit tests to handle such situations, such extra statements

can quickly obscure the program's basic structure. Therefore special language constructs

are desirable. Ada provides three related constructs-the exception declaration. thp raise

statement and the exception handler-to handle exceptional situations.

The exception declaration can be used to declare exceptions. When the program gets

into an exceptional situation, it can use one of these exceptions to flag the situation. This

process is termed raising the exception. The raise statement can be used to achieve this.

Once an exception is raised, it is propagated until it reaches an appropriate exception han-

dler. Exception handlers are associated with constructs like subprograms, packages and

block statements. These are located after the last statement within these constructs. The

exception handlers make a correspondence between exception names and the action to be

taken if that exception is propagated to this exception handler.

The propagation of an exception takes place in the following manner: If an exception

handler containing an action corresponding to the raised exception exists at the end of

the current subprogram, package, block statement, etc., then control is transferred to this

exception handler. If not, the current subprogram, package, block statement, etc. is left

abnormally, and control is returned to the calling/enclosing construct. The exception is

re-raised at this point. This process continues until either an exception handler which

contains an action corresponding to the exception is found, or when the outermost construct

is reached. If such an exception handler is found, then the specified action is taken and the

program proceeds normally from here. Otherwise the program terminates execution. An

example with these constructs is now shown below:

-- The exception declaration

OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW :exception;

function POP return ELEMENT i.3

begin

if TOP=O then

-- The raise statement

raise UNDERFLOW;

end if;
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TOP := TOP-1;

return STORE(TOP + 1);

end POP;

procedure MAIN is

E: ELEMENT;

begin

E := POP;

-- The exception handler
exception

when OVERFLOW =>

PUT("Too many elements have been pushed into the stack!");

when UNDERFLOW =>
PUT("You are trying to pop out of an empty stack!"):

when others =>

PUT("Unknown exception raised!");

end MAIN;

A.5 Declarations

Ada provides a wide variety of declarations, many of which will now be briefly described.

These declarations can be placed in any declarative region of a subprogram, package, block

statement, etc. The entities defined by these declarations are visible from the point of

declaration until the end of the construct in which the declaration exists. There maybe

places within this region where these entities are not directly visible, for example, there

may be a nested subprogram that contains a declaration with the same name. In such a

situation, the entity is considered to be hidden.

A.5.1 Type and Subtype Declarations

The type and subtype declarations in Ada will be described below. Ada uses named type

equivalence rather than structural type equivalence, and hence objects of two different, but

structurally similar types cannot be mixed.
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Enumeration Type Declarations: This defines an enumeration type and a domain of

values that can be represented as identifiers or characters. For example, the type declaration

type GENDER is (MALE, FEMALE);

defines a type called GENDER with two values MALE, and FEMALE in its domain. These

values are referred to as enumeration literals. For all practical purposes, enumeration literals

are treated in Ada as parameterless functions whose return type is the enumeration type.

Integer and Real Type Declarations: These declarations cause new types to be

defined with the properties naturally expected of integers and reals. In the declarations, an

upper and lower bound can be specified, and in addition, in the case of real type declarations,

an accuracy factor can be specified. This can be in the form of a certain number of significant

digits (floating point type declaration) or a certain absolute value of accuracy (fixed point

type declaration). Some examples of these declarations are shown below:

type INDEX is range 0. .100;

type SOLUTION is digits 4 range -10.0. . +10.0;

type BALANCE is delta 0.01 range 0.00.. 10000.00:

Derived Type Declarations: A derived type declaration creates a new type based on

an already existing type. Typically all properties and operations are inherited. An example

is shown below:

type DOLLAR is new INTEGER;

Here DOLLAR inherits all the properties of INTEGER, but the two types are different.

Array and Record Type Declarations: These are similar to array and record decla-
rations in other languages. However, in Ada, array types can be declared without specifying

the bounds on the indices. Different variables of the array can then have different bounds

which is useful in some situations. Record types can have discriminants, whose values can
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be assigned at a later time which can cause the record to change its structure. Examples

of array and record type declarations are shown below:

type PATTERN is array(NATURAL range <>) of CHARACTER:

type PERSON_REC(SEX:GENDER) is record

NAME: STRING(1.. 10);

AGE: INTEGER;

case SEX is

when MALE => WIFE NAME:STRING(1..10);

when FEMALE => HUSBAND_NAME:STRING(1..10);

end case;

end record:

Access Type Declarations: Access (pointer) types in Ada are very similar to those

in other languages. An example of such a declaration is shown below:

type PERSON is access PERSON_REC;

Subtype Declarations: Subtype declarations do not define a new type. Instead they

alias an already existing type. The new name might however include further restrictions on

the Pxisting -' - -:-plp is sh'own ,,-.':

subtype MALEPERSON is PERSON(SEX => MALE);

All objects of subtype MALEPERSON have the type PERSON, however their discriminant

values are restricted to being MALE.

A.5.2 Object Declarations

An object (variable or constant) is an entity that contains a value of a given type. An object

declaration declares an object. This declaration can have many forms-the objects can be

given an initial value, the types can be further constrained, the objects can be declared to

be constants, etc. Some examples of object declarations are shown below:
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I: INTEGER;

A,B:constant FLOAT := 0.0:

P:PATTERN(1. .10);

JOHN:PERSON(SEX => MALE);

S:array(1..10) of INTEGER;

A.5.3 Renaming Declarations

A renaming declaration declares another name for an entity. This entity can be an object.

an exception, a package or a subprogram. Renaming declarations are useful in resolving

name conflicts and in acting as a shorthand. Some examples of renaming declarations are

shown below:

J: PERSON renames JOHN;

O_FL :exception renames OVERFLOW;

package ST renames STACK;

function POP return ELEMENT renames STACK.POP;

A.6 Statements

A.6.1 Null Statements

A null statement is a dummy statement that is useful in filling gaps in the program. It has

no other effect than to pass to the next action. This is how a null statement looks like:

null;

A.6.2 Assignment Statements

An assignment statement is of the form variable := expression;. The current value of the

variable is replaced by the value of the expression. Some examples are shown below:
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I :- 0;

JOHN.AGE := 35;

P(1..3) := P(5..7);

A.6.3 If Statements

An if statement selects for execution one or none of the enclosed sequence of statements

depending on the value of one or more of its corresponding conditions. An example is shown

below:

if MONTH = DECEMBER and DAY - 31 then

MONTH := JANUARY;

DAY 1;

YEAR :- YEAR+1;

elsif DAY = LAST(MONTH) then

MONTH := MONTH'SUCC;

DAY := 1;

else

DAY := DAY+1;

end if;

The elsif and else parts of if statements are optional.

A.6.4 Case Statements

A case statement selects for execution one of a number of alternative sequence of statements,

the chosen alternative is defined by the value of an expression. An example is shown below:
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case MONTH is

when FEBRUARY =>

LAST(MONTH) := 28,

when APRIL I JUNE SEPTEMBER I NOVEMBER =>

LAST(MONTH) := 30;

when others =>

LAST(MONTH) 31;

end case;

The case statement must have a sequence of statements for each possible value of the

expression. The others alternative may be omitted if the remaining alternatives include

all possible values of the expression.

A.6.5 Loop and Exit Statements

A loop statement includes a sequence of statements that is to be executed repeatedly until

an exit condition is satisfied. This exit condition is either (1) part of the loop statement: a

while loop condition-the sequence of statements are executed until the condition evaluates

to FALSE, or a for loop range of values-the sequence of statements is executed once for each

value in this range of values; or (2) in the form of an exit statement-the loop terminates if

the exit condition specified by the exit statement evaluates to TRUE or if the exit statement

specifies no exit condition.

Loops can be named. This can be used in qualifying the for loop identifier, if any, and

also by exit statements which can then be used to terminate execution of any loop within

which the exit statement is nested. Examples of loop statements are shown below:

while not END_OF_FILE loop

for I in 1. .N loop

GET(A(I));

end loop;

SORT(A);
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for I in I..N loop

PUT(A(I));

end loop;

end loop;

GCDLOOP:

loop
exit GCDLOOP when X Y;

if X > Y then

X := X-Y;
else

Y := Y-X;

end if;
end loop GCD_LOOP:

A.6.6 Block Statements

A block statement encloses a sequence of statements optionally preceded by a declarative

part and optionally followed by exception handlers. As in the case of loop statements, block

statements can also be named if desired. An example of a block statement is shown below:

SWAP:

declare

TEMP : INTEGER;

begin

TEMP := V;
V := U;

U := TEMP;

end SWAP;

A.6.7 Goto Statements

In addition to the previously mentioned methods of naming loop and block statements,

every statement can also be named by a label. Labels occur just before the statement it

names and is enclosed by a pair of angular brackets.
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A goto statement specifies an explicit transfer of control from this statement to a target

statement named by a label. An example of naming statements using labels and using goto

statements is shown below:

<<GCD_LOOP>>

if X = Y then
goto END_OF_LOOP;

end if;

if X > Y then

X := X-Y;

else
Y := Y-X;

end if;
goto GCDLOOP;

<<ENDOFLOOP>>

null;

A.7 Names and Expressions

Expressions in Ada are similar to expressions of most other languages. They are made up

of objects, literals, etc. which are composed to form expressions by operations like +. -,

etc. and by function calls. Examples in the previous sections have already shown many

different kinds of simple expressions.

Declared entities like objects, enumeration literals, functions, etc. are referred to in

expressions by names that represent them. Names are also used to refer to attributes of

these declared entities. Some examples of names that refer to entities declared in previous

examples are given below:

E

- - The innermost declaration of E.

MAIN E

-- The E declared immediately within the innermost declaration

-- of MAIN. Here MAIN happens to be a procedure.
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JOHN all

-- Here (the innermost declaration of) JOH.Y accesses a record

-- object, and hence this name refers to the object it accesses.

JOHN. AGE

-- The component .4 GE of the record object accessed by JOHN.

-- The predefined character literal 'a.

STANDARD. "+"

-- The predefined addition operation. However, this operation

-- is overloaded. The correct one must be determined from the

-- operands.

P(5)

- - The fifth component of the array P.

JOHN. WIFENAME(1. .5)

-- Denotes a string with index ranging from 1 to 5 corresponding
-- to the first ten characters of the string component WIFE_

-- NAME of the record object accessed by JOHN. This is called

-- an array slice in Ada.

INTEGER'FIRST

-- An attribute of the predefined type INTEGER. This attribute
-- is a constant that denotes the smallest INTEGER available

-- in this implementation.

In addition to names, there are a few other constructs that can occur in expressions-

literals, aggregates, allocators, type conversions and qualified expressions. These will now

be described briefly.

Numeric literals are real numbers or integers. There are many methods of writing these

literals, but these will not be explained here. A couple of simple examples follow:

1. 3.1415, 2.7E-1
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The null constant is a value that an object of any access type can have. If an access

object has this value, then it currently does not access any object. This constant is written

as:

null

String literals are constant arrays of the predefined type CHARACTER. An example is

shown below:

"HELLO!"

Aggregates are constants of array or record types. They consist of a list of values of the

components of the type enclosed within parenthesis. A couple of examples are given below:

,'AV, B', 'C')

-- An aggregate of the array type PATTERN.

(MALE, "JOHNuuuuuu", 35, "MARYuuuuuu")

-- An aggregate of the record type PERSON_REC.

Allocators create a new object of an accessed type. This can be assigned to any object

that is of an access type which accesses objects of the type the allocator created. An example

is shown below:

new PERSON_REC(NMALE)

This allocator can be assigned to any object of a type that accesses PERSONREC, for

examp'l it can be assigned to JOHN which is an object of type PERSON which accesses

PERSON REC.

Since Ada permits only named type equiivalence, objects of structurally similar types

cainot replace each other. However, Ada allows explicit type conversi from one type to

another structurally similar type. For example,

DOLLAR(I)
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has the type DOLLAR and the value of the INTEGER object I.

Sometimes it may nct be possible to determine the type of an expression by just exam-

ining it and its surrouncing context. Such expressions can explicitly be qualified with the

correct type name. For example.

PATTERN'(" HELLO!")

specifies that the string literal is of the type PATTERN, and not of any other similar type.

for example, the predefined type STRING.

The operator symbols in increasing order of precedence is now shown:

Logical Operators: and, or, xor

Relational Operators: =, /=, <, <=! >, >=

Binary Adding Operators: +, -, & (concatenation)

Unary Adding Operators: +, -

Multiplying Operators: m, /, mod, rem

Highest Precedence Operators: **, abs, not

In addition to these, Ada has short circuit control forms: and then and or else. These

have the same precedence as the logical operators, and have the same values as and and or

respectively, except that these control forms evaluate the right operand only if the value of

the left operand cannot determine the value of the whole expression.

Ada also has membership tests: in and not in. These take as their left operand an

expression, and a type or range as their right operand, and return a BOOLEAN value

corresponding to whether or not the expression is a member of the right operand.
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An Overview of Anna

Anna (ANNotated Ada) is a language extension of Ada to include facilities for formally

specifying the intended behavior of Ada programs. Anna was designed to meet a perceived

need to augment Ada with precise machine-processable annotations so that well established

formal methods of specification and documentation can be applied to Ada programs. The

design of Anna was initiated in 1980 by Bernd Krieg-Briickner and David Luckham. They

were joined by Olaf Owe and Friedrich W. von Henke during the subsequent development

stages of the Anna design. The current Anna design is based on the ANSI standard version

of Ada and includes annotations for all Ada constructs except tasking.

Anna is based on first-order logic and its syntax is a straightforward extension of the

Ada syntax. Most new concepts in Anna are extensions of concepts already in Ada. For

example. concepts such as scope, visibility and overload resolution also apply to Anna

constructs. Anna constructs appear as formal comments within the Ada source text (within

the Ada comment framework). Therefore, from the point of view of Ada, formal comments

are just comments and hence Anna programs (Ada programs with Anna specifications) can

be accepted by Ada compilers and other Ada tools.

As was the case in Appendix A, this Appendix also explains Anna in sufficient detail to

be able to understand the examples in this thesis. For a more extensive coverage of Anna,

please refer to r,9,79].

152
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B.1 Anna Formal Comments

Anna defines two kinds of formal comments, which are introduced by special comment

indicators in order to distinguish them from informal comments. These formal comments

are virtual Ada text, each line of which begins with the indicator -- :, and annotations,

each line of which begins with the indicator - -I.

B.1.1 Virtual Ada Text

The purpose of virtual Ada text is to define concepts used in annotations. Often the formal

specifications of a program will refer to concepts that are not explicitly implemented as part

of the program. These concepts can be defined as virtual Ada text declarations. Virtual

Ada text may also be used to compute values that axe not computed by the actual program.

but that are useful in defining the behavior of the program.

Virtual Ada text is Ada text with a few minor exceptions. That is, if all the virtual Ada

text formal comment indicators (--:) are deleted from an Anna program, then the resulting

program is a legal Ada program (with the few minor exceptions referred to earlier). However,

the virtual Ada text must be such that it does not modify the semantics of the underlying

Ada program. To achieve this the following restrictions are placed on virtual Ada text:

e Virtual Ada text may not syntactically contain actual Ada text. For example, it is

not permitted to enclose actual Ada statements in a virtual Ada block.

* Execution of virtual Ada text statements may not change (directly or indirectly) the

values of actual Ada objects.

e Virtual Ada text declarations may not hide any actual Ada declarations.

a Execution of virtual Ada text statements may not change the flow of control of the

underlying program. Thus return, exit and goto statements within virtual Ada text

can transfer control only within the largest enclosing virtual block or body.

The STACK example of Appendix A, Page 138 is shown below augmented with a virtual

concept-LENGTH. This virtual concept can be used to specify the operations PUSH and

POP as will be described later.
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package STACK is

-- : function LENGTH return INTEGER;

procedure PUSH(E:in ELEMENT);

function POP return ELEMENT;

end STACK,

B.1.2 Annotations

Annotations are constraints on the underlying Ada program. They are made up of ex-

pressions which are typically boolean-valued. The location of the annotation in the Ada

programn together with its syntactic structure indicates the kind of constraints that the an-

notation imposes on the underlying program. Anna provides different kinds of annotations,

each associated with a particular Ada construct. These are annotations of objects, types

and iubtypes. statements, and subprograms; in addition there are axiomatic annotations of

packages, propagation annotations of exceptions and context annotations of entity visibility.

In addition to Ada xpressions, expressions in annotations can also contain (amongst

others) quantified expressions, conditional expressions, state expressions and Anna member-

ship tests. Every annotation has a region of Anna text over which it applies, called its scope.

The scope of an annotation is determined by the Ada scoping and visibility rules based on

the position of the annotation in the Anna program. For example, if the annotation oc-

curs in the position of a declaration, its scope extends from its position to the end of that

declarative region. Generally, annotations constrain all observable states withi2 their scope.

An observable state is one that results from either the elaboration of a declaration or by

the execution of a simple statement. What this means is that annotations do not constrain

intermediate program states that occur during the execution of simple statements.

The following sections describe in more detail the different kinds of Anna expressions
and annotations.
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B.2 Anna Expressions

B.2.1 Quantified Expressions

Both universal and existential quantifiers can be used in Anna expressions. The quantified

variables are referred to as logical variables. Logical variables can be quantified over a

range of values or over all the values of a type. Any Anna constraints on the type being

quantified over also constrains the range of quantification. The range of quantification is

also further constrained to only those values for which the quantified expression is defined.

A few examples are now shown below:

for all X,Y:NATURAL => X-((X/Y)*Y) = X mod Y

This expression is true. Note that the range of quantification
-- for Y does not include 0.

exist X:INTEGER => X*X = 100

-- This expression is also true.

B.2 Conditional Expressions

Conditional expressions are expressions which can take on one of a set of values depending

on the values of a set of gtards. An example is shown below:

F(X) = if X 0 then

elsif X = 1 then

else

F(X- 1)+F(X-2)

end if

The guards are evaluated in sequence from the beginning until one of the guards eval-

uates to TRUE. The value of the expression corresponding to this guard then becomes the

value of the conditional expression. If all guards evaluate to FALSE then the value of the

expression in the else part becomes the value of the conditional expression. All conditional

expressions must contain an else part.
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B.2.3 State Expressions

State expressions.are useful to describe values of composite objects, especially as a result

of a modification to one of their components. State expressions of arrays, records and

package states are described in the following paragraphs. A fourth form-state expressions

of collections of access types will not be dealt with here. State expressions have the following

format:

value ( modification]

Here, value is of the composite type and modification describes a modification to one of its

components. A short form is available to describe values that result from sequences of such

modifications:

value [ modification1  modification2

is equivalent to:

value [ modification, ] [ modification2

Array and Record State Expressions

The modification of array and record state expressions have the following format:

component => expression

Examples are shown below:

STR(3 => T]
-- This expression has the value of array STR except that the

-- third component is replaced by '1'.

JOHN[AGE => 36;WIFENAME => "LINDAuuuuu"

-- This expression has the value of record JOHN except that the

-- components AGE and WIFENAME are modified.

Package States and Package State Expressions

A package state in Anna is a value that represents the state of a package. The package state

is modeled as a record whose components are the variables that are declared immediately

within the body of the package. There are other components that form part of the package

state like the states of nested packages, but they will not be dealt with here. Within the

package body, where the details of the package state are visible, package state values can
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be used in about the same way as record values. Outside the package body. package state

values behave similarly to private type values. Anna defines two attributes of packages

that are used in conjunction with package states. If P is a package, P'STATE denotes the

current state of the package P. For notational convenience in annotations, the current state

may be denoted by the package name itself; i.e. the attribute designator STATE may be

omitted. P'TYPE denotes the implicit record type that models the package state, package

state expressions describe the effects on the package state as a result of executing package

operations.

The modification of package state expressions takes the form of a call to a package

subprogram. The value of the expression is the value of the package state that results when

the subprogram call is executed in the specified package state. Some examples are shown

below:

STACK'STATE[PUSH(E1 )]
-- The state of the package STACK as a result of executing

-- PUSH(El) on the current state of this package.

STACK[PUSH(E2); POP]

-- Here, 'STATE has been omitted for notational convenience.

-- This expressions denotes the state of the package STACK as a

-- result of executing PUSH(E2) followed by POP on the current

-- state of this package

There is another useful operation on package states. The expression S. F(...) where S is a

package state expression and F is a package function denotes the value F(...) returns if it

is called when the package is in state S. An example is shown below:

STACK[PUSH(E2)]. POP

B.2.4 Initial Expressions

An initial expression contains the keyword in (referred to as the modifier) followed by an

expression referred to as the modified expression. Initial expressions are constants. The

value of an initial expression is the value that the corresponding modified expression had

when it was elaborated. Basically, during elaboration, the initial expression is replaced by

the value of th expression it modifies. Some examples are shown below:
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inX

in (X**2+Y**2)

B.2.5 Anna Operators

There are four new operators in Anna. They are the implication operator, the equivalence

operator, Anna relational operators and Anna membership tests. The implication operator

(->) and the equivalence operator (<->) have their usual meariings:

A -> B -- ifA then B

* <-> B-- A if and only if B

The Anna relational operators feature is a syntactic short-hand to express certain com-

monly occurring conjunctions of Ada relations. This is best described by an example:

A < B <= C

is the same as:

A < B and B <= C

The Anna membership test (isin) is an extension of the Ada membership test. The

Ada membership test A in T checks that the value A satisfies the Ada constraints on T.

However, the Anna membership test A isin T checks that the value A satisfies both the

Ada and the Anna constraints on T. Anna constraints can be placed on T using subtype

annotations (described later).

B.3 Annotations

B.3.1 Object Annotations

An object annotation is a BOOLEAN expression that constrains the values of the variables

occurring in this expression throughout the scope of the annotation. Object annotations

can occur in declarative regions only. In the special case in which there are no variables in
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the expression, the annotation is a constant and hence is really a constraint at the point-of

elaboration of the annotation. A typical example of this special case is an object annotation

whose expression is an initial expression. There is another kind of object annotation. the

out annotation which constrains only the point of exit from the scope. Some examples of

object annotations are now shown:

-- CIRCUMFERENCE = 3.14159*DIAMETER;

-- This object annotation constrains the variables CIRCUM-

-- FERENCE and DIAMETER throughout the scope of the an-

-- notation.

-- I in (X > 0);

-- An object annotation with no variables (though X is a vari-

-- able, it is within an initial expression). This annotation con-

-- strains the point at which the annotation is defined.

out (Y = in X);

-- An out annotation which constrains the variable Y to be equal

-- to the value X had when the annotation was elaborated.

B.3.2 Subtype Annotations

A subtype annotation is a constraint on types and subtypes. Unlike in the case of object

annotations, there can be only one subtype annotation for each type or subtype definition.

An example of a subtype annotation is shown below:

type EVEN is new INTEGER;

-- I where X:EVEN => X mod 2 = 0;

This annotation constrains all objects X of the type EVEN to satisfy the constraint X mod 2

= 0. If the subtype annotation contains any variables other than the logical variable (X

in the above example), then these variables are implicitly modified by in (they are re-

placed by their values at elaboration time). Hence subtype annotations only constrain their

corresponding subtypes.
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B.3.3 Statement Annotations

There are two different kinds of statement annotations-simple statement annotations and

compound statement annotations.

Simple Statement Annotations

Simple statement annotations axe constraints on a single statement. This constrained state-

ment is the one immediately before the simple statement annotation. The constraint im-

posed by the annotation has to hold when control leaves the constrained statement-i.e. it

behaves like an out annotation on the constrained statement. If the annotation occurs at

the beginning of a sequence of statements, then it constrains an implicit null statemeni just

before the annotation.

Therefore, in most cases, the simple statement annotation is really a constraint that has

to hold whenever control passes the point where the annotation is located. However. when

the preceding statement transfers control to some other location (as is the case with goto,

return and exit statements) then the constraint has to hold just before control is transferred

by this statement. An example is given below:

I := 2;

while I < N loop

if A(I-1) > A(l) then

EXCHANGE(A(I- 1),A(I));

end if,
-1A(I) >= A(I-1);

-- This constraint has to hold after the execution of the pre-

- - ceding if statement.
1 + 1;

end loop;

Compound Statement Annotations

Compound statement annotations are ronstraints on compound statements. The con-

strained statement occurs immediately after the compound statement annotation. The

annotation is bound to the statement by the keyword with and constrains all observable
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states in the compound statement-i.e. it behaves like an object annotation on the con-

strained statement. The previous example is shown below once again with a compound

statement annotation included:

I := 2;

-- I with I < I <= N+l;

-- This constraint must hold at all times within the following

-- while loop.

while I <= N loop

if A(I-1) > A(I) then

EXCHANGE(A(I- 1),A(I));

end if;
- A(I) >= A(I-1);

I :--- 1 -1;

end loop;

B.3.4 Subprogram Annotations and Result Annotations

Subprogram annotations are used to describe the behavior of subprograms. They are bound

to the Ada subprogram specification by the keyword where. They are useful in describing

the input-output specifications of the subprogram. Result annotations are constraints on the

return values of functions. Result annotations must occur immediately within a function,

but its location is otherwise not restricted. It can be in the place of an object annotation,

a statement annotation, or a subprogram annotation. Result annotations are distinguished

by the keyword return and they constrain all return statements within their scopes. A few

examples of subprogram annotations and result annotations are shown below:

procedure EXCHANGE(X, Y: in out INTEGER);

where out(X = in Y), out(Y = in X);

-- On output the value of X is the input value of Y and vice-

-- versa.
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procedure PUSH(E:in ELEMENT):
where out(LENGTH = in LENGTH+ 1);

-- This procedure is from the STACK package shown earlier.

-- In addition to illustrating subprogram annotations, this also

-- shows how virtual functions can be used for annotation pur-

-- poses. The above annotation says that the execution of PUSH

-- causes the the value of LENGTH to increase by 1.

function SQRT(X: FLOAT) return FLOAT;

where return Y:FLOAT => Y*Y = X;

-- The value Y returned by SQRT is such that its square is equal
-- to the input parameter X.

B.3.5 Axiomatic Annotations

Axiomatic annotations (or package axioms) are constraints on package operations. They

must occur in the package visible part. They are characterized by the keyword axiom

followed by a sequence of BOOLEAN expressions which are usually quantified with respect

to types defined in the package. Axiomatic annotations are promises which can be assumed

wherever the package is visible; and they are also constraints on the implementation of

the package. Algebraic specifications of abstract data types can be written as axiomatic

annotations. The STACK package shown earlier is axiomatically specified in the following

example:

package STACK is
-- : function LENGTH return INTEGER;

procedure PUSH(E:in ELEMENT);
-- I where out(LENGTH = in LENGTH+ 1);

function POP return ELEMENT;
where out(LENGTH = in LENGTH-1);
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axiom

for all S:STACK;E:ELEMENT =>

S(PUSH(E);POPI = S,

-- I S[PUSH(E)J.POP = E;

-- The above two constraints have to be satisfied by all imple-

-- mentations of this package, and therefore can be assumed

-- wherever the package is visible.

end STACK;

B.3.6 Context Annotations

A context annotation constrains the use of global variables within a program unit. Context

annotations take the form of the keyword limited followed by a list of zero or more variables.

It constrains the occurrences of variables declared outside of its scope (the program unit)-

only those outside variables that are listed in the annotation may occur (be used) within
its scope. A context annotation on the stack package mentioned earlier is shown below:

-- I limited to INTEGERELEMENT;
package STACK is

end STACK;

B.3.T Exception Annotations

Exception annotations (or propagation annotations) specify the exceptional behavior of

program units. There are two different kinds of exception annotations-strong propaga-

tion annotations, which specify the conditions under which certain exceptions should be

propagated (outside the scope of the annotation); and weak propagation annotations. which

specify what happens when an exception is actually propagated.

Strong Propagation Annotations

Strong propagation annotations specify under which conditions exceptions should be propa-

gated. The conditions are with respect to the initial state of the scope of the annotation. If
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the conditions are satisfied, then the scope of the annotation must be exited by propagating

the specified exception. Again. examples follow with respect to the stack example:

package STACK is
-- : function LENGTH return INTEGER:
UNDERFLOW : exception;

function POP return ELEMENT:
where LENGTH = 0 => raise UNDERFLOW:

-- If LENGTH is 0 when POP starts execution, then it
-- must terminate by propagating the exception UNDER-

-- FLOW.

end STACK;

Weak Propagation Annotations

Weak propagation annotations specify what happens when an exception is propagated.

It specifies conditions that must be satisfied if the scope of the annotation is exited by

propagating one of the specified exceptions. An example is shown below:

procedure EXCHANGE( X, Y: in out INTEGER);
-- I where raise CO':STRAINT ERROR => X = in X and Y = in Y:

-- If for any reason, the exception CONSTRAINTERROR is

-- propagatcd out of the procedure EXCHANGE, then the pa-

-- rameters X and Y remain unchanged.



Appendix C

Installation Manual and User

Guide

C.1 Introduction

The installation manual describes how the Anna Consistency Checking System can be

installed on a machine. The machine dependent aspects of the installation process are

discussed in detail.

The user guide describes how to use this system in transforming Anna specifications

into checking code and then executing the transformed program with the Anna debugger.

The various transformation and debug options are described. A detailed subset restriction

based on the Ada and the Anna language reference manuals is also provided.

The current release of the system has been or is currcntly being ported to the Rational

R1000', DEC VMS DEC-Ada2 , ROLM/DG ADE 3 , Sun/3-UNIX 4 VADS5 , Sequent/DYNIX6

(both Sequent Balance and Symmetry) VADS, and Apollo/UNIX 7 VADS and ALSYS8 en-

vironments. The entire system has been written in Ada.

Rational and R1000 are registered trademarks of Rational, Inc.
2 DEC, VMS, and DEC-Ada are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
'ADE is a registered trademark of ROLM/DG.
'UNIX is a regi3tered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratorieq.
5Verdix and VADS are registered trademarks of Verdix Corporation.
'Sequent and DYNIX are registered trademarks of Sequent Computcr Systems, Inc.
'Apollo is a registered trademark of Apollo. Inc.
'ALSYS is a registered trademark of ALSYS, Inc.
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A discussion of some of the other related tools is excluded from this appendix. This in-

formation is however available in another more general manual [86]. The tools not described

here include the Anna Semantics Analyzer, the Anna Package Specification 4nalyzer and

Anna Teach-an interactive tool that teaches Anna.

C.2 Installing the Anna System

The Anna Consistency Checking System has two components-the transformation system

and the runtime system. The transformation system converts the Anna specifications into

Ada checking code and instruments this checking code into the underlying kda program.

The runtime system is invoked by this resulting Ada program.

C.2.1 Setting Up the Machine Dependent Parameters

All parameters that are specific to the hardware/operating system are encapsulated into one

package body. The rest of the Anna Consistency Checking System access these parameters

through the visible part of this package which is machine independent. The visible part of

this package is impl-depdv.a. There are two separate bodies provided for this package.

The first body, implGENERIC-b .a, can be used as is or as a template into which machine

dependent parameters are incorporated. When used as is. the Anna Consistency Checking

System will assume that the machine has no directory structure, that is. all necessary

files are available in one area and can be accessed by just their file names. This generic

implementation of the package might not work in certain situations. For example. in DOS,

file names can have at most eight characters, but this generic package assumes that file

names can be of any arbitrary length. The second body, impLVADS_UNIXb.a, has been

designed specifically for use on UNV machines running the V4DS (Verdix Ada Development

System) Ada compiler.

The first thing to be done on copying the distribution tape is to implement a body for

th,.s package appropriate for the target system. The operations defined in this package are

described below. All examples are with respect to the VADS/UNIX implementation.

ADACO MPILER-AND.MACHINE.NAME:

This is a function which returns a string that describes the environment in which the

Anna Consistency Checking System is being used. The VADS/UNIX implementation

returns "VADS/UNIX".
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SOURCE_.DIRECTORY:

This function returns a string which corresponds to the directory into which the

distribution tape has been copied into. The Anna Consistency Checking System at

Stanford resides in the directory /anna/xform/source and hence this function in the

VADS/UNIX implementation has been setup to return a string corresponding to this

directory.

XFORMFILE-NAMEPREFIX:

To make the names of all the files generated by the Anna Transformer unique with

respect to all the other files in the same directory. the Anna Transformer prefixes all

its files with the string returned by this function. The VADS/UNIX implementation

returns the string ". x". Note that in addition to being unique, these files will also be

hidden on a UNIX system.

MAKE-FILE-NAME:

Given a directory name and a file name, this function returns a string that can be

used by the predefined I/O operations (e.g., the operations defined in TEXT_1O) to

access this file. The VADS/UNIX implementation concatenates the directory name

and the file name after inserting a "" in the middle.

GET-DIRECTORY:

Given a file name that can be used to access a file by the predefined I/O operations.

this function returns a string corresponding to the directory in which this file exists.

The VADS/UNIX implementation determines if the file name starts with -'/". If

so, then the portion of the file name until the last occurrence of "'/" is returned.

Otherwise, this same portion is returned after concP enating it on the left with a

string that describes the current directory.

LIBRARY.DIRECTORY:

Typically. compiler vendors place the environment of their Ada systems into a set

of separate directories. The Anna Consistency Checking System handles these direc-

tories differently, for example, it does not create any of its own files in such direc-

tories. This helps keep these directories clean. This function is provided to deter-

mine whether or not the specified directory contains such an environment. If so. this
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function returns TRUE, otherwise it returns FALSE. The VADS/UNIX implementa-

tion at Stanford returns TRUE if the directory is either "/usr/vads5/standard" or

"'/usr/vads5/verdix1ib".

ADA-PATH:

This function determines the current search path of the Ada system being used. This

will be a list of directories excluding the current directory. This list is concatenated

after appending each of the directory names with ASCII.NULL, and returned as a

single string. The VADS/UNIX implementation returns a string corresponding to the

directories displayed on typing a.path.

QUIT:

This is used to implement the QUIT command of the Anna Debugger. It is otherwise

not easy to exit from a user defined Ada program at some arbitrary point during its

execution. The VADS/UNIX implementation implements this procedure by calling

the UNIX function -exit.

The main program which invokes the Anna Transformer is called transformer.a. This

program also contains a few implementation dependent features. For example the main

program in the distribution tape reads the command line and extracts the necessary pa-

rameters from there. This main program has been provided for convenience only. The

distribution tapes that includes all the tools developed at Stanford includes a more com-

prehensive main program with a better structure. It is expected that this main program

will be modified appropriately for the target machine.

C.2.2 Compiling the Anna Consistency Checking System

Once the implementation dependent parameters have been setup, replace the occurrence

of implVADS_UNIXb.a in the file RECOMPILE with the name of the file that contains the

newly created package body. The file RECOMPILE will then have to be modified for the

target machine. The file names, path names and the commands to the Ada environment

have to be changed appropriately. This version of the Anna Consistency Checking System

uses X windows for its user interface. Some of the path specifications in RECOMPILE refer

to the directories in which the X windows interface resides. If X windows is not available

on the target machine, then anothpr version of the Anna Consistency Checking System is
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required. which has a simple terminal oriented user-interface. These two versions will be

merged soon.

After RECOMPILE has been modified, the sequence of commands in this file need to be

executed, possibly by submitting it as a batch job.

This results in the creation of an executable called xform. Also, all the units that form

the runtime system of the Anna Consistency Checking System will have been compiled.

C.2.3 Setting Up the Predefined Environment

The last step in the installation process is to setup the predefined environment. This process

involves setting up the symbol table files of units like TEXTTO. which are assumed to be

already transformed when the programmer begins using the Anna Consistency Checking

System. This is achieved by executing the commands in the file RETRANSFORM. It may be

necessary to modify this file appropriately for the target .machine.

Once this is done, the Anna Consistency Checking System is fully installed and ready
for use. The remainder of this appendix forms the user guide for this system.

C.3 Non-Standard Anna Features

C.3.1 Annotation Names

The Anna Consistency Checking System extends the Anna language to make it possible to

name annotations. These names can then be used to refer to these annotations, for example,

through the Anna Debugger.

Annotation names can precede any list of annotations, and its syntax is similar to Ada

label definitions. Examples of naming annotations are shown below:

type EVEN is new INTEGER;

<<EVENCONSTRAINT>>

where X:EVEN => X mod 2 = 0;
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procedure INSERT(E :ELEMENT;Q :in out QUEUE);

<<SPECINSERT>>

where

IS_FULL(Q) => raise FULL,

raise FULL => Q = in Q,

out(LENGTH(Q) = LENGTH(in Q)+ 1),

-- out(IS MEMBER(E,Q));

C.3.2 Anna Pragmas

The following list of pragmas have been setup for use with the Anna Consistency Checking

System. They are not part of the Anna language definition. The first pragma in this list

makes sense only when transformed using the -d option, while all the other pragmas have

to be transformed using the -p option.

SUPPRESSANNO:

The argument to this pragma is an annotation name. It can be placed at any point

where the annotation name is visible (the visibility rules are the same as for any other

kind of declaration). This pragma causes the annotation to be suppressed initially.

ANNAPARALLELLOGFILE:

This pragma takes a file name as an argument. Since diagnostic information from

a task performing checks concurrently with the execution of the underlying program

can cltter up the screen, this option is provided to send all such information into the

specifiea 'le. If this pragma is not provided, this information is sent to the standard

output. This pragma has to be placed immediately after the context clause of the

main program.

ANNAREPORTMODE:

This pragma takes one argument which can be one of REPORTING, ABORTING or

IGNORING. This pragma specifies what happens when an annotation is violated. It

can be located anywhere in the program and has effect on all the annotations defined

from this point until the next such pragma. Regardless of the mode of reporting
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errors, a diagnostic message with details of the violation is given. Depending on the

reporting mode, one of the following set of actions is then taken:

* REPORTING: If the annotation is being checked sequentially, the exception

ANNAERROR is raised immediately. If the annotation is being checked con-

currently, the exception ANNAERROR is raised at the next checkpoint (see

below for information on checkpoints). This is the default action that is taken

in the absence of pragmas.

• ABORTING: The entire program is immediately aborted.

" IGNORING: The violation has no effect on the underlying program.

ANNAPARALLELSCOPE:

This pragma takes an optional parameter which can be one of REPORTING, ABORTING

or IGNORING. This pragma causes all annotations in its scope (according to standard

scope rules) to be transformed for concurrent checking. If the parameter is provided,

then the current reporting mode is changed as specified. This pragma overrides the

pragma ANNA_SEQUENTIALSCOPE (if any) present in outer scopes. This is the

default in the absence of pragmas.

ANNASEQUENTIAL-SCOPE:

This pragma is similar to ANNA.PARALLELSCOPE, except that it causes all anno-

tations in its scope to be transformed fer sequential checking. This pragma overrides

the pragma ANNAPARALLEL SCOPE (if any) present in outer scopes.

ANNAPARALLELANNOTATION:

This pragma has to occur immediately after an annotation. It is identical to the

pragma ANNA_PARALLEL_SCOPE, except that its scope includes only the immedi-

ately preceding annotation.

ANNASEQUENTIALANNOTATION:

This pragma also has to occur immediately after an annotation. It is similar to

the pragma ANNAPARALLELANNOTATION, except that it causes the immediately

previous annotation to be transformed for sequential checking.

ANNA-CHECKPOINT:
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This pragma takes an optional list of annotation names as its argument. All these

annotation names have to be visible at the point of the pragma. and must have

been transformed for concurrent checking. The pragma has to be located as part of a

sequence of statements. The effect of the pragma is to suspend the underlying program

when execution reaches the checkpoint until all checks on the specified annotations

are completed. If no list of annotations is specified, then the underlying program

is suspended at the checkpoint until all checks on every annotation being checked

concurrently has been completed.

C.4 Transforming Anna Programs

In this section, the method of transforming Anna programs to Ada programs is explained.

This Appendix does not, however, address issues involved in writing good Anna programs.

This is discussed in [70]. To transform an Anna program, the programmer issues the

command:

xform {options} annafile

annafile. anna is the name of the Anna source file. After transformation, the Ada file

is annafile. a and the parser listing is given in annafile.list. The various options are

listed below:

-o1-0:

This option is used for tracing the overload resolution processor. The trace output

is dumped into a log file called annafile.oload. -0 provides more comprehensive

tracing than -o. This option is usually not very useful, unless this system is being

run without the Anna Semantics Analyzer. The Anna Transformer assumes that the

source file is sem.antically valid, that is, it has successfully gone through the Anna

Semantics Analyzer. The Anna Transformer does attempt to provide some amount of

diagnostic information in case of errors, the overload resolution tracing is the major

source of this diagnostic information.

-m:

This option has to be used when the source file includes the main program. The

Anna Transformer assumes that the last compilation unit in the source file is the

main program.
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-d:

This option causes the Anna Transformer to include hooks to the Anna Debugger. If

this option is not used, the Anna Debugger is not invoked at runtime on the detection

of an inconsistency.

-P:

This option causes the transformations to generate checking tasks instead of checking

functions. Hence the checking can take place concurrently. Note that in this mode.

some annotations can be checked sequentially, while others concurrently. This is

achieved using the pragmas described in C.3.2.

_Z:

This option is used only to transform predefined units. See the file RETRANSFORM.

-T:

This option invokes a special testing mode, which is useful for regression testing of the

Anna Consistency Checking System. This option is usually not necessary in normal

situations.

-S:

This option causes the transformations to be performed silently. There is no output

to the user console from the Anna Transformer. Instead this output is redirected to

a file called "XFORM.LOG".

Typically, an Anna program comprises of many compilation units. The order of trans-

formation of these compilation units follow the same rules as in the case of the order of

compilations of these units. Within a program, one cannot mix the options -d and -p.

C.4.1 Creating the Self-Checking Executable

Once the compilation units of the Anna program have been transformed, the corresponding

Ada units are available. These Ada units are compiled as usual and then linked and loaded

to get the self-checking executable.

Note that the Ada search path of Anna directories must include the directory in which

the distribution tape has been copied. The Anna Transformer displays this path name, the

first time it is invoked in any directory.
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C.4.2 The Anna Debugger

The Anna Debugger is invoked in any Anna program in which at least one of the units

has been tiansformed using the -d option. It is invoked once when the program begins

execution, and then subsequently every time an annotation is violated. The unit containing

the violated annotation has to be transformed using the -d option. This section explains the

terminal oriented user interface to the Anna Debugger. The window oriented user interface

provides the same functionality, and the menus, etc. are such that its use is quite obvious.

Once the terminal oriented user interface is understood. the window oriented user interface

can be used easily. Since the user interface module of the debugger is a separate entity. it

is easy to modify it to suit the requirements of each installation. In fact, the user interface

has been continuously undergoing change at Stanford.

The Anna Debugger provides various debugging facilities suited for use with a specifica-

tion language like Anna. The current version does not provide any of the features provided

by a conventional debugger, and therefore for the Anna Debugger to be useful, it should

be used along with a conventional debugger. There are obvious disadvantages to this kind

of usage. For example, one has to switch between the two debuggers, and the conventional

debugger works on the transformed Ada program which is usually not very readabie. To

enhance the Anna Debugger to provide the functionality of a conventional debugger. it has

to be made compiler-dependent and some aspects of the compiler that is chosen have to be

known. Such information is usually not divulged by compiler vendors.

The Anna Debugger has an on-line help facility which can be invoked by typing "?" or

"HELP" at any time. The following features are available, however, they can be used only

with named annotations.

Annotations can be suppressed or unsuppressed. Suppressing an annotation means that

this annotation will have no effect at all. An annotation in the unsuppressed state can

have various different kinds of effects as described below. All annotations are by default

unsuppressed.

Command syntax:

SUPPRESS annotation-name

-SUPPRESS annotationname

When an annotation is unsuppressed, it can either be made to invoke the Anna Debugger
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every time the annotation is violated, or not invoke the Anna Debugger. All annotations

by default invoke the Anna Debugger.

Command syntax:
INVOKE annotation-name

-INVOKE annotation-name

When an annotation is unsuppressed, it can either raise the exception ANNAERROR when

an annotation is v'olated, or not raise this exception. All annotations by default raise this

exception.

Command syntax:
RAISE annotationname
-RAISE annotation-name

The status of an annotation can be queried by typing:

STMATUS annotation-namne

The command LIST lists all the named annotations.

To continue execution of the Anna program, type:

CONTINUE

Finally, to exit the Anna Debugger, type:

QUIT

C.5 Subset Restrictions: The Ada Reference Manual

This section and the next explain the subset restrictions of the Anna Consistency Checking

System. This section is organized based on the Ada reference manual, while the next section

is organized based on the Anna reference manual. Hence, for each section in these reference

manual, there is a corresponding section in either this section or the next that explains how

tle Anna Consistency Checking System handles this aspect of the language.
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C.5.1 Introduction

Irrele vant

C.5.2 Lexical Elements

Fully implemented

C.5.3 Declaraticis and Types

Declarations

Irrelevant

Objects and Named Numbers

Tully implemented

Types and Subtypes

Fully implemented, except what is specifically excluded in the later sections of this chapter.

Derived Types

Fully implemented

Scalar Types

Fully implemented

Array Types

Fully implemented

Record Types

Records without discriminants are fully implemented. Records with discrinilnants ar

treated as if the discriminants were declared as record components themselves. Discrimi-

nant constraints are. however. fully implemented. However, record types with variant parts

will not be accepted. The attribute CONSTRAINED is not implemented.
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Access Types

The attributes ADDRESS and STORAGESIZE are not implemented.

Declarative Parts

Irrelevant

C.5.4 Names and Expressions

Names

Fully implemented, except for the following attributes: ADDRESS, CALLABLE. CONSTRAINED.

COUNT, FIRST-BIT: LAST-BIT. POSITION, STORAGESIZE and TERMINATED.

Literals

Fully implemented

Aggregates

.Vot implemented

Expressions

Fully implemented

Operators and Expression Evaluation

Fully implemented

Type Conversions

Fully implemented

Qualified Expressions

Fully implemented
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Allocators

Fully implemented

Static Expressions and Static Subtypes

Static expressions are not evaluated even if they are just literals. Therefore in expressions

containing attributes with static arguments (e.g. FIRST(2), LAST(3-2)) all possible legal

values are tried out (this is a heuristic that may not work always). An example is given

below:

A:array (i..10,'a'. .'z') of INTEGER;

I: INTEGER:

I A'FIRST(3-2);

-- Right hand side is correctly resolved to INTEGER.

I := A'LAST(2);

-- Right hand side is incorrectly resolved to LTEGER.

However, the second of the two above expressions is illegal Ada and so is not expected as

input. Even then, problems may arise as shown in the example below:

A:array (1.. 10,'a'. .'z') of INTEGER:

function F return INTEGER,

function F return CHARACTER;

if F = A'LAST(2) then

-- The above expression, though legal, cannot be resolved.

end if;

Universal Expressions

Just as in the case of static expressions, universal expressions are also not evaluated, and

therefore can create ambiguities similar to that shown in the previous example.
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C.5.5 Statements

Fully implemented

C.5.6 Subprograms

Subprogram Declarations

Fully implemented

Formal Parameter Modes

Fully implemented

Subprogram Bodies

Fully implemented

Subprogram Calls

Named parameter association is not supported Also, in out and out parameters having the

form of a type conversion are not supported.

Function Subprograms

Fully implemented

Parameter and Result Type Profile - Overloading of Subprograms

Fully implemented

Overloading of Operators

Fully implemented

C.5.7 Packages

Package Structure

Fully implemented
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Package Specifications and Declarations

Fully implemented

Package Bodies

If the transformation of a package specification causes the generation of subprogram declara-

tions in the package specification, then a body must be provided to generate the subprogram

bodies in. If the original package specification does not require a body. an empty body can

be provided.

Private Types and Deferred Constant Declarations

Fully implemented

Example of a Table Management Package

Irrelevant

Example of a Text Handling Package

Irrelevant

C.5.8 Visibility Rules

Declarative Region

Fully implemented

Scope of Declarations

Fully implemented

Visibility

Fully implemented

Use Clauses

Fully implemented
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Renaming Declarations

.Vot implemented

The Package Standard

Fzlly implemented

The Context of Overload Resolution

The fact that a type is private or limited private is not considered during overload resolution.

C.5.9 Tasks

Nothing except the delay statement is implemented.

C.5.10 Program Structure and Compilation Issues

Compilation Units - Library Units

Fully implemented

Subunits of Compilation Units

Vot implemented

Order of Compilation

The order in which compilation units are transformed follow the same rules as for the order

of compilation. All units must be transformed first and then compiled.

The Program Library

The program library follows the same structure as the library maintained by the Verdix

Ada Compiler. No special library set-up commands are required, all necessary information

is inherited from the Verdix library. If the working directory does not have a Verdix library

set up. then the standard default paths are assumad.
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Elaboration of Library Units

Fullyj implemented

Program Optimization

Irrelevant

C.5.11 Exceptions

Fully implemented

C.5.12 Generic Units

Fully implemented except that generic formal parameters that are arrays are not allowed.

C.5.1.3 Representation Clauses/Implementation-Dependent Features

.Vot implemented

C.5.14 Input-Output

F,Llly implemented

C.6 Subset Restrictions: The Anna Reference Manual

C.6.1 Basic Anna Concepts

Fully implemented

C.6.2 Lexical Elements

The .4nna special characters are not implemented.

C.6.3 Annotations of Declarations and Types

Declarative Annotations

Irrelevant
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Annotations of Objects

Object annotations are not allowed within the private part of packages and within generic

formal parts.

Annotations of Type and Subtype Declarations

Fully implemented

Annotations of Derived Types

Fully implemented

Operations of Scalar Types

The attribute DEFINED is assumed to be true always.

Annotations of Array Types

Fully implemented

Annotations of Record Types

Record states are not implemented.

Annotations of Access Types

Collections are not implemented.

Declarative Parts

Irrelevant

C.6.4 Names and Expressions in Annotations

Names in Annotations

None of the attributes are implemented. However, an assumption is made that all objects

are defined always, i.e. the attribute DEFINED is assumed to evaluate to TRUE always.

Otherwise all other forms of names are implemented unless explicitly mentioned elsewhere.
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Expressions in Annotations

Fully implemented, unless expiicitly mentioned elsewhere.

Operators and Expression Evaluation

Fully implemented

Type Conversions

Fully implemented

Qualified Expressions

nmTy implemented

Quantified Expressions

Not implemented

Conditional Expressions

Fully implemented

Modifiers

Fully implemented

Definedness of Expressions

All expressions are assumed to be defined always.

C.6.5 Statement Annotations

Fully implemented
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C.6.6 Annotation of Subprograms

All subprograms (actual and virtual) must be supplied with bodies. If there is a sep/krate

subprogram declaration and body, then their subprogram annotations must conform with

each other, even if the subprogram body appears in a package body. In fact, the annotations

of a subprogram declaration (with a separate body) are actually ignored.

C.6.7 Packages

Package Structure

Fully implemented

Visible Annotations in Package Specifications

Modified subtype annotations are not implemented.

Hidden Package Annotations

Fully implemented. unless specifically mentioned elsewhere.

Annotations on Private Types

Fully implemented

Package States

Vot implemented

Axiomatic Annotations

Axiomatic annotations that fall into the subset as described in Chapter 4 are processed for

semantic correctness. Checks are performed to ensure that these annotations do indeed meet

the subset requirements. However, the package and the annotations are not transformed

for runtime checking.
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Consistency of Anna Packages

This section is not implemented. However. the only effect it has is to force the subprogram

annotations in the subprogram specification and body to conform to each other as has

already been mentioned earlier.

Example of a Package with Annotations

Irrel tvant

C.6.8 Visibility Rules in Annotations

Fully implemented

C.6.9 Tasks

[rrleu ant

C.6.10 Program Structure

Fully implemented

C.6.11 Exception Annotations

Both strong and weak propagation annotations are fuiiy impiemniened. IwWeli. tiley Lie

restricted to appear as the first set of annotations within any block. For this purpose.

iubprogram annotations are also considered part of the subprogram body and considered

to appear earlier than any other annotation in the body. Propagation annotations that do

not appear as required are ignored. The names of propagation annotations are ignored.

C.6.12 Annotation of Generic Units

Object annotations are not allowed in generic formal parts.

C.6.13 Annotation of Implementation-Dependent Features

Irrele vant
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